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harles Stewart Mott,
who established this
Foundation in 1926, was
deeply concerned from his earliest
years in Flint with the welfare of
his adopted community.
Soon after he had become one
of the city's leading industrialists,
this General Motors pioneer found
a practical and successful way to
express his interest. He served two
years as mayor (1912-13) during a
period when the swiftly growing
city was beset with municipal
problems, with 40,000 people
sharing facilities adequate for
10,000.
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As a private citizen, he started
a medical and dental clinic for
children and helped establish the
YMCA and the Boy Scouts in
Flint, along with the Whaley
Children's Center.
Nine years after the Foundation
was incorporated for philanthropic,
charitable and educational
purposes, it became a major
factor in the life of Flint through
organized schoolground
recreational activities, which
developed into the nationwide
community education program.
From this start, the
Foundation's major concern
has been the well-being of the
community: the individual, the
family, the neighborhood, the
systems of government. This
interest has continued to find
expression in Flint and also has
taken us far beyond our home city.
This report deals with the
avenues that we explored in 1989
while mindful of the founder's
motto: "Let us be known by our
deeds, and not by our money."

T

he Charles Stewart Mott
Foundation is a private
foundation supporting
programs across the United States
and, on a limited basis, internationally. Its purpose is to identify,
demonstrate, support, test and
disseminate principles that, in
application, strengthen and enrich
the quality of life of individuals
and their communities.
Learning how people can most
effectively live together, making
the concept of community a
practical reality, is one of the
fundamental needs of humanity
— particularly in a world marked
by social and political conflict,
rapidly changing technology,
disproportionate allocation of
resources, and a growing
realization of the limits of a
sustainable environment.
The Foundation has long
been interested and involved in
improving the quality of life at the
local level, using the processes
of education, social welfare,
economic development and
environmental management. From
its beginnings in Flint, Michigan,
the Foundation has extended this
concern with local problems to
cities and towns in other parts of
the country.
The neighborhood or local
community level is still a major
concern. However, given the
complexity of the world and the
interretatedness of its problems,
the Foundation has broadened
its concept of community to
encompass the state, regional,
national and, where appropriate,
international levels.
The purpose and values of the
Foundation are embodied in four
philosophical principles, which
together provide an appropriate
framework for the direction of our
resources and grantmaking:

• Opportunity for the
Individual
• Partnership with the
Community
• Effective Functioning of
Community Systems
• Leadership as the Mobilizer
Specifically, Foundation
grantmaking is organized under
six Trustee-approved program
missions:
• Education: Developing
Human Potential
• Environment
• Flint Area
• Neighborhoods and
Economic Development
• Philanthropy and
Volunteerism
• Exploratory and Special
Projects
The missions, in turn, are
divided into program areas
approved by the Board of
Trustees. (A breakdown of the
missions and program areas
can be found on page 50.
Descriptions of each are included
in the grants listing.) The program
areas are the primary arenas for
planning and carrying out the
Foundation's grantmaking. While
all of the program areas are
important, at any given time some
may have higher priority than
others. These relative priorities are
reassessed by the Trustees at least
twice a year through annual
mission reviews and the regular
budget process.

Our
Philosophy
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t has been traditional for us
to use our annual report
to showcase one of the
Foundation's program interests
each year. By so focusing, we can
write about what we know best,
what we've learned over time, and
look in depth at programs that
have a track record of success or
failure. This report is different. It
isn't focused on one particular
program area, but on an issue that
cuts across all our programs. It is
an issue that, whether we realize
it or not, also touches all of our
lives. That issue is poverty.

dropping out of school, or just
bad luck. And we know there are
many paths out: education, a
long-term job paying a decent
wage, marriage. We also know
that the vast majority of poor are
in poverty for only a short period
of time. However, there is a
rapidly growing segment of
society that experiences what is
called "persistent poverty." For
these people, poverty means more
than just not having enough
income. More often, it means
feeling trapped, isolated, despair,
hopeless and sometimes fearful.

Poverty has been studied by
many. We know there are many
paths into poverty, such as
divorce, illiteracy, too-early
childbearing, layoffs, drugs,

As we delved into the issues
of poverty, we talked with many
people who, at one time or
another, had been impoverished.
The thing that struck us about
each was that they were bright,
intelligent, articulate, with hopes
and full of promise. And yet, at
one time or another, each was "a
poverty statistic." If you examine
their lives, you'll find common
themes, such as the importance of
day care to a young mother; the
importance of mentoring or a
successful adult role model for a
young person; the importance of
networking; the absolute necessity
of completing high school or its
equivalent; and the importance of
targeted or purposeful training,
which leads to a job with a good
wage.

Annual
Message:
Reweaving the Fabric of Society

When we asked each of these
people, "If you could wave a
magic wand and erase poverty,
what would you do?" always
topping the list were: provide a
good education and a good job
with good wages, and improve
the neighborhood. We've long
known that without a job, without economic well-being, there is
little hope that the individual can
be either strong or self-reliant. The
importance of education and jobs
is borne out by this quote from the

Ford Foundation report, The
Common Good: "The problem
today is not so much a lack of
jobs, but rather a mismatch
between the skill requirement of
jobs and the skills that many
people bring to the labor market."
As this report looks at this
troubling issue, its emphasis is on
the fact that individuals in poverty
face a series of interconnected
problems requiring multiple
approaches to counteract. And
it highlights community-based
organizations as logical and
effective organizations to provide
those multiple approaches.
Community-based organizations, such as Focus:HOPE, MACE
and Chicanos For La Causa
featured herein, are in a unique
position to observe the range of
needs in their communities and
address those needs holistically.
By connecting the neighborhood
with the rest of society, community-based organizations provide
glue and stability where there is
economic and social isolation, and
hope and opportunity where
chaos, hopelessness and fear
otherwise often reign. Most
important, they provide reinvestment in the community and
that is essential,
The Mott Foundation is deeply
committed to the development
and nurturing of communitybased organizations, whether
they are large or small emerging
groups. Directly or indirectly, the
Foundation supports more than
180 emerging neighborhood
groups each year. We believe
strongly that these groups are
absolutely essential, particularly
in poor communities.
While the special section
focuses on community-based
organizations and how they
reweave the fabric of society,

1 want to address the other part of
the magic wand question — that
is education.
Frankly, of all the paths out
of poverty, I strongly believe
education is the most critical.
Schools, after all, are a reflection
of the very neighborhoods they
serve. You can drive through an
impoverished neighborhood and
see many ways poverty affects
people. Once thriving businesses
are closed, their boarded up
storefronts a testimony to
economic decay. People —
particularly the middle class —
have fled the inner city. Those
who are left are often trapped
with few skills and resources
with which to escape.
Today, because of the housing
patterns of poor families, schools
in impoverished neighborhoods
often have a student population
that has a high mobility rate sometimes as much as 50 percent
per year. Students increasingly
have learning disabilities because
of too-early childbearing, lack of
nutrition, domestic violence, child
abuse, birth addiction to drugs
or parental illiteracy. They are
traumatized before they ever hit
the schoolhouse door.
Nevertheless, technology is
shaping the world. High school
graduation is the absolute minimum necessary to survive. At the
same time, more and more bluecollar jobs require advanced
training. Even as the global
economy is requiring frequent
retraining of the work force, we
read continually that we are falling
behind, that if we are to be competitive, the nation must have a
more highly trained and educated
work force. Such a work force will
create new and better jobs. The
problem, as we all know, is that as
the population ages and shrinks.

an increasing portion of
tomorrow's work force are the
same students who today are
falling behind in school.
There is an urgency to address
this critical issue — the declining
education of our children. We
can no longer address it as a
"schooling problem." Society
cannot afford to let a significant
portion of our population fail in
school. It is neither morally nor
ethically right and it is economic
suicide. Yet, with ever-shrinking
resources, the schools are presented a near-impossible task.
Business increasingly is taking on
the job of education. Last year,
industry spent an estimated $30
billion on education and it is
expected this figure will keep
rising.
We need to take a new look at
education. It is not a question of
whether education is going to
be restructured, reformed or
redesigned; education is being
redesigned as you read this. We're
all aware of the work foundations,
government and social agencies
across this country have sponsored, ranging from drop-out
and teen-pregnancy prevention
programs to youth service, conservation corps and peer support
groups, to the effective school
movement and school-based
management. Every day we read
about incentives, choice and other
experiments with education:
differentiated staffing, lengthening
the school year, schools in the
workplace, third-party management of schools, alternative forms
of governance and much more.
Some initiatives are already in
place.
In my opinion, alternative
forms of education will continue
to proliferate. While some will
succeed and others will fail, the

basic system as we know it must
change. We can no longer use the
Band-Aid approach. We're facing
core changes that will impact the
basic approach to education today.
Increasingly, education must be
tailored to the individual. We
know how to do this.
Several years ago, General
Motors had an advertising
campaign that touted: "We sweat
the details." In education, we
need to "sweat the individuals."
Whether through specialized
training or provision of a balanced
curriculum, whether through onthe-job or classroom training, we
must look to the specific needs
of individuals. The American
automobile industry knows that
the consumer has spoken. I think
the schools are getting the same
message. We salute those that are
setting the pace for the future.
As I pondered these issues in
preparing remarks for a recent
meeting of executives, a vision
emerged that I would like to share
with you. What is needed in
society today is a place where the
community can have all its needs
met, a place where community
leaders, social service providers,
law enforcement officials, churches,
universities, etc., come together
and come to grips with the needs
of the people. What better place
than the neighborhood school?
Every community has a school.
Generally, it is one of the finest
facilities in the neighborhood.
Inasmuch as the school building is
owned by the public, why not
open it all day, seven days a week,
year-round, as the comprehensive
community center from which
community services are delivered?
In my mind, the cookie-cutter
approach to both education and
human-service delivery is passe1
and impractical, particularly in a

world where human needs are
rapidly outpacing human
response. It is unlikely that
national initiatives ever will be
embracing enough to deal with
the myriad problems that stem
from or cause poverty. Fundamentally, we need to tackle the
problems of individuals and
families in a holistic fashion both through education and
delivery of social services. But
communities can and must do so
in the manner most appropriate to
their own demographics, economic base and human needs.
Imagine if each neighborhood
or community designed a system
to meet its own particular needs.
Using the school as a base, each
district would look different.
Separate from its role as provider
of education, the school could be
the source point for child care,
nutrition, early childhood and
parenting education, adult and
continuing education, special
tutoring classes, on-site college
and business courses, alternative
learning centers, adult day care,
recreation, art and culture. The
school building could offer
community meeting rooms and
kitchens, clinics for delivery of
dental and medical services,
offices for social welfare and
voluntary agencies. School buses
could provide transportation to
shopping centers, food markets,
offices, events. The school could
serve as headquarters for food
distribution, a clothing bank, the
home-repair tool crib.
Schools could be a safe haven, a
beacon in the community, if you
will. Think of the impact a social
worker could have by being placed
in schools or neighborhoods as
opposed to being centralized
elsewhere in the community. As
headquarters for the neighborhood police officer, the school
8

could be a natural collaboration
point for communities to solve
problems. Similarly, the school
could be the place where the
generations meet. The special
skills of our seniors must be put
to work guiding and nurturing
our future — our children. There
is much both have to give.
Traditionally, we have thought
of the "place called school" as the
center of K-12 education. But there
is no reason why the school
cannot reach out to the community in a variety of ways. The
school is uniquely positioned to
work out cooperative agreements
with and deliver educational
services to churches, neighborhood organizations, businesses
or voluntary organizations organizations that naturally
minister to populations the school
often has difficulty reaching. At
the same time, these agencies,
whether social, health or recreational, should be reaching into the
schools and providing services
there.
To make all of this work will
require changes in the way we
govern ourselves. First and
foremost, community decisionmaking needs to take place at the
local level. It should include
principals, public officials,
teachers, students, parents,
employers, social service
providers, and neighborhood
organizations. Cooperative
funding and usage agreements
would have to be developed
with government social service
agencies, hospitals, neighborhood
groups, businesses and colleges.
Every school should have whatever resources necessary to
target the pressing needs of the
community. The resources exist in
communities; they just need to be
reallocated or, perhaps, reprioritized. After all, if we have the

resources to build prisons and to
maintain welfare rolls, we have the
resources to develop human
capital.
Beyond serving as the focal
point for bringing together
community leadership and
providing service delivery, the
schools still must educate our
youth. A critical element is having
a dynamic professional head or
master educator. That individual
should be key among the broader
community leadership as well as
one who knows what a good
curriculum is and how to deliver
it; how to motivate teachers and
students; how to work with
professionals and volunteers; and
how to solve problems. I would go
so far as to recommend that these
exceptional folks be viewed in the
same way we view corporate
CEOs, with a clear career path
and compensation to match — a
recommendation sure to change
the entire teacher preparation,
certification and unionization
process.
While the head educator and
other teaching professionals
deliver the educational services
(whether school-based, churchbased or wherever) let the
coalition of community leadership concern itself with all other
human-service needs in the
community and the best way of
using the school building to
provide those services.
This vision is hardly pie in the
sky. Not only is it drawn from the
more than 50 years of history this
Foundation has in community
education, but there are examples
of all of these ideas already at
work in different places across
America. I simply suggest putting
the package together. As long as
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kidding ourselves that our system
is working. Realizing that, I am
just beginning to understand what
an educator, whom I respect,
meant when he said, "Wouldn't it
be fun to design a community
education program from scratch.
The only limitation is that we can't
build a school."
Education is the key, but it is
still only one component of the
poverty equation. To make a
measureable impact on America's
growing poverty crisis requires
holistic solutions. Clearly, poverty
isn't going to go away by itself
and, in fact, is already fraying the
fabric of our society. We must first
see the moral imperative to make
poverty go away. Then it will take
community-based organizations
and schools rebuilding human
infrastructure, along with strong
public policy, advocacy and
collaboration at all levels.
Eradicating poverty gets down
to values. If we do nothing else,
we must promote those values and
actions which empower people
and ultimately lead to counteracting hopelessness, fantasy, fear
and racism. Only then can we
begin to create a just society.
Such a vision is, perhaps, best
summarized by the following,
taken from the walls of a 17th
century church in England:
"A vision without a task is a
dream,
A task without a vision is
drudgery.
But a vision with a task is the
hope of the world."

Administration and
Finance
As we noted in last year's
annual report, 1989 marked
changes to our Board of Trustees
with the death of Chairman
Emeritus Charles Stewart Harding
Mott, whose wit and counsel we
have sorely missed. Appointed to
the board was Rushworth Kidder,
senior columnist for The Christian
Scietice Monitor. A native New
Englander, he is the author of "An
Agenda for the 21st Century" and
"Reinventing the Future: Global
Goals for the 21st Century." With
his work on global issues, Rush
brings to the board experience in
many areas and interests that
coincide with our own future
directions.
The Foundation ended 1989
with assets of almost $962 million,
an increase of $123 million over
1988. Grants totaled 369 at almost
$39 million, an increase of about
$5 million over 1988.

William S. White, President
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enuine delight spreads
across the face of a
middle-aged secretary
as she scurries around her desk,
perches on tip-toes and gives John
Wilford a big bear hug.
Walking with Wilford
through the halls of a building
at Focus:HOPE, a nonprofit
community-development
organization in Detroit that
provided him with three years
of skilled-trades training, is like
appearing in public with a
celebrity. People wave, extend
their hand in greeting or insist
that he stop by later for a chat.
Though Wilford completed
FocusiHOPE's program in 1984,
people remember him fondly five
years later.
Clearly, he left his mark on the
place. At one time, Wilford also
left his mark on police blotters,
court dockets and state prison
records.
"Before I came to Focus:HOPE,
I was about one notch from being
a career criminal," says Wilford, a
tall, athletic-looking man whose
boyish baseball cap belies his 42
years. "I was 33 before I started
acting like I had some sense."
By then he had a 14-year
history of criminal behavior and
had served three sentences in
different Michigan prisons on
charges involving shoplifting, badcheck passing, drugs and other
activities. "I don't mind admitting
I got trapped in the drug scene.
And I was buying, selling —
stealing — to get it," he says
openly of a problem he today
views as a "plague on society."
Still, "1 didn't come from a
family of criminals. I'm the only
one in my family who ever got
locked up or was uneducated,"
Wilford insists, adding that a

always stayed in my mind, the
family and background that I came
from. I used to tell myself, Tm
better than that/"

"Before I came to
Focus;HOPE, I was
about one notch from
being a career criminal.
I was 33 before I started
acting like I had some
sense.
- John Wilford
younger brother has worked a
white-collar job in the automotive
industry for 20 years.
The product of a broken home,
Wilford was 12 when he left his
mother and siblings in Kentucky
and moved with his father to
Detroit. A classic latch-key kid, he
recalls being left alone frequently
by a father who worked long
hours. "That gave me a lot of free
time to do things he didn't know
about," he says. Among them,
skipping school, which he finally
quit in 12th grade before
graduation.
Though Wilford admits that
as a teenager he "ran with the
wrong crowd — more or less for
company," he didn't land in
serious trouble until he was 19.
That year he was sent to a state
prison for selling stolen cars.
Wilford says he was struck
then, as well as during other
periods of incarceration, by the
fact that "other people in jail had
relatives in jail, but 1 didn't come
from that kind of background. It
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So did his grandmother — a
woman so devoted to him that she
frequently begged and badgered
people to drive her from Kentucky
to Michigan just so she could
spend one hour visiting him in
prison. "She loved me from the
bottom of her heart," he says,
pointing out that her love and
loyalty never wavered despite his
behavior.
Indeed, it was her death that
triggered a dramatic turnaround
in Wilford's life. When he completed his third prison term, she
was ailing, but alive. Her condition had worsened, however,
when he was picked up by police
for questioning in connection with
a case they felt he could help
crack. While he was held in jail,
she died, and by the time he was
released, the funeral and burial
already had taken place.
Being unable to see his
grandmother one last time and
attend her funeral was deeply
troubling, he says, quietly
describing the incident as "the
hardest stone of all cast at me."
That, coupled with his prison
stays, "got me thinking about all
the tears I'd brought to my family."
At that point, a sincerely
contrite lohn Wilford made an
important vow. "I said to myself:
'If there's any way to look down
from heaven and see what's going
on, then my grandmother was
going to see me doing well. She
was going to see me punching a
time clock every day.'"
A bit of good luck and a lot of
hard work has helped Wilford
keep his word.

"Poverty should be defined in terms of
those who are denied the minimal levels
of health, housing, food, and education
that our present stage of scientific
knowledge specifies as necessary for life
as it is now lived in the United States.
"Poverty should be defined
psychologically in terms of those whose
place in the society is such that they are
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internal exiles who, almost inevitably,
develop attitudes of defeat and pessimism
and who are therefore excluded from
taking advantage of new opportunities.
"Poverty should be defined absolutely, in
terms of what man and society could be.
As long as America is less than its
potential, the nation as a whole is
ed by that fact. As long as
there is the other America, we are, all of
us, poorer because of it."

— The Other America
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The Fraying
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efining the poor, tallying
their numbers, dissecting and labeling
them by specific types and
categories — those are the
manageable aspects of America's
poverty problem.

For years, statisticians and
researchers have compiled and
analyzed poverty numbers. What
they reveal is a disturbing picture
of an America:
• where nearly 33 million
people — one tn seven of us —
live in poverty (some researchers
actually put the figure much
higher at 40 to 50 million
Americans);
• where, according to the
Congressional Budget Office/ the
poorest 20 percent of Americans
saw their real income drop 3.2
percent and their federal taxes
increase 16.2 percent between 1980
and 1989;
• where one-third of the poor
are, in fact, working full time;
• where one in five children is
poor and, under six years of age,
one in four is poor;
• where perhaps as many as
half of all children born today
could live in poverty for at least
part of their childhood;
• where nearly half of black
children today live in poor families
and most black youngsters spend
four or more years in poverty during
their first 10 years of life; and

where 74 percent of black
children are born out of wedlock,
half of them to teen mothers.
Were that picture not troubling
enough, consider that the percentage of Americans living in
poverty increased in the late 1970s
and early 1980s, dropping off only
slightly despite the economic
recovery of the mid-1980s.
Tabulating numbers is the easy
part for poverty analysts. Far more
frustrating during the past several
decades has been formulating
public policies to shrink significantly the number of poor
Americans.
Perhaps one reason we have
failed so miserably is that we
have looked for a single, simple
solution to the problems of the
poor. The fact is, the poor in
America are not all alike. There
isn't a single impoverished
population in need of attention
and services. There are several
and they are categorized in a
number of ways.
The Council of State Planning
Agencies (CSPA) identifies six
"poverty populations" in its 1989
report Out from Under:
• A small but significant
number of physically or psychologically impaired people who are
unemployable.
* Those undergoing major
personal or family upheavals —
13

including divorce, illness, death of
a spouse or job loss — that may
plunge them into poverty, albeit
often only temporarily.
• The working poor, employed
part or full time, yet are unable to
break through the poverty line.
• Long-term unemployed or
displaced workers who want to
work but are unable to find
employment.
• The "uncountables" •- those
so discouraged they no longer
look for work and thus do not
show up in labor statistics —
estimated to number in the
millions.
• The "underclass — chronically
unemployed young minority
males and welfare mothers and
their children concentrated in
crime-ridden, inner-city
neighborhoods."
Some in the poverty field might
add another, the "complacent
poor" — those who are dependent
on government aid, yet accept
their lot in life, aspire to nothing
better and do not feel stigmatized.
Regardless the label, within
each category are faces — of
children spending so much of
their childhood in poverty that it
threatens their development and
future; of aid-dependent teenage
mothers with few child-rearing
skills, little education, no job skills
and little hope of a financially
independent future; of young

black men who are overly
represented among high school
dropouts, the unemployed and the
incarcerated.
Clearly, poverty in America
today has many faces and dimensions. Consider the working poor
who have captured considerable
interest because their plight working full time yet not escaping
poverty — is so unjust.
As long-time poverty researcher
David T. Ellwood points out in
Poor Support; "Anyone who is
meeting reasonable responsibilities
ought to be guaranteed of 'making
it' without welfare through a
system of supplemental supports
that are designed to reward work
and responsibility." Anything less
makes a sham of the American
Dream, according to Ellwood.
But perhaps the most troubling
and talked about group in poverty
today is "the persistently poor" —
individuals and families locked
into the vise-like grip of poverty
with little hope of escaping. In the
graphic words of The Kemer
Report Twenty Years Later, these
are people facing "the likelihood
that one will never find a decent
job or marriage partner, that one's
children will share the same fate."
During the past few years, we
have learned a lot about the
persistently poor, thanks largely
to data collected since 1968 by the
Survey Research Center at The

University of Michigan from the
nation's 56 most highly urbanized
counties.
The University defines the
persistently poor as persons
falling below the official U.S.
government poverty line in eight
or more years of a 10-year period.
In one sense, the number of such
individuals is small — they
account for only 15 percent of all
persons who have dropped into
poverty during the 10-year period
and 5 percent of the total urban
population.
At any given time, however, the
burden of the persistently poor on
society's resources is enormous.
According to the 1980 U.S. census,
one person in every seven in the
nation's urban areas fell below
the official poverty line. Of that
number, the UM figures disclose,
60 percent were families and
individuals caught in poverty for
relatively short periods of time.
The remaining 40 percent were
persistently poor.
Moreover, the number of
persistently poor seems to be
growing. On the one hand, census
figures show that the poverty rates
for the nation's central cities rose
by half — from 12.7 to 19 percent
- between 1969 and 1985. On the
other, according to UM figures,
the number of poor persons
escaping from poverty dropped
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from 30 percent in 1968 to about
20 percent in 1982.
As the Chicago Tribune pointed
out a few years ago in an
extensive series on what it called
the "underclass" (the term
often used synonymously for the
persistently poor), the existence of
this group isn't new in America.
But "for the first time, much of
the rest of America seems to be
accepting a permanent underclass
as a sad, if frightening, fact of
life."
Just what does it mean to be
mired in persistent poverty? By
all accounts, it means feeling
powerless, disenfranchised —
hopeless. It means living in
shabby surroundings where
violence, drug use and physical
abuse are commonplace. It means
being isolated from society by
behavior, attitude and values. And
it means belonging to a group that
tripled in size between 1970 and
1980.
Who exactly makes up this
stubbornly complex subset of the
poor? Greg J. Duncan, author of
Years of Poverty, Years of Plenty.
states that the persistently poor
are heavily concentrated into
two overlapping groups: black
households and female-headed
households.
Duncan points ou t that
"although blacks constitute only
about 12 percent of the entire

population and 42 percent of the
one-year poor, they account for 62
percent of the persistently poor."
To more fully understand
poverty — and persistent poverty
in particular — it is useful to
examine a few common
misconceptions:
• Most of the poor population
is black. In fact, of the roughly 33
million poor Americans, more
than 21 million are white. Blacks
account for most of the
persistently poor, however.
• Poverty is an urban
phenomenon. In fact, while the
overall poverty rate is higher in the
nation's cities, the portion of the
poor in persistent poverty is 50
percent higher in small towns and
rural areas. This is particularly
true in the South where two-thirds
of the poor are persistently poor.
• The elderly are among the
poorest of Americans. In fact,
while the elderly make up onethird of the persistently poor
population, most elderly
Americans are not persistently
poor,
• Once on welfare, always on
welfare. In fact, most welfare
recipients are not dependent on
public aid long-term. Duncan's
research shows that "one-half the
persons who lived in families
where welfare benefits were
received at least once in a decade
did not receive it more than 2 of
the 10 years."

Still, being trapped in poverty
— whether it is persistent or not
- is likely to have a profoundly
negative affect on one's personality, family, home and neighborhood.
Finding affordable, livable
housing, for instance, is a major
hurdle facing the poor. Housing
subsidies are often woefully
inadequate (particularly for
families with children who require
separate sleeping quarters), often
leading to a frantic juggling act of
various public-aid allotments to
stave off eviction.
Some can keep up the juggling
act only so long. Moving is a
regular occurrence for many poor
families, causing them to feel like
drifters with no connection to
their community and often
disrupting their children's
education. (In one inner-city Flint,
Michigan, school, about half of
the children who start school in
the fall have moved by spring.)
Educational attainment isn't
the only casualty. Housing stock
and entire neighborhoods can
deteriorate when units are
occupied by short-term renters
who have no interest in maintaining the property and are
owned by absentee landlords who
do not reinvest in their property.
It is the realization that those
who are poor face the frightening
and growing intractability of
poverty that increasingly has
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aroused the concern of the Mott
Foundation. While the Foundation
has not had a specific grantmaking program to help the poor,
it has a long history of supporting
projects that provide the
disadvantaged with opportunities
leading to self-sufficiency.
We believe projects such as
historically black colleges,
teenage-pregnancy prevention,
remedial education and job
training for at-risk youth,
neighborhood organizing and
revitalization, and entrepreneurship among low-income Americans,
have potential to impact America's
poverty problem.
But we also realize more must
be done. We are in the process
of taking a hard look at our
programs and how they impact
upon the issues of poverty, and
persistent poverty in particular. In
the meantime, our experience to
date reinforces our belief that a
holistic approach is needed in
helping the poor help themselves.
As has often been said, one
cannot learn if too hungry to
think; one cannot work without
skills; one cannot feel safe as long
as shelter is elusive.
Helping the poor help
themselves requires many such
considerations. Likewise, to
develop appropriate, effective
paths out of poverty requires
understanding its root causes.

Undeniably, there are those
who view the poor as shiftless
and lazy. The poor, they argue,
squander resources and
opportunities and are therefore
undeserving of sympathy or
support. Mildred L. Love, vice
president of programs and field
services for the National Urban
League, is fully aware of such
arguments.
"1 think to some extent there is
still that point of view in this
country that blames the victim,
that says: 'It' you're poor, you're
poor because there is something
inherently wrong with you —
culturally, genetically, or
whatever.' Progress has been
made relative to that kind of
thinking . . . but we still hear:
They're lazy, they don't care,
they don't want to work.'"
Certainly there are those who
"don't care," Love says, reflecting
upon the fact that many who
are poor have faced years —
sometimes generations — of
disenfranchisement and
power less ness. The question is,
why don't they care? And what
must we do to help them? "Any
strategy that deals with persistent
poverty certainly has to embrace
the notion of community and
individual self-help."
In Love's view, any discussion
of the causes of persistent poverty
must acknowledge that racism is

still very much alive despite
significant civil rights gains for
minorities.
"We still have racism and
discrimination and prejudice
operating in this country in much
more subtle ways in the 1980s and
1990s than they did in the 1950s
and 1960s . . . I don't think we
want to dwell on the whole notion
of racism, but I think any analysis
of why we have that persistently
poor category of people certainly
has to take a look at that in terms
of limitations on the opportunities
that might be available."
Concurring is the Rev. William
Cunningham, executive director of
Focus:HOPE in Detroit, a nonprofit community-development
corporation that sprang out of the
1960s civil rights movement. In
fact, Cunningham, a Roman
Catholic priest, maintains that
until racism is eliminated, the
upward mobility of blacks will
continue to be severely curtailed.
"We need to make blacks the
'captains of industry.' We need to
break racism from the inside.
What we need in America is a
ferocity of intolerance for racism."
While some poverty experts
might debate the role racism plays
in keeping people impoverished,
there is little disagreement that a
lackluster economy can swell the
ranks of the poor.
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Researcher and writer Ellwood,
for instance, attributes at least part
of today's poverty problem to a job
shortage — a shortage that has
readied critical proportions for
black males. As evidence, he
points out that in 1984, only 58
percent of all young, black adult
males were employed.
What's worse, according to a
fact sheet compiled recently by the
U.S. House Select Committee on
Children, Youth and Families:
"Between 1973-1986, the real
average earnings of black males
18-29 fell by 31 percent, from
$10,778 to $7,447, compared to
declines of 14 percent and 20
percent respectively for white and
Hispanic males of the same ages/'
In his book The Truly
Disadvantaged: The Inner City,
the Underclass, and Public Policy.
University of Chicago professor
William Julius Wilson states that
while many blacks benefited
professionally and financially from
the healthy economy following
World War II, "recent structural
shifts in the economy have
diminished mobility opportunities
for others."
Even the most casual student of
the American economy is aware
that manufacturing jobs, which
once provided a comfortable living
for those with minimal education,
are being replaced by jobs
requiring high-level skills or by

service industry jobs offering low
pay and restricted opportunities
for advancement.

be disproportionately represented
in the young worker labor pool
during the next century.

At the same time, the nation's
inner cities are losing an evergrowing number of businesses
and shops that once were easily
accessible and provided entry-level
jobs, on-the-job training, and a
chance to develop a work ethic.

The public education system,
nevertheless, is just one of several
key institutions and organizations
with a pivotal role to play in
poverty alleviation. Some experts
maintain that the biggest weakness in current social policies
aimed at poverty is a terribly
fragmented service-delivery
system.

Still, as Mildred Love points
out, focusing on the creation of
more jobs is only part of the
picture. "The question may
not be so much whether job
opportunities are available, but
rather the mismatch between the
requirements of those jobs and the
skills people have.
"While we're talking about
limited opportunities, and
discrimination and racism still
abounding, we have to make
certain that the young people who
are going to make up a significant
part of the labor force have
mastered basic skills."
Unfortunately, current statistics
tell a disheartening story about
young people and their job
readiness. About 25 percent of
American teens drop out of school
each year. Yet by the end of the
decade, it is estimated that new
jobs will require a work force with
a median education of 13.5 years.
Blacks and Hispanics, who make
up a disturbingly large segment of
today's "at-risk" population, will

Cunningham agrees, pointing
out that even in state capitals where various agencies and
departments are headquartered
and should be able to communicate and cooperate easily —
isolation prevails. "They don't
work together. They don't talk
together."
Love is among those who
attribute that lack of coordination
in part to a dearth in national
leadership willing to tackle
poverty issues aggressively. "I
see a lack of national will and
commitment to really eliminate
poverty and racism in this country.
There is a lack of leadership in
really making the long-term
investment in resources that it
would take to really attack this
problem."
Similarly, Eleanor M. Josaitis,
Focus:HOPE's cofounder and
associate director, observes that for
too long poverty problems have
IS

been treated with Band-Aids. "I
think oftentimes we accept
without ever questioning . . . We
are very satisfied just to give food
stamps, to create food programs,
to give housing — and not take on
the complexities of poverty."
Increasingly, she says, it is
important to recognize and
address the interconnecting
problems of the poor. We have
failed to do so as a nation because
"it's so easy to turn your back on
poverty and not see it. That's why
I'd make it mandatory that
bankers get in their cars and see
some of the abandoned, boarded
up homes that are owned by folks
who live far away from the ghetto
and take healthy tax write-offs for
their property. I would make it
mandatory that all youngsters in
their developing years see what
it's like to have a job and what
that brings you: the nice shopping
centers out in the suburbs, the
nice homes — the cleanliness of it.
"It's truly easy to ignore
poverty, if you choose to."

.
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"In short, being poor is not one aspect of a
person's life, it is his life. Taken as a
whole, poverty is a culture.,. These are
people who lack education and skills, who
have bad health, poor housing, low levels
of aspiration and high levels of mental
distress. They are, in the language of
sociology, 'multiproblem' families. Each
disability is the more intense because it
exists within a web of disabilities. And if
one problem is solved, and the others are
left constant, there is little gain."

— The Other America

The Mott
Approach

P

overty avoidance,
alleviation or elimination
has been a goal in many
of the Mott Foundation's grantmaking activities, dating back to
the 1930s when we supported
programs to deliver health care to
Flint's needy youngsters and hot
breakfasts to its school children.
Although our work today
encompasses much broader fields
such as teenage-pregnancy
prevention, remedial education
and job training for at-risk youth
and neighborhood revitalization,
we have learned that little has
changed over time. Living in
poverty in America means
struggling to meet basic human
needs.
Certainly there are many paths
that lead people into poverty —
and out again. Just as certainly,
foundations have a key role to play
in supporting strategies that can
help people hurdle the barriers
that keep them impoverished.
Such reasoning prompted the
Mott Foundation's extensive
program of support for historically
black colleges. Recognizing that
historically black colleges
represent one of the best paths
to equality for many minority
youngsters, the Foundation in 1979
made a 20-year commitment of
support that has since been both
extended and expanded. To date,
approximately $20 million has

been awarded for more than 90
projects at 58 black public and
private institutions and supporting
organizations.

address safety concerns, the need
for role models in the community
and the demoralizing nature of
low-income neighborhoods.

Likewise, recognizing that
many who are on public assistance consider a lack of health
insurance a major disincentive to
employment, the Foundation in
1988 became a key funder of a
pilot project in Michigan to make
health care more accessible and
affordable for the indigent and
working poor.

Overall, our experiences in the
field of poverty have confirmed
three points:

At the same time, the
Foundation continues to explore
public policy issues. Northwestern
University recently received a
grant to examine how moving to
white suburban communities in
the Chicago area affected poor
black mothers in terms of
education, economics and social
interaction. Researchers discovered
that the women who moved to the
suburbs fared tar better than
another group of poor black
mothers who moved to mostly
black areas of the city.
In addition to being more likely
to find employment, it was found
that the suburban participants
were able to respond to improved
employment opportunities despite
a lack of previous work experience
and disincentives in the welfare
system. As for future public
policy, the researchers concluded
that employment programs should
21

First, partial or fragmented
solutions to the problems of the
poor tend to provide only limited
benefit. Job training without job
placement, employment without
transportation, employment and
transportation without day care services provided without the
necessary complements typically are inadequate to help
even the most committed,
hardworking aid recipient escape
poverty.
Second, traditional governmental approaches that emphasize
income maintenance but lack
incentives for employment and
self-sufficiency are inadequate.
Third, in order to make a
significant impact on the
persistently poor, more, although
not necessarily different, services
are required, including a wellcoordinated delivery system.
Like many others in this field,
the Foundation increasingly has
come to recognize that the
complexities of poverty, and
especially persistent poverty,
demand holistic solutions. One
way to address such needs is to

network clients to an array of
services in the community.
Another is for a single
organization itself to provide
multiple services. While often
logistically and financially
difficult, there are benefits to this
approach, chief among them a
greater likelihood that multiple
needs will be met because of
easier access.
Three long-time recipients of
Mott support have embraced
this strategy: Focus:HOPE, a
community-based development
organization operating for
more than 20 years in Detroit;
Mississippi Action for Community
Education (MACE), a communitydevelopment corporation based in
Greenville that since 1967 has
helped the poor, mostly black,
residents of the Delta region; and
Chicanos For La Causa, a
community-development
corporation in South Phoenix,
Arizona, which since 1969 has
focused on the employment and
social services needs of the
Hispanic population.

lives of the poor, multiple,
intertwined problems must be
addressed simultaneously.

Although the leaders of all
three organizations say they never
expected their programs to expand
to their present sizes, a series of
serendipitous events led to the
multifaceted programming they
offer today. More importantly, all
insist that time and experience
have proven that to impact the
22
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Focus:HOPE

The unexpected twists and
turns that brought Focus:HOPE to
that conclusion started with the
chance meeting of a Roman
Catholic priest and a suburbanDetroit housewife shortly after the
Detroit race riots in 1967.
Convinced that people
committed to eliminating racial
inequality could create a more just
society by working together, the
Rev. William Cunningham and
Eleanor Josaia's forged a friendship and a business partnership
solid enough to last more than 20
years and contagious enough to
attract hundreds of employees and
thousands of volunteers.
Among Detroiters, Focus:HOPE
is widely known by its symbol
(black and white outstretched
hands) and for operating a massive food distribution program
for infants, women and senior
citizens, Still others know
Focus:HOPE as the sponsor of
the annual "Walk for Justice," a
fundraiser that floods the city's
streets with walkers from
throughout the metropolitan area.
But what many don't know is
that a dozen miles north of
Detroit's riverfront, where
gleaming glass and steel reach
for the sky to signal the city's
renaissance, Focus:HOPE has been
steadily orchestrating a rebirth of
a different sort on 25 acres of far
less desirable real estate in one of
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Rev. William Cunningham and Eleanor
Jqsaitis, founders of Focus:HOPE

Detroit's densest areas of
une m pi oy ment.
That parcel, once a bustling
industrial strip tilled with small
machine shops and manufacturers, has seen a steady exodus
of businesses leaving in its wake
empty, hulking structures that all
too quickly became eyesores.
But turning misfortune into
good fortune is a skill shared by
many at Focus:HOPE. And so,
when Ex-Cell-O Corp., a maker of
machine tools, announced in the
early 1980s that it planned to
vacate its facility near Focus:HOPE's
offices, the staff moved quickly to
buy the building for a nominal fee
to revitalize the neighborhood and
create job opportunities for
unemployed minorities.
Out of the Ex-Cell-O deal grew
Industry Mall, a vast complex of
nine separate plant/office buildings
that includes: Focus;HOPE's
headquarters, several manufacturing firms, two training
programs and a child care center.
The first project was the
creation in 1981 of the Machinist
Training Institute (MTI), a preapprentice program for precision
machinists and metalworkers
housed in the former Ex-Cell-O
plant.
Typically, two-thirds of MTI
trainees are black. The average
student has been jobless for three

years. Since graduating its first
class in 1982, MTI has trained
nearly 700 machinists and boasts
a 97 percent placement rate.
Moreover, graduates of the eightmonth program are in such high
demand that starring salaries of
$28,000 are not uncommon.
Other facilities and programs
that make up Industry Mall:
• Cycle-Tec Remanufacturing
Inc., which remanufactures
worn or defective automobile
transmissions for General Motors
dealers nationwide. Opened in
1984, the business today has
annual sales of about S3 million
and employs some 70 people.
• Fast Track, an educational
program launched in 1989 to
upgrade the math and English
skills of recent high school
graduates to improve their
employabiUty. Almost 200
completed the program in its
first year.
• High Quality Manufacturing,
which makes engine hoses and
vacuum harnesses for the auto
industry and employs mostly
female welfare recipients. Begun
in 1985, the firm reached $2
million in sales in 1989 and had
approximately 35 workers. As
evidence of their proficiency, in
1989 the company earned Ford
Motor Company's "Q-l" rating, an
award given only to those parts
suppliers who meet the highest
production standards. Ultimately,
25

it is Focus:HOPE's goal to allow
High Quality workers to purchase
stock in the company and assume
60 percent ownership.
* The Center for Children,
which offers day care, a
Montessori preschool, an afterschool latch-key program and a
summer camp for the children of
Focus:HOPE's workers and
trainees. Opened in 1987 in a
new building, the center can
accommodate 140 children and
now has about 90 enrollees.
The crown jewel among
Focus:HOPE's projects is expected
to be the Center for Advanced
Technologies, a world-class,
degree-granting institution that
will train multiskilled technicians
to work in high technology
manufacturing. Scheduled to
open in 1992, the program will
concentrate on training Michigan
high school graduates with
emphasis on minority youth.
The University of Michigan,
Michigan State University and
Wayne State University in Detroit
are helping to develop the
curriculum, a combination of
academic training in engineering
and practical hands-on experience.
Although the center is expected
to become self-supporting, startup costs during the first three
years are estimated at $66 million.
This will be covered largely by
federal grants and equipment

donations, state contributions and
corporate and foundation grants.
The Mott Foundation made &
$500,000 grant in 1989 to
rehabilitate space for the center
and an additional $500,000 is
expected to be awarded in 1990,
Those grants aside, Mott has
long supported Focus:HOPE's job
creation efforts, making grants
totaling $550,000 between 1981
and 1985 for several Industry Mall
projects, including the Machinist
Training Institute and High
Quality Manufacturing.
Clearly Focus:HOPE, which
today occupies 1 million square
feet of interior space and operates
on a budget of more than $40
million, has come a long way from
its simple, shoestring days. But
associate director Josaitis points
out that the organization hasn't
veered from its founding
principles.
"Going back 22 years ago, my
single mission was: How can we
get black and white people to
understand one another and build
a just society together? And that's
exactly my mission today," she
said.
That's not to say Josaitis hasn't
seen progress. In fact, she says, "I
am not the least bit discouraged
by what I see. I feel there are so
many changes that have taken
place in the world and I know I
have been a part of them."

Calling some of her ideas
"admittedly simplistic," Josaitis
staunchly believes that "if you
show people what the problem is,
they'll be more than happy to
come forth and help." Just in case
they won't, "I will take them on as
a challenge and I will never give
up on them until they come
around."
Josaitis has brought many
around, particularly when the
early days of Focus:HOPE were
geared toward raising social and
political consciousness concerning
nutritional deficiencies among the
poor. Ultimately, her persistence
and patience led to creation of a
food distribution program at
Focus:HOPE that serves more than
70,000 hungry each month. The
program and Josaitis' leadership
are often cited as instrumental in
the development of the national
Commodity Supplemental Food
Program, which makes food
available to the urban poor.
Still, from the outset, Josaitis
and others at Focus:HOPE realized
that unless people could move into
the economic mainstream, they
would be dependent on the food
distribution program forever. As a
result, job training and creation
became a logical next step for the
organization.
Today a Focus:HOPE client
conceivably could receive food
supplements, improve basic
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academic skills through the Fast
Track program, enter the
Machinist Training Institute, use
the day care services available at
the Center for Children and then
find a permanent job at Cycle-Tec,
High Quality Manufacturing or
one of the other firms in Industry
Mall.
Josaitis hastens to point out
that when Focus:HOPE was first
conceived, there was no intention
of growing and adding specific
services over time. "There was no
flow chart. There was no five-year
strategy." Rather, the organization
was shaped by fortuitous events
and always driven by a keen
awareness of the "realm of social
problems that cause people to be
locked into poverty: racism,
hunger, job dislocations, poor
housing.
"I think you have to look at
poverty in a holistic fashion. That
doesn't mean you can tackle it all,
but you have to understand the
holistic picture and pick apart
what you can do ... If one
organization or one group
concentrates on one part, and
then they network — we've got it
licked."
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Mississippi
Action for
Community
Education

Like Focus:HOPE, MACE
emerged from the rumblings of
the civil rights movement. But in
this case, it was a small group of
determined, dedicated blacks who
conceptualized and created the
organization in 1967, generally
without the cooperation of — and
often with intense opposition
from — whites in the region.
Indeed, in the Mississippi
Delta, where the farmland is
rich but the people are dirt
poor, creating a black-driven
development organization during
the 1960s took a certain degree of
bravery — or foolhardiness.
Even in the face of violence, the
founders of MACE remained true
to their vision to strengthen
indigenous leaders and implement
changes in communities throughout the Delta.
The plan called for MACE to
achieve that ambitious goal in 10
years or less then fold up shop.
The founders assumed that "in 10
years we ought to be able to solve
all of the problems in the Delta,"
says Larry N. Farmer ST., one
of MACE's early community
organizers and now the organization's president and CEO. "It was
idealistic naivete."
Though their timetable proved
faulty, their founding principles
remained rock steady. Today
MACE can boast of having
helped some 17 black-managed

communities leverage about $47
million for police and fire
protection, street paving projects,
installation of water, sewer and gas
lines, creation of recreational
facilities and construction of lowincome housing.
Some 20 community-based
organizations (in 14 counties in
the Delta) also receive help
from MACE, either technical or
financial. Of those organizations,
nine are considered "affiliates"
or "core groups," meaning they
receive some funding from MACE
and participate in a full range of
MACE-operated programs.
MACE's philosophy and
purpose are well-embodied in
Metcalfe, Mississippi, a small,
all-black, rural community
established by former slaves.
MACE began working in Metcalfe
in the late 1970s, when a few
community leaders were seeking
to incorporate the town.
At that time, the community
sorely lacked such basics as sewers
and paved streets. Most housing
stock was substandard, with only
a handful of homes having indoor
plumbing or electricity. With help
from MACE, Metcalfe not only
successfully incorporated, but also
obtained federal and state funding
to provide infrastructure improvements and to construct and
rehabilitate more than 200
housing units.

Larry N. Farmer, Sr,
president and CEO of MACE

Today MACE maintains its
presence in Metcalfe though the
Washington County Union for
Progress (W-CUP), one of its nine
affiliates. With help from W-CUP
and MACE, Metcalfe is piecing
together various loans and grants
from public and private sources to
convert eight vacant army barracks
into 24 multifamily housing units
for low-income, single-parent
families.
In some respects, MACE's
biggest strength is its ability to
empower individuals in isolated
rural communities to exercise their
leadership capabilities. However,
MACE founders early on
recognized that economic
development — and especially
job creation — was essential in the
impoverished Delta. Wise enough
to anticipate that business
development and organizing
activities might not mix, they
reasoned that "because of the
political and racial nature of
organizing, MACE could end up
fighting some of the folks they'd
need to do business with later,"
Farmer explains. Thus, the Delta
Foundation was established in 1969
to create businesses and jobs for
minority and economically
disadvantaged residents in the
region.
Over time, Delta Foundation
established several subsidiaries to
create manufacturing companies,
invest capital in existing

businesses, make real estate
Investments, provide funding for
small low-income entrepreneurs
and operate a loan fund geared to
rural businesses.
One of the most successful
offshoots of the Delta Foundation
has been Fine Vines, a blue jean
manufacturer located in downtown Greenville. Set up in 1970,
the firm produces jeans for a
number of retail stores and
designer labels, including Gloria
Vanderbilt and J.C. Penney. Fine
Vines employs about 110 workers,
most of whom are single women,
working to support families.
Hourly pay for sewing machine
operators range from minimum
wage to about $7.
The foundation and MACE have
maintained a dose working
relationship, often jointly
financing projects. MACE's
president and CEO has always
held a seat on the foundation's
board of directors, creating a
direct link between the two
organizations.
MACE's accomplishments in
organizing communities in the
rural south came to the attention
of a few national foundations
fairly quickly. The Ford Foundation
was an early supporter, and
during the 1980s the Mott
Foundation made 11 grants
totaling more than $1.1 million.
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Since 1980, MACE has served as
one of the Mott Foundation's seven
Intermediary Support Organizations, which provide technical
assistance to community-based
organizations and funnel seed
grants to groups working on
significant local projects. With a
target area that includes parts of
Mississippi, Arkansas and
Louisiana, MACE has provided
$675,000 to more than 100 small
groups.
Mott also provided MACE with
$150,300 from 1985 to 1988 for a
computerized learning center, and
made a $100,000 grant to the Delta
Foundation to rebuild Fine Vines
after fire destroyed the sewing
factory in early 1988.
Though MACE has a solid
reputation as a successful
organizer of communities, its
activities are certainly not confined
to that today. Indeed, MACE uses
its large, refurbished office in
downtown Greenville to operate
several social and human services
programs, many of which place
considerable emphasis on
education.
Aside from offering GED
preparation classes, an adult
literacy program and a computerassisted learning lab, MACE
operates three programs geared
specifically to mothers and their
small children. Though each
mother-child program is different,

al] are designed to improve the
mother's educational level and
parenting skills so she can teach
simple lessons to her children.
The way Farmer sees it, the
diversity of MACE's programs
reflects a holism that is imperative
today. "What we're trying to
demonstrate is that there's an
interrelationship of people's
problems. If we're talking about
family literacy and we're going to
teach the child, then why
shouldn't we teach the mom?
Does not the mom play a role in
the education of her child?"
What is troubling, according to
Farmer, is that the need for holistic
solutions to poverty has escaped
the nation's policymakers. Worse,
most Americans have ignored the
tremendous poverty problem
burdening the rural south —
either out of ignorance or naivete,
he believes.
Americans, he says, have a
patently false image of a south
where "life is easy and relaxed,
where the water is cleaner and the
air is fresher and the food tastes
better. That's just not the case.
"I think our policymakers in the
public and private sector have lost
sight of rural America and its
problems. No one sees the
problems until the farmers have a
bad crop year. But we have
conditions in this country especially in our minority

communities and our Native
American communities — that
rival anything you'd see in the
Third World."
From where Farmer sits, to
ignore the misery of poor and
minority southerners is
shortsighted, indeed, given that
many who comprise the
"underclass" come from rural
America. "Yet no one sees the
correlation between the inner-city
urban problem and rural
America's plight. Part of the
solution to the urban problem
resides in rural America."
For too long, he insists,
government has concentrated
resources and aid on urban
centers. "There's definitely an
urban bias in this country. We've
got to reemphasize the importance
of America having a rural
America, otherwise we're going
to have more of what I see as
regional 'ghetto-izanon.' The Delta
of Mississippi is a huge regional
ghetto."
All in all, Farmer actually is
quite optimistic. Believing the
nation to be "in a period of
enlightenment," he suspects the
time might be right for blacks and
whites who share a common
vision to begin making headway.
"I think there's a recognition that
all of us must get involved. There's
a recognition that it's not a black
problem or a white problem, it's
our problem."
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Still, poverty is not a problem
that can be solved easily or by
"throwing money at it," he says.
"It's not about money, it's about
people. And when you're talking
about investing in people, you're
talking about making a long-term
investment, because you're not
going to see an immediate return/'
Based on his 20 years with
MACE, Farmer is convinced there
will be an eventual return. After
all, he has seen dramatic changes
in both people and places
throughout the Delta since he
was first hired by one of MACE's
affiliates in 1970. In fact, ask
Farmer where MACE has been
most successful and, without
hesitation, he will say in changing
people's attitudes and building
human capacity,
"We at MACE have demystified the process of self-help,"
he says, emphasizing that the
organization historically has
worked in communities where
"people had given up on themselves, on society. You were told
you were nobody, you were
treated less than human — like a
beast of servitude, so to speak.
And we, through our actions,
were able to demonstrate that
changes can be made. It can be
done. If you've got the will, and
you make the commitment, and
you follow through."
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Chicanos
Por La
Causa

Just as racial strife was the
catalyst for forming Focus:HOPE
and MACE, ethnic tensions in
predominately poor and Hispanic
South Phoenix gave rise to
Chicanos Por La Causa in 1969.
Angered by school officials'
apparent lack of concern about
the high drop-out rate among
Hispanics, an inadequate number
of Hispanic counselors and
teachers and mounting frictions
between black and Hispanic
students, a group of irate parents
organized a boycott.
Forty days later, the school
system promised some major
changes. Buoyed by that success,
the group gradually coalesced into
Chicanos Por La Causa and began
tackling other issues, including
neighborhood deterioration,
economic development and
inadequate housing.
Though CPLC's current
President and CEO Pete C.
Garcia, was not part of those
formative years, he's well-versed
in the organization's history,
having grown up in the
neighborhood where CPLC
sprouted. There remains a certain
awe in his voice when he
describes how an untrained,
unorganized bunch of neighbors
quickly developed enough
political savvy to command the
attention of city leaders.
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"No one had degrees. No one
wore ties. Yet they saw that they
had to be political, that they had
no access to anything. In those
days, if you called the police chief
(with a problem), he'd come next
week. If you called your legislator,
he'd come next year. We took on
the institutions. We took on the
power structure. And we evolved
from hellraisers to saying, 'We
want to provide some of the
solutions/"
Today CPLC serves about
40,000 clients per year, oversees
well over two dozen projects and
operates on an annual budget of
$5 million with offices in three
locations in the state: Phoenix,
Tucson and Somerton. Its goal
remains helping struggling
Hispanics by removing barriers to
their self-sufficiency — poverty,
unemployment and illiteracy.
Help achieving that goal was
quickly forthcoming from the Ford
Foundation, which identified the
organization as an emerging
community development
corporation and began making
grants in the early 1970s.
Although Ford has remained a
steady, generous supporter over
time, the organization today has a
long list of funders, including the
Mott Foundation.
Initially, CPLC intended to
serve as an advocate for
institutional and policy changes

CPLC's president ajid
CEO Pete C. Garcia

affecting the Hispanic community,
and to act as a referral agent for
individuals needing help finding
social services. But CPLC quickly
discovered that, in many
instances, "there just were no
services — nothing geared to
Hispanics," according to Garcia.
At the same time, CPLC also
recognized that "it is rare, very
rare, that anybody has just one
problem. People have multiple
problems. And you can't just
treat one problem." In addition,
"accessibility to services is such a
problem for our clients, such a
hindrance to obtaining service,
that it dictated the need for
services on site."
Garcia expresses more than a
little irritation that the government
has failed to acknowledge the
multiplicity of problems plaguing
the poor, instead developing
programs that are both fragmented and short-sighted.
Using juvenile delinquency as
an example, he says, "Kids have to
have something to do or they'll
commit crime." Yet, many
communities provide young
people with no recreational
facilities or entertainment options.
"They build parks but don't
provide equipment, or they don't
want to hire staff, or they keep
kids out by building a fence
around it. I've never seen a kid
steal grass, have you? This
country doesn't do anything

until it's slapped in the face. We
don't do prevention."
Although Garcia is quick to
admit he doesn't have all the
answers to the nation's poverty
problem, he does think the field
could benefit from wider dissemination of programs and methods
that have a positive impact.
"People are always trying to
reinvent the wheel. They're always
trying to find the new fad, the
new gimmick, the magic. There
ain't no damn secret to it: You
have to find motivated people who
believe. And then give them the
tools to work with . . . There are
programs all around the country
that are doing fantastic things."
For its part, CPLC is able to
help clients struggling with
essentially three types of needs:
immediate (such as housing and
food), interim (high school
completion, skills development
and job placement) and long-term
(financial help and planning).
Recognizing that clients must
have adequate shelter before they
can focus on other needs, CPLC
set up a Housing Counseling
Program by 1973 to provide
assistance with rental agreements,
mortgage applications and
defaults, home maintenance and
other housing-related needs.
Over time, CPLC ventured
further into housing issues
and began managing and/or
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developing housing complexes
for low-income elderly and handicapped. Today the organization
operates four senior citizen
apartment complexes and has a
fifth under development.
But housing for seniors
represents a mere fraction of
CPLC's involvement in real estate.
Using a variety of funding sources
(including the U.S. Departments of
Housing and Urban Development,
and Health and Human Services
along with Community
Development Block Grants),
the group has been involved in
developing and constructing well
over a dozen projects. Among
them: a 41,000 square foot
community shopping center; a bilingual domestic violence shelter; a
Hispanic museum — the first in
the southwest; and a 100-lot
subdivision in Somerton, where
those with low incomes can use
sweat equity and subsidized
mortgages to become homeowners.
The most ambitious development project undertaken to date
by CPLC, however, is the
Mercado, a newly opened $18
million marketplace occupying
two city blocks in downtown
Phoenix. A joint venture involving
CPLC, the City of Phoenix and a
private developer, the Mercado
houses a Hispanic museum and
cultural center along with retail
shops, restaurants and offices. A
tax abatement on the property is

being used to subsidize small,
minority entrepreneurs in the
Mercado.
Ten years in the planning, the
structure reflects the character of
Old Mexico with its Spanish
architecture, lively colors, Aztec
and Mayan accents, fountains and
cobbled sidewalks. By December
1989, about 75 percent of the
Mercado's space was leased.
To acquire property and,
in some cases, undertake
development projects either
independently or in partnerships,
several years ago CPLC formed
Tiempo, a licensed real estate
company. To date, Tiempo has
been involved in the development
of the Mercado, CPLC's corporate
offices in Phoenix and Somerton,
various office facilities, singlefamily housing and apartment
complexes for the elderly and
handicapped.
In addition, in 1988 CPLC
created a special Community
Economic Development Fund to
underwrite many of the costs
associated with development
projects, such as appraisals, title
work, architectural designs and
preliminary engineering.
According to CPLC officials,
creation of the fund grew out of
recognition that future social
and economic development in
disadvantaged communities will
be dictated by the availability of
real estate.

All money withdrawn from the
fund, capitalized at $150,000, is
repaid after the project is financed.
To help set up the fund, the Mott
Foundation provided CPLC with a
$100,000 grant. By late 1989, the
fund had been used to cover
predevelopment costs on projects
valued at $6 million — projects
CPLC officials claim could not have
been undertaken without the fund.
Economic development efforts
aside, CPLC has a long list of
social services programs and
projects to its credit, including:
• The Westside Employment
and Training Center, opened in
1977, which offers GED preparation, vocational counseling, job
training referrals and job
placement services to some 300
clients per year.
• Via de Amistad (Pathway to
Friendship), which provides
pregnant and parenting teens with
counseling, GED preparation,
occupational training in clerical
fields and classes in child-rearing,
health, nutrition and self-esteem.
Created in 1980, Via was one of
several sites funded by the
Manpower Demonstration
Research Corporation as part of a
national demonstration project. In
1984, the Mott Foundation's
interest in too-early childbearing
led to a $46,372 grant for the
program. Over time, Via has
shown considerable success at
improving the health of newborns.
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reducing the number of subsequent
pregnancies and ensuring that
young parents complete high
school and find jobs.
• Corozon Alcohol/Drug
Residential Treatment Facility, a
bi-lingual treatment program for
men offering such in-patient and
out-patient services as individual
and family counseling, lectures,
educational programs, and job
placement.
• Several loan and technical
assistance programs aimed at
small businesses in urban and
rural settings.
• CPLC Credit Union, created
in 1979 to provide financial
services to individuals and small
businesses ignored by traditional
lenders because of their low
incomes or lack of credit history.
The common threads running
through all of CPLC's programs
are a deep sense of pride in
Hispanic heritage and a firm
belief in self-help.
Well aware that thousands of
individuals have been enriched
by CPLC's philosophy and
programming, Garcia is clearly
proud of the organization and its
remarkable growth. Still, he is
careful never to exaggerate its role
in shaping people's lives.
"We've never changed
anybody," he says emphatically.
"But you can create the environment for that to happen. That's
what we've tried to do."
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"It is literally incredible that this nation
•
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knows so much about poverty, that it has
made so many inventories of misery and
that it has done so little. The material for a
comprehensive program is already
available. It exists in congressional reports
and the statistics of government agencies.
What is needed is that society make use
of its knowledge in a rational and
systematic way."

— The Other America

T

he quotations interspersed throughout this
document were written
by the late social commentator
Michael Harrington. They are
poignant passages that ring with
passion as they demand both
societal outrage and action. But
what makes them especially
haunting is that Harrington wrote
them 28 years ago. What progress
have we made in those intervening years?
In 1984, Harrington once again
assessed the condition of the
American poor and wrote The
New American Poverty. His
finding: "Two decades after the
President of the United States
declared an 'unconditional' war on
poverty, poverty does not simply
continue to exist; worse, we must
deal with structures of misery,
with a new poverty much more
tenacious than the old."
Aside from any ethical, moral
or basic human dignity issues that
are brought to bear on society as
a result of poverty, there are
economic and long-term survival
issues that are indisputable.

Toward A
Solution

When all signs point to the
fact that in the decades ahead
America's work force increasingly
will be driven by adults from
disadvantaged backgrounds,
surely it is time we
mobilize our
energies,

A
activities and resources. Instead of
allowing the plentiful knowledge
we have gained to languish, it is
time that it is translated into the
kinds of comprehensive programs
capable of tackling the nation's
poverty problem head on.
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"Strong economic policy is good
poverty policy," writes David T.
Ellwood in Poor Support.
Likewise, sociologist and writer
William Julius Wilson points out
that "when unemployment rises
and real wages fall, poverty
increases — and low-income
groups (especially black males)
are affected the most."
Clearly recognizing the
importance of a robust economy
to the poor, Wilson's The Truly
Pisadvantaged offers a general
prescription for fortifying the
American economy that is shared
by many poverty experts.
Among his suggestions are the
creation of "macroeconomic policy
to generate a tight labor market
and economic growth; fiscal and
monetary policy not only to
stimulate noninflationary growth
but to also increase the competitiveness of American goods
on both the domestic and
international markets; and a
national labor-market strategy to
make the labor force more
adaptable to changing economic
opportunities."
Wilson also makes a vigorous
case for "improved manpower
policies," arguing that "improving
the job prospects of men will
strengthen tow-income black
families," that "underclass absent
fathers with more stable
employment are in a better

position to contribute financial
support for their families" and that
"since the majority of female
householders are in the labor
force, improved job prospects
would very likely draw in others."
Strengthening the American
economy requires complex actions
on several fronts; the creation of
additional jobs alone will not
eliminate poverty in America.
Inherent in this strategy is a work
force that is adequate in size,
training and education. But can
the American education system,
which continues to draw
increasing fire, do its part?
Quite often, talk of educational
improvements starts with a call to
expand preschool programs,
where research has proven that
good training can pay dividends
for years to come in fewer
academic deficiencies, improved
high school completion rates and
less delinquent behavior.
Ranking high among such
programs is Head Start, the
federally funded preschool
program begun in 1965. Yet, as the
Ford Foundation pointed out in its
1989 report The Common Good:
Social Welfare and the American
Future, current funding limitations mean that "out of the 2.5
million preschool children eligible
for Head Start, a national program
of proven success, only 1 in 5
currently is enrolled."
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According to the 1989 report, A
Proper Inheritance: Investing in
the Sejf-sufficiency of Poor
Families, written by Sar A.
Levitan, Garth L. Mangum and
Marion W. Pines, a committee
made up of some 225 business
executives and several university
presidents found that "every $1
spent on early prevention and
intervention can save $4.75 in the
costs of remedial education,
welfare and crime farther down
the road."
Experts like Focus:HOPE's
William Cunningham and the
National Urban League's Mildred
Love are adamant about the need
for educational improvements.
"Whatever else we do," said
Cunningham, "without education,
I don't see any possibility of
success. None whatsoever. Otherwise it's going to be remediation
— at a price and with a passion
that I don't think we can continue
to maintain."
Certainly improvements in the
educational system, particularly at
the preschool level, will do much
to improve the lot of America's
poor children. But some additional steps aimed at children also
are required. As The Common
Good aptly pointed out: "The
greatest and most prevalent threat
to a fair start is child poverty."
Even conservative sociologist
Charles Murray points out that,

"There is no such thing as an
undeserving five-year-old. Society,
in the form of government
intervention, is quite limited in
what it can do to make up for
many of the deficiencies of life
that an unlucky five-year-old
experiences; it can, however,
provide a good education and
thereby give the child a chance at
a different future."
Clearly, any new strategies also
must reduce the nation's teenage
pregnancy rate — now ranked
among the highest in the
developed world; ensure
adequate, insured prenatal care;
and address the disturbingly high
incidence of child abuse arid
neglect in America (the Ford
report put the number of reported
cases at 2 million annually).
Still, children may not be the
only impoverished group requiring
special attention. Love argues for
"some special targeted efforts to
address the myriad needs of
young black males in this society."
Well aware that young black
males are disproportionately
represented among high school
dropouts, the unemployed and the
incarcerated. Love points out: "The
pathology of poverty has really
mired this segment of our
population and the strategies are
going to have to be much more
focused, much more intense.
Efforts clearly must be targeted.

because they are a special
dilemma.

and ignoring the group that is
most at risk.

"There's the whole question of
role models — which for them all
too often has been the drug
pusher or the numbers runner or
whatever. We've got to put them
in touch not only with the black
athlete, but with the black doctor
and dentist. So many of these
youngsters are raised in families
where there is no t'ather. And I
think organizations like the
League and other communitybased organizations . . . have to
see ourselves as surrogates to
these young people and provide
them with the kinds of support
they need."

Yet another group frequently
identified for special help is
women. While 7 percent of
married couples with children are
poor, more than one-third of
female-headed households are
poor. In 1960, 1 child in 10 lived in
a female-headed household, but
by 1985 the numbers were 1 in 4.
Finally, at least one-quarter of
poor women will collect Aid for
Dependent Children for 10 years
or more.

But there may be a problem
of much greater proportions
regarding young black males. Data
tracking urban and suburban
black males from the time they
were 15- to 24-years-old to the
time they were 25- to 34-years-old
(1970-80) showed a 10 percent
unexplained decline in the group's
number. According to the NCI
Research study, what happened to
these young men is unclear.
But what is most disturbing
about these findings in terms of
public policy is that by only
counting those young black men
who are "countable," we may be
seriously underestimating the size
of America's at-risk population
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Typically, AFDC-dependent
women are never-married mothers
and high school dropouts with
little if any work experience.
Simply encouraging welfare
mothers to join the work force is
probably doomed to failure unless
a host of much-needed support
services also are provided.
Even assuming such women
have some employability skills,
Ellwood describes several other
disincentives to work — even part
time: "She gets even more hassles
with the welfare system (because
she must constantly report her
earnings); she must arrange for
day care; and she must cope with
work, children and sometimes
several forms of welfare. Her
reward for all this is a tiny amount
of extra income and often less
medical protection."

Research shows that only about
20 percent of single mothers get
off AFDC through increased
earnings. Far and away the most
common method of ending
welfare dependency is through
marriage.
Given that backdrop., a growing
number of poverty experts
maintain that to impact the poor
significantly, government policy
should:
• avoid subtly or overtly
discouraging marriage and
remarriage or encouraging marital
dissolution;
• aggressively seek ways to
require absent fathers to pay child
support;
• try to prevent unwanted
pregnancies through birth control
and education;
• ensure the availability of
adequate day care; and
• increase wages.
Such strategies represent only
part of the solution. There remains
a need to continue experimenting
with new methods of providing
financial support as well as
remedial education, job training,
health insurance coverage and
other services.
Finally, the value of providing
multiple services in a wellcoordinated manner is becoming
increasingly clear. After all,
say the authors of A Proper
Inheritance, published by the

George Washington University
Center for Policy Studies:
"For the poor, troubles come in
bunches. The poor tend to suffer
more than their share of most
social ills — family breakup, teen
pregnancies, inadequate housing,
ill health, drug and alcohol abuse,
child and spouse abuse, juvenile
delinquency and involvement as
either victims or perpetrators of
crime. Female-headed families are
even more likely than other poor
families to be deluged with such
problems."
While there has been
governmental response, the
effectiveness of that response is
clearly questionable.
According to the report, in 1988
the federal government invested
more than $100 billion in direct
assistance to the poor, plus billions
more for programs that benefited
the poor though they were not
aimed specifically at them. In
1988, there were 73 anti-poverty
programs, 18 Congressional
committees responsible for
authorizing and appropriating
funds for those programs and
12 federal departments that
administered them. And "most
programs have administrative
counterparts at the state and local
level, each with its own eligibility
rules and distribution formula."

Such fragmentation prompted
the authors of the report to call on
the government to develop a
poverty alleviation approach
that "considers family needs
hob'sticaUy.
"A cohesive approach is
essential to help persistently poor
families achieve self-sufficiency. It
is time now to reassess antidependency initiatives and
repackage their governance."
Indeed, it is time. Poverty in
America is growing, yet we know
what works. Today we have
outstanding programs Focus:HOPE, Mississippi Action
for Community Education and
Chicanos For La Causa among
them — that are having a
considerable impact on the lives
of the poor, helping the untrained
find skills, the despairing find
hope, the disenfranchised find
empowerment.
One needs only to meet a few
of the participants from such
programs to believe it is possible
— using well-rounded, wellcoordinated resources — to help
the impoverished restart their
lives.
One needs only to meet John
Wilford to know it is possible
for those standing on the very
precipice of defeat to step out of
poverty and into another, brighter
America.
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f you want to see a
360-degree turn, I
think I'm the true
essence of it/ says John Wilford,
who was becoming entrenched in
a life of crime when he abruptly
decided to redirect his life nine
years ago.
I

After completing his third
prison term, Wilford, who earned
his GED certificate while
incarcerated, got a CETA job as
a tiling clerk at a Department of
Social Services office.
By chance one afternoon he
ended up sweeping floors instead
of filing, and happened upon a
bulletin board describing job
training and placement opportunities. Tacked to the board was
a leaflet about the Machinist
Training Institute, a program
operated by Focus:HOPE to train
and place skilled tradespeople.
Intrigued, Wilford decided not
only to take the admission test,
but to do some intense studying
beforehand.
In all, roughly 4,000 candidates
for the program took the test,
designed to winnow the field
down to 75. Wilford, however,
flunked. In fact, his test score was
so low, he became convinced that
a mistake had been made. "Deep
in my heart I felt: I'm not that
dumb."
Disgusted with his poor
performance, Wilford asked that

his test score be double-checked
and was elated to learn that, in
fact, there had been a mistake.
Wilford entered the eightmonth program in 1980 and
quickly distinguished himself as a
top student. He performed so well
that he was selected to be among
eight students to continue honing
their skills with an additional
2Vz years of training and work
experience at the Institute.
When Wilford finally
"graduated" as a boring mill
operator, he had no trouble
finding a job. Moreover, by late
1989, he was pleased and proud to
be earning $15 an hour (with a
raise on the way) at a tool and die
shop in suburban Detroit.
Wilford credits much of his
success to the excellent training
and rock-solid support he received
at Focus:HOPE. "I was surrounded
by people who loved me, people
who wanted to see me do good so
badly," he says. "I never had that
many people like me before. They
knew my background and they
still forgave me for it. I was
comfortable here."

"7 was surrounded by
people who loved me,
people who wanted to see
me do good so badly."
~ John Wilford

Wilford recognizes that he
stumbled on Focus:HOPE at a time
in his life when he was ready to
make radical lifestyle changes.
"I never thought I'd get an
opportunity like this. I remember
thinking, 'With my background
and age, you ain't going to get
any second chances. This is my
last opportunity for anything
good to happen to me.'"
Wilford clearly wanted to make
the most of this unexpected
opportunity. "In that whole three
years (at the Institute) I never
missed a day. I wanted to stand
shoulder to shoulder with anyone
there."
While a student at the Institute,
Wilford also stood shoulder-toshoulder with a number of wellknown people, including George
Bush and U.S. Senator Donald
W. Riegle, Jr. — and he has
photographs to prove it. "I met all
kinds of people at FocusrHOPE people who at one time had dogs
and guards to keep me away . . .
"How many ex-cons have
pictures with George Bush and
Don Riegle? And they knew I was
an ex-con when they took those
pictures with me! If people like
that can accept me, anybody
should."
Wilford is convinced, too, that
he would have shunned his old
criminal ways even without
Focus:HOPE, but participation in

the Machinist Training Institute
has drastically improved his
financial future. "If I hadn't come
here, I really do believe I would be
living a lesser life. I think I'd
probably have a low-paying job
(today) — maybe as a janitor."
But his association with
Focus:HOPE didn't just alter his
economic outlook, it taught him
something about giving and
taking. "One thing Focus:HOFE
did for me was instill in me a
sense of giving. If you learn all
these skills and make all that
money and not help anyone on the
face of this earth, something's not
right. If you're doing and you're
able, it doesn't hurt to help
someone."
In that spirit, Wilford has given
some of his tools to beginning
students — a gesture someone
once made to him when he was
"trying to get into the trades."
He also has volunteered at
Focus:HOPE's food distribution
center for the needy.
And occasionally, he likes to
just drop by Focus:HOPE for an
unscheduled visit — not only to
collect a warm bear hug from a
secretary who's delighted to see
him, but to "let everyone see I
ain't quit my job and gone back to
acting the fool. I like them to see
I'm still carrying the torch."
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"At this point I would beg the reader to
forget the numbers game. Whatever the
precise calibrations, it is obvious that
these statistics represent an enormous, an
unconscionable amount of human
suffering in this land. They should be
read with a sense of outrage.
"For until these facts shame us, until they
stir us to action, the other America will
continue to exist, a monstrous example of
needless suffering in the most advanced
society in the world,"

— The Other America

GRANTS
The following pages contain
a list of all grants made in
1989. Grants are organized in
program areas within
missions:
EDUCATION: DEVELOPING
H U M AN POTENTIAL
At-Risk Youth
Community Education
Intergenerational Programs
Minority Education
Early Childhood and
Parenting Education
Employment Training and Counseling
Redesi gn ing Ed ucati on
Special Initiatives

ENVIRONMENT!
Global Susta inability
Great Lakes Land and Water Resources
Toxic Substances
Special Initiatives
FLINT AREA
Flint Arts and Recreation
Flint Economic Revilalizatinn
Flint Education
Flint Institutional Capacity Building
Flint Special Initiatives
NEIGHBORHOODS AND
FCONOMIC DEVELOPMENT]
Community Development
Economic Development
PHILANTHROPY AND
VOLUNTEER1SM
Community Foundations
Philanthropic Membership
Organizations
Strengthening the Nonprofit Sector
EXPLORATORY AND SPECIAL
PROJECTS
South Africa
Pursuit of Peace
Other
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For detailed information on
each grant, see Facts on
Grants 1989, a supplement to
the Annual Report.

EDUCATION: DEVELOPING
HUMAN POTENTIAL
AT-RISK YOUTH
• Developing and disseminating long-term solutions to problems of
high unemployment among severely disadvantaged, especially
minority youth; and
• Preventing teenage pregnancy, expanding life options for teen
parents, and enhancing conditions of life for their children.
COMMUNITY EDUCATION
• Promoting community education at all levels — local through
international — as an integral part of the solutions to problems and
issues facing education and communities.
1NTERGENERATIONAL PROGRAMS
• Supporting intergenerational programs that enhance the lives of
children, youth, and older persons and supporting practices and
policies to help older citizens find second careers.
MINORITY EDUCATION
• Strengthening the nation's historically and predominantly black
colleges in view of their continuing importance in providing
educational opportunities for black Americans.
EARLY CHILDHOOD AND PARENTING EDUCATION
• Enhancing the development of the child socially, emotionally and
cognitively so that all children, but especially children from
persistently poor families, have a fair start in life with potential for
successful school achievement. (Currently under development.)
EMPLOYMENT TRAINING AND COUNSELING
• Assisting unemployed and under-employed adults, including
welfare recipients, through training, retraining, and counseling,
(Currently under development.)
REDESIGNING EDUCATION
• Investigating new learning environments so that students will be
more effective in meeting the demands of our changing global
society. (Currently under development.)
SPECIAL INITIATIVES
• Furthering development and investigation of educational issues.
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Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1988

Grantee/Progra m

Grants

Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1989

EDUCATION: DEVELOPING HUMAN POTENTIAL
AT-RISK YOUTH
700iil LTD. —Washington, DC
To continue partial support for developing, piloting, and refining a
stay-in-school curriculum for at-risk youth within secondary schools.

S

85,000

$

75,000

$

160,000

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR MARRIAGE & FAMILY THERAPY RESEARCH & ED. FDN. -Washington, DC
To continue to sponsor federal and state seminars for legislative and
24,660
41,944
24,660
$
executive branch staff on the issue of teenage pregnancy, which will
ultimately produce public reports intended to improve federal and state
policy on teenage pregnancy.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS - Arlington, Virginia
To reduce negative behaviors among the preteen children of persistently
poor urban families.
To prevent teenage pregnancy by targeting children for special attention
15,000
before they reach junior high school, which is considered a transition
point in their education.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR LEARNING - Austin, Texas
To advance successful education and employmenl training initiatives for
at-risk youth in the State of Texas through dissemination and replication
of program models.
AMERICAN PUBLIC WELFARE ASSOCIATION -Washington, DC
To establish a Center for State Action on Adolescent Pregnancy to
provide the means for coordinating state legislation and administrative
actions to produce comprehensive and coordinated services to reduce
teenage pregnancy at the local level.
ASSOCIATION OF JUNIOR LEAGUES, INC. -New York, New York
To replicate TOP (Teen Outreach Program), designed to reduce teenage
pregnancy and school dropout, throughout the US. and Canada.

30,000

63,000

CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND - Washington, DC
To achieve unified action by the nation's youth-serving agencies on
federal and state public policy to reduce teenage pregnancy.

COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFF1CKRS - Washington, DC
To help strengthen the effectiveness of state superintendents of
education in meeting the educational needs of at-risk children and
young people.
COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS, INC. -Washington, DC
To provide support for a special affinity group of grantmakers who
fund activities related to children and young people.

15,000

30,000

70,000

135,000

100,000

100,000
45,000

23,998

23,998

20,390

20,390

100.000

100,000

75,000

75,000

25,000

25,000

32,500

32,500

5,000
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60,000

81,500

45,000

CHILD TRENDS, INC. - Washington, DC
To update, publish, and distribute a five-page summary of current
national statistics on teenage pregnancy in the United States, with a
brief analysis of the problems.
To update and prepare materials for a publication that provides profiles
on teenage pregnancy analyzed for each of the 50 states and the District
of Columbia.

COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT -New York, New York
To marshal support for meeting the educational and development needs
of the nations most disadvantaged children and young people.
To focus business involvement on practical ways of improving the
education of a growing underclass of young people in our society.

99,823

81,500

BRANDE1S UNIVERSITY-Waltham, Massachusetts
To promote the self-sufficiency of teenage parents.
CENTER FOR POPULATION OPTIONS - Washington, DC
To develop, test and standardize valid methods of measuring thy
effectiveness of school-based clinics providing health-related services to
students, including pregnancy prevention.

99,823

41,944

5,000

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1988

Grantee/Program
EAST BAY CONSERVATION CORPS - Oakland, California
To help continue the development of a competency-based education
program as part of a conservation corps initiative for young people in
Oakland, California.

$

EAST HARLEM BLOCK NURSERY, INC. - New York, New York
To continue general support for the Youth Action Program (YAP), a
community-based, youth leadership development and empowerment
program developed in New York City.
To support the replication of the Youth Action Program (YAP) to other
sites across the nation.

25,000

Grants

$

50,000

Payments

$

75,000

37,51X1

75.000

112,500

100,000

100,000

200,000

EDUCATION COMMISSION OF THE STATES - Denver, Colorado
To provide assistance to state legislators and other policymakers for
meeting the special needs of at-risk young people.

150,000

131,250

EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING CORPORATION -New York, New York
To support the production costs of a 90-minute documentary by Bill
Movers building upon the findings of the 1988 Mott-funded report,
"America's Shame, America's Hope: TWelve Million Youth At Risk."

850,000

850,000

44,000

44,000

FORMATIVE EVALUATION RESEARCH ASSOCIATES-Ann Arbor, Michigan
To evaluate the Michigan Civilian Conservation Corps, a program that
links the improvement and protection of Michigan's natural resources
with the provision of constructive work experience and training for
low-income young people.
HISPANIC POLICY DEVELOPMENT PROJECT-New York, New York
To stimulate Improved policies and practices for addressing a major
national issue - that of a rapidly increasing hispanic population
characterized by a large proportion of drop-out young people with
limited labor market skills.

28,760

INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR [NTEGRATTVE STUDIES - New York, New York
To help the International Center for Integrative Studies (IQS) in meeting
100,000
unanticipated expenses encountered in relocating The Door, a
community-based, multi-service center for young people,
JOBS FOR YOUTH-CHICAGO, INC.-Chicago, Illinois
To provide partial support for the expansion of a highly successful
educational remediation program for dropout youth in Chicago.

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1989

$

18,750

28,760

100,000

100,000

60,000

60,000

35,000

52,500

100,000

KEYS TO CAREERS-San Francisco, California
To strengthen Keys to Careers as an urban model of a nonprofit
organization with community and business interests committed to
helping high-risk teenagers obtain job skills, career role models, work
experience and counseling.

17,500

KLEIN WALKER ASSOCIATES, INC. -Cambridge, Massachusetts
To continue a study of children, ages four and five, of very young
mothers who participated in the Monroe County, New York, teen
demonstration program serving 100 percent of mothers age 15 and
under.

50,000

MANPOWER DEMONSTRATION RESEARCH CORPORATION - New York, New York
To demonstrate, evaluate, and disseminate the experiences of a national
37,500
network of 13 exemplary projects for assisting unemployed dropout
young people.
To replicate a comprehensive program for teen mothers leading to
economic independence and the healthy development of their babies.

50,000

75,000

112,500

100,000

100,000

MDC, INC. -Chapel Hill, North Carolina
To help MDC, Inc. follow up on ils recent report "America's Shame,
America's Hope: Twelve Million Youth At Risk," specifically, providing
technical assistance to states and conducting a national teleconference
and workshop.
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95,500

95,500

-

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1988

Grantee/Program
MEMPHIS PARTNERS, INC. -Memphis, Tennessee
To provide partial support for a collaborative project targeting "severely
at-risk" 10th graders in danger of dropping out of the Memphis school
system.

Grants

$

METROPOLITAN DETROIT YOUTH FOUNDATION, INC. -Detroit, Michigan
To support efforts to disseminate and replicate a successful Detroit
program designed to reduce high school dropout rates — and
consequently, youth unemployment.

30,000

Payments

$

30,000

50,000

50,000

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SERVICE AND CONSERVATION CORPS - Washington, DC
To provide support for leadership training and technical assistance for
50,000
local and regional youth corps with special attention to new urban
corps being established across the United States.

50,000

NATIONAL CHILD LABOR COMMITTEE - New York, New York
To assist migrant leaders to reorganize a National Migrant Health and
Education Coalition as an advocacy resource for migrant children and
youth.

35,000

35,000

NATIONAL FORUM FOR BLACK PUBLIC ADMINISTRATORS -Washington, DC
To reduce teenage pregnancy in urban communities where the Forum's
£
36,000
membership are concentrated.

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1989

36,000

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION ON ADOLESCENT PREGNANCY AND PARENTING, INC. -Bethesda, Maryland
To strengthen and expand the services of the National Organization on
50,000
50,000
Adolescent Pregnancy and Parenting (NOAPP), a membership
organization of directors of local programs, many school-based, that
prevent and treat teenage pregnancy and related problems.
NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE, INC. - New York, New York
To disseminate information about the program and results of the
National Urban League's ADAPP network, modeled after the Too-Eariy
Childbearing CTEC) Network.

32,500

NATIONAL YOUTH EMPLOYMENT COALITION, INC, - New York, New York
To strengthen and expand the work of a coalition representing the
interests of about 45 youth organizations thai focus on the education,
training and employment needs of at-risk young people.

32,500

10,000

NEW HAMPSHIRE VOCAnONAL-TECHNICAL COLLEGE AT BERLIN -Berlin, New Hampshire
To coordinate existing services and to support new program
23,300
development to serve pregnant teens, teen parents and their children.
PUBLIC/PRIVATE VENTURES -Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
To continue support for the dissemination of an updated Youth
Practitioners Guide and two complementary publications on program
management practices and on education and disadvantaged youth.
To support a new national demonstration aimed at establishing 15
urban youth curps with an emphasis on evaluation, dissemination, and
policy impact.
To develop a pilot program of comprehensive services for young unwed
fathers ages 16 to 25 including hasic education, parenting,
skill-build ing, and job placement.
REMEDIATION AND TRALMING INSTITUTE -Alexandria, Virginia
To continue funding the establishment of 10 prototype Basic Skills
Investment Centers in secondary schools across the United States.
To strengthen efforts to implement the Comprehensive Competencies
Program (CCP) as an individualized, computer-assisted means for
those in need of basic literacy and other skills required for educational
advancement and employment.
SOCIAL RESEARCH APPLICATIONS - Los Altos, California
To establish NationalNet, a network of program practitioners and
research specialists trained in the standardized methodology developed
by the Mott Foundation as one of the results of the original Too-Early
Childbearing (TEC) Network.
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46,698

1U.OOO

23,300

96,000

142,698

350,000

350,000

423,258

423,258

130,000

130,000

75,000

75,000

40,000

40,000

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1988

Grantee/Program
SOUTHWEST DISTRICT HEALTH DEPARTMENT - Caldwell, Idaho
To help provide comprehensive services to reduce the complications of
teen pregnancy and enhance options for teen-formed families.

$

20,000

SOUTHWEST REGIONAL LABORATORY-Los Alamitos, California
To complete the final evaluation report of the original TEC (Too Early
Childbearing) Network of programs delivering services to pregnant and
parenting teenagers and their children.
To conduct an evaluation of the Peer Cohort Counseling Program at
Talladega College to determine whether peer cohort counseling reduces
pregnancies, births, and school dropout among program participants.
To continue publication of TEC Networks," a quarterly newsletter
devoted to research and program practices related to teenage
pregnancy.

Grants

$

31,000

Payments

$

51,000

10,000

10,000

12,193

12,193

22,000

22,000

31,350

31,350

6,212

6,212

17,875

17,875

31,250

50,000

81,250

40,000

to., H in

80.000

15,000

30,000

45,000

York, New York
2,500

2,500

50,000

50,000

25,000

i UN in

-, ooo

S 1,240,168

$ 3,897,543

$ 4,795,694

ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE-Santa Fe, New Mexico
To support three leadership training conferences — and follow-up
activities at the local school level — for 100 primarily Hispanic and
Native American young people from rural northern New Mexico.

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1989

STANFORD UNIVERSITY - Stanford, California
To assemble both English and American academicians and practitioners
to discuss what remains to be done in developing program practices
and public policy to reduce teenage pregnancy.
TALLADEGA COLLEGE-Talladega, Alabama
To assist 12 Talladega college students, seven women and five men, in
organizing 12 groups of local high-risk, high school-age female and
male students as a means of preventing school dropout and teenage
pregnancy.
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY-Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
To continue support for a community service demonstration project in
which Temple University students help at-risJ<, predominantly minority
youth in North Philadelphia public schools and neighborhoods with
academic, motivational and related personal needs.

TR1-CITY SER, INC. - Saginaw, Michigan
To continue support for a learning center for unemployed young people
and adults, utilizing the Comprehensive Competencies Program (CCP)
in Saginaw, Michigan.
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA-Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
To continue support for a school-based neighborhood and school
improvement program, the West Philadelphia Improvement Corps
(WEP1C), established by students and faculty from the University of
Pennsylvania and the public schools.
WOMEN AND FOUNDATIONS/CORPORATE PHILANTHROPY, INC. -New
To maintain and expand a network of foundations interested in the
issue of adolescent pregnancy.

YOUTH POLICY INSTITUTE - Washington, DC
To provide for ongoing analysis of national policies and programs
affecting children, youth, and families.

YOUTH SERVICE AMERICA - Washington, DC
To continue general support for Youth Service America, established to
provide national leadership for promoting public awareness of the ethic
of service for American youth and for advancing youth-service
programs.
PROGRAM TOTAL: At-Risk Youth

COMMUNITY EDUCATION
AFRICAN ASSOCIATION FOR LITERACY AND ADULT EDUCATION - Nairobi, Kenya
To allow the African Association for Literacy and Adult Education
$
35,000
(AALAE) to promote and support the development of community
education throughout the African nations.
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$

35,000

$

342,017

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1988

Grantee/Program

BERMUDA MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS - Hamilton, Bermuda
To continue support for the establishment of an International
Community Education Association center for Bermuda and the
Caribbean region,

Grants

$

25,000

BERMUDA MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS - Hamilton, Bermuda
To provide seed support to develop and implement an International
$
30,000
Community Education Association (ICEA) regional center tor the
Bermuda and Caribbean area, housed within the Bermuda Ministry of
Community and Cultural Affairs.
CANADIAN ASSOCIATION FOR COMMUNITY EDUCATION-Vancouver, British Columbia
Tb provide the Canadian Association for Community Education with
5,000
the opportunity to haw representation from all provinces and territories
at their board meetings held every six months al different locations
throughout Canada,
CHISHOLM INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY _ Victoria, Australia
To continue support for the establishment of a South Pacific Centre for
School and Community Development to promote community education
in Australia, New Zealand, and the 22 island nations of the South
Pacific.

Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1989

$

$

25,000

30,000

5,000

25,000

20,000

45,000

66,500

50,000

116,500

28,147

25,000

53,147

100,000

100,000

150,000

150,000

100,000

150,000

—

COMED-4300 Essen, West Germany
To establish a community education center in West Germany to provide
consultation, media, in-service training, materials development, a
resource center, and evaluation for local West German community
education projects.
To continue support for the development of an International
Community Education Association (ICEA) European Regional Office
within COMED, the West German community education organization.

COMMUNITY EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT CENTRE _ Coventry, England
To provide support for an Enterprise Development Unit within the
Community Education Development Centre to provide advice,
expertise, information, and linkage with community education for
those involved in economic development.
To continue support lor administration and services of the International
150,000
Community Education Association and to support regional
development in the seven regional office/centers.
COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS-Washington, DC
To enhance community education, contribute to the educational reform
movement in the United States and to assist state departments of
education in addressing the needs of local agencies.

50,000

INDIAN SOCIETY FOR COMMUNITY EDUCATION- Ahmedabad, India
To provide seed grant support to continue the implementation of the
International Community Education Association's (ICEA) Asian regional
center within the Indian Society for Community Education.

37,300

LITERACY VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA, INC. - Syracuse, New York
To continue helping implement a state-level office to support literacy
and comunity education initiatives throughout Texas.

20,000

MOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE - Flint, Michigan
To continue support for a project to expand the community education
thrust within the community college, as well as the nation, and to
develop a foundation to support the mission of the college.

40,150

NATIONAL CENTER FOR COMMUNITY EDUCATION-Flint, Michigan
To plan, coordinate, and conduct comprehensive national community
education leadership training programs for those involved with or
interested in community education.
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250,000

37,300

20,000

40,150

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF THE PARTNERS OF THE AMERICAS, INC. -Washington, DC
To provide support for the Inter-American Center for Community
7,500
Education, organized to develop community education in five sectional
centers in Latin America as well as to exchange information with North
American counterparts.
500,000

150,000

7,500

750,000

—

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1988

Grantee/Program

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR CITIZENS TN EDUCATION - Columbia, Maryland
To continue support for the development and implementation of a
$
20,000
Special Issue Center linking community education with school-based
improvement efforts, with a specific emphasis on community
involvement.

Grants

$

NATIONAL COMMUNITY EDUCATION ASSOCIATION - Alexandria, Virginia
To continue general support far the National Community Education
37,500
Association (NCEA). a national membership and advocacy organization.
To help increase minority participation and leadership in community
15,000
education at the national level.
To enable the National Community Education Association (NCEA) to
become fiscally independent by establishing a £1.5 million endowment
fund, the income from which would be used for the general operation
of NCEA.
NATIONAL YOUTH LEADERSHIP COUNCIL -St. Paul, Minnesota
To continue support for the development of a Special Issue Center
linking community education with opportunities for community youth
service in schools.

40,000

30,000

UNIVERSITY OF ULSTER AT JORDANSTOWN -Co. Antrim, Northern Ireland
To continue support for a Community Education Centre at the
University of Ulster al Jordanstown.

$

112,500

56,700

71,700

500,000

500,000

27,000

40,000

19,460

19,460

20,000

20,000

150,000

WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY -Pullman, Washington
To continue support for the development of a Special Issue Center
linking the areas of community education and community economic
development.

20,000

30,000

50,000

WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY - Detroit, Michigan
To support the full implementation of a computerized communication
system among national and state community education network
agencies.

49,942

100,000

149,942

23,000

77,700

100,700

20,000

20,Hun

$ 2,023,160

$ 2,801,599

$ 1,017,739

PROGRAM TOTAL: Community Education

$

27.000

$

239,300

$

20,000

15,000

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA - Charlottesville, Virginia
To disseminate the results of a state-by-state community education
planning initiative carried out by the Mid-Atlantic Center for
Community Education at the University of Virginia.

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY - Kalamazoo, Michigan
To continue a focus group for community education known as the
National Coalition for Community Education.
To maintain a communication network among Mott Foundation-trained
leaders of community education.

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1989

50,000

75,000

NORTHERN IRELAND COMMUNITY EDUCATION ASSOCIATION -Belfast, Northern Ireland
To provide support to the Northern Ireland Community Education
15,000
Association, established to advance the education of the public in local
communities in Northern Ireland.
ST. PATRICK'S COLLEGE -Kildare, Ireland
To continue providing partial support for the Community Education
Centre at St. Patrick's College, established to use community education
as a framework to address unemployment, women's studies, and
reconciliation efforts with Northern Ireland.

Payments

150,000

INTERGENERAT1ONAL PROGRAMS
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR INTERNATIONAL AGtNG - Washington, DC
To continue general support for the American Association for
International Aging, a private sector initiative founded to promote
cross-national exchange and action in aging in the United States and
abroad,
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S

20,000

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1988

Grantee/Program

BIG BROTHERS/BIG SISTERS OF AMERICA - Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
To develop a model for recruiting and utilizing older volunteers to serve
$
20,000
as big brothers and big sisters with at-risk youth, to test the model in
nine pilot sites, and to develop volunteer recruitment and training
materials addressing older volunteers.
CALIFORNIA RESEARCH CENTER-Los Angeles, California
To evaluate and provide technical assistance to Foundation-supported
programs for senior family members.
To evaluate the "Linking Lifetimes Inter generational Programs"
initiative.

Grants

$

40,000

17,500

Payments

S

60,000

17,500

75,000

75,000

CLOSE UP FOUNDATION - Arlington, Virginia
To develop and carry out an intergenerational program that brings
groups of high school students and older Americans to Washington,
D.C. for a week of civic education.

25,000

25,000

EXECUTIVE SERVICE CORPS OF CHICAGO - Chicago, Ulinois
To develop a computerized information management system that can
be utilized throughout the country by other executive service corps.

30,000

30,000

GREATER HARTFORD CHAMBER OF COMMERCE FOUNDATION - Hartford, Connecticut
To provide at-risk middle-school students with senior citizen mentors.
35,000
JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF FTNELLAS COUNTY -St. Petersburg, Florida
To bring caring, older adults into the lives of at-risk, middle-school-age
boys who are in need of nurturing and positive role models.

35,000

LINCOLN AREA AGENCY ON AGING - Lincoln, Nebraska
To expand employment opportunities for mature workers, coordinate
existing programs and job services for older workers in Southeast
Nebraska, and develop a statewide older-worker network,

10,000

—

35,000
35,000

10,000

METRQ-DADE DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH AND FAMILY DEVELOPMENT -Miami, Florida
To establish a model program that will recrujt, train and supervise
35,000
senior mentors to provide one-to-one supportive relationships for at-risk
youths.

—

MICHIGAN OFFICE OF SERVICES TO THE AGING -Lansing, Michigan
To recruit and train older volunteers to provide counseling to Medicare
beneficiaries and their families on a variety of health insurance matters.

5,000

5,000

NATIONAL CENTER ON INSTITUTIONS AND ALTERNATIVES -Alexandria, Virginia
To develop a mentoring component of the National Center on
—
Institutions and Alternatives youth advocacy project Unking young
offenders with older volunteers.

35,000

—

NATIONAL RETIREE VOLUNTEER CENTER -Minneapolis, Minnesota
To continue partial support for the National Retiree Volunteer Center in
assisting corporations to set up retiree volunteer programs.

40,000

40,000

NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH ASSOCIATION, INC. -Los Angeles, California
To improve the quality of life for both older people serving as mentors
and for at-risk youth through meaningful relationships with each other.

35,000

35,000

NORTHWEST SERVICE COORDINATION FOR THE HEALTH IMPAIRED ELDERLY -Arlington Heights, Illinois
To provide necessary home repairs and fire and safety inspections for
18,350
—
18,350
frail elderlv homeowners.
PORTER-LEATH CHILDREN'S CENTER - Memphis, Tennessee
To join low-income senior citizens and pregnant teens together to help
seniors remain physically active and mentally alert while helping the
pregnant teenager prepare for parenthood.

35,000

35,000

RESOURCE CENTER FOR THE ELDERLY - Arlington Heights, Illinois
To provide necessary home repairs and fire and safety inspections for
frail elderly homeowners using teams of volunteer high school
students,

47,184

47,184
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Unpaid
Dec. 31,1989

35,000

35,000

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1988

G rarrtee/Program
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY-Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
To provide technical assistance and training to a network of
intergenerational programs that involve at-risk young people and the
elderly.

Grants

$

50,000

Payments

$

50,000

UNITED COMMUNITY SERVICES OF METROPOLITAN DETROIT - Detroit, Michigan
To continue providing partial support for the ABLE Institute, a job
referral agency for elderly workers in southeastern Michigan.

25,000

25,000

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT CHICAGO- Chicago, Illinois
To plan the 1991 White House Conference on Aging, and to help
identify "front-burner" issues in the area of aging that must be dealt
with during the next decade.

10,000

10,000

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN - INSTITUTE OF GERONTOLOGY-Ann Arbor, Michigan
To continue partial support for the Aging Society Policy Studies Center,
25,000
part of the University of Michigan's Institute of Gerontology.

25,000

WESTERN CAROLINA UNIVERSITY - Cullowhee, North Carolina
To provide technical assistance for the development of five rural
intergeneralional model programs in which older people serve as
mentors for at-risk adolescents.

25,000

25,000

PROGRAM TOTAL: Intergenerational Programs

55,850

$

637,184

S

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1989

533,034

$

160,000

MINORITY EDUCATION
BENEDICT COLLEGE-Columbia, South Carolina
To provide a $500,000 one-far-one endowment-challenge grant to
Benedict College.

$

BENNETT COLLEGE - Greensboro, North Carolina
To provide a $500,000, one-for-one endowment-challenge grant to
Bennett College to assist the institution in increasing its endowment

500,000

500,000

500,000

500,000

base.

BOWIE STATE COLLEGE - Bowie, Maryland
To provide continuing staff support for the Academy for Computer
Training at Bowie State College.

22,900

CLARK COLLEGE- Atlanta, Georgia
To provide partial support to Clark College for consolidation with
Atlanta University to form Clark Atlanta University.

500,000

DILLARD UNIVERSITY-New Orleans, Louisiana
To provide a $500,000 one-for-one endowment-chalienge to Dillard
University.

500,000

INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR EDUCATION AND SELF-HELP- Phoenix, Arizona
To place graduate students, primarily from historically black colleges, in
$
35,000
internships with selected community-based development programs in
underdeveloped countries in sub-Sahara Africa.
JOHNSON C. SMITH UNIVERSITY-Charlotte, North Carolina
To provide a $1,000,000 one-for-one endowment-challenge grant to

$

22,900

500, IKK)

500,000

35,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

Johnson C. Smith University.

MEHARRY MEDICAL COLLEGE - Nashville, Tennessee
To continue support for the college's efforts to increase faculty in key
health fields and to upgrade the school's academic offerings, research
capabilities, and clinical care.
MOREHOUSE COLLEGE-Atlanta, Georgia
To provide a $1,000,000 two-for-one endowment-challenge grant to
Morehouse College.
SPtlMAN CULLbub-Atlanta, Georgia
To provide a $500,000 one-for-one endowment-challenge grant to
Spelman College.

105,000

105,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

500,000
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500,000

Unpaid
Dec, 31, 1988

Grantee/Progra m
TUSKECEE UNIVERSITY -TUskegee, Alabama
To provide a $1,000,000 one-for-one endowment-challenge grant to
Tuskegee University.
PROGRAM TOTAL: Minority Education

Grants

Riyments

$ 1,000,000
S 5,627,900

-

$

35,000

S 1,662,900

$

25,000

$

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1989

$ 1,000,000
$ 4,000,000

EARLY CHILDHOOD AND PARENTING EDUCATION
FAMILY RESOURCE COALITION-Chicago, Illinois
To create an advocacy organization, the sole purpose of which would be
to strengthen public policy on behalf of families.
HARVARD UNIVERSFTY-Cambridge, Massachusetts
To provide support for the Harvard Family Research Project, which
collects, analyzes, and disseminates information about family support
and education programs, evaluations, and policies.
NATIONAL CENTER FOR COMMUNITY EDUCATION -Flint, Michigan
To plan and implement two national "training of trainers" conferences
on early childhood and parenting education for the purpose of enabling
100 community educators to replicate such training in their states and
areas, The conferences will be coordinated with the National
Community Education Association and the Harvard Family Research
Project.
PROGRAM TOTAL: Early Childhood
and Parenting Education

S

25,000

125,000

125,000

75,000

50,000

$

25,000

$

25,000

S

225,000

$

200,000

$

35,000

$

35,000

EMPLOYMENT TRAINING AND COUNSELING
DOLE FOUNDATION-Washington, DC
To provide information referral services that promote employment for
people with disabilities.
FULLEMPLOY GROUP LTD.-London, England
To establish a national capability within Great Britain for the promotion,
financing, and support of franchising as a method of developing ethnic
minority businesses,

50,000

50,000

MANPOWER DEMONSTRATION RESEARCH CORPORATION-New York, New York
To provide technical assistance to states that are implementing the
Family Support Act of 1988, the nation's new welfare reform law,

75,000

75,000

NATIONAL GOVERNORS' ASSOCIATION CENTER FOR POLICY RESEARCH-Washington, DC
To obtain and disseminate information for strengthening state work and
$ 102,275
welfare initiatives that will involve a 50-state survey of work and welfare
programs with particular attention to education provisions, followed by
case studies in four states.
SOUTHPORT INSTITUTE FOR POLICY .ANALYSIS -Southport, Connecticut
To advocate and develop recommendations for an effective federal
government leadership role in addressing the chronic problem of adult
illiteracy.
PROGRAM TOTAL: Employment Training and Counseling

$

102,275

102,275

nn nun

$

130,000

290,000

$

392,275

35,000

$

35,000

$

REDESIGNING EDUCATION
COMMUNITY TRAINING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER, INC. -Boston, Massachusetts
To enable the Community training and Assistance Center to continue
$
planning a project designed to strengthen the capacity of urban school
districts to envision, implement, and manage effective system-wide
education reforms.
MERCY COLLEGE-Dobbs Ferry, New York
To provide partial support for the planning and implementation of an
Urban Teaching Academy on the Bronx Campus of Mercy College.
PROGRAM TOTAL: Redesigning Education

25,000
S
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60,000

25,000
$

60,000

$

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1988

Grantee/Program

Grants

Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1989

SPECIAL INITIATIVES
AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION - Washington, DC
To continue support to the American Council on Education for the
Business-Higher Education Forum/Foundation Executives Group project
to implement a joint venture between Forum members and major
private foundation executives willing to address critical national
problems.

$

25,000

$

AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE FOR PUBUC POLICY RESEARCH - Washington, DC
To support the preparation of education background papers for the
$
20,000
American Enterprise Institute's Seminar on Children's Issues for new
federal executive appointees.
AMERICANS FOR GENERATIONAL EQUITY - Washington, DC
To provide general support for the Americans for Generational Equity, a
nonpartisan, nonprofit research and public education group that works
toward setting the education agenda for the White House, policymakers
and other decisionmakers by addressing reforms and programs that
give youngsters, particularly disadvantaged and at-risk children and
young people, an opportunity to receive a good, basic education.
CHILDREN'S EXPRESS FOUNDATION, INC. -New York, New York
To expand the number of children who produce articles for publication
and who become members of the Press Club, a youth organization
co-sponsored by the Children's Express Foundation and local
newspapers.
DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS - Detroit, Michigan
To provide partial support for the activities of the Citizens' Education
Commiltee, formed by the Board of the Detroit Public Schools to
provide the leadership needed to enhance educational opportunities for
the children of Detroit.
HUDSON INSTITUTE-Alexandria, Virginia
To help the Hudson Institute create a National Commission on
Restructuring American Schools. The commission would consist of 15
representatives of public, private and formal training communities who
have spoken out on the need to restructure, not reform, schools.

10,000

10,000

35,000

35,000

25,000

100,000

100,000

RECRUITING NEW TEACHERS, INC. -Cambridge, Massachusetts
To enable Recruiting New Teachers, Inc. to continue to provide
follow-up services to those responding to A national public service
advertising campaign encouraging Americans to consider teaching
careers in public and private education.
$ 150,000
$ 8,193,932

60

20,000

25,000

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL FOR ADULT EDUCATION - Toronto, Ontario
To provide partial support for the further development of the
International Task Force on Literacy.

PROGRAM TOTAL: Special Initiatives
MISSION TOTAL: Education: Developing Human Potential

25,000

50,000

50,000

35,000

35,000

$ 150,000
$ 7,317,887

$ 300,000
$10,745,502

$
—
$ 4,766,317

ENVIRONMENT
GLOBAL SUSTAINABILITY
• Supporting efforts toward a sustainable global environment with
the natural resource base necessary for supporting life systems over
the next century and beyond.
GREAT LAKES LAND AND WATER RESOURCES
• Strengthening the preservation and management of the land and
water resources of the Great Lakes region.
TOXIC SUBSTANCES
• Seeking ways to reduce existing and future threats from toxic
substances to humans, their communities, and the natural
environment.
SPECIAL INITIATIVES
• Probing new environmental fields, particularly those offering
unusual opportunities for contributions to the state of the art on
global and/or national environmental problems.

62

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1988

Grantee/ Program

Grants

Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1989

ENVIRONMENT
GLOBAL SUSTAINABILITY
ASPEN INSTITUTE FOR HUMANISTIC STUDIES - Queenstown, Maryland
To convene 25 to 30 leading international authorities to explore
approaches for managing the common properties of mankind — the
oceans, Antarctica, atmosphere and space, the earth's gene pool, and
the sum of cultural and scientific knowledge.

$

CENTER FOR INNOVATIVE DIPLOMACY - Irvine, California
To provide support for the Stratospheric Protection Accord (SPA)
Project, designed to encourage city governments from around the world
to develop and implement regulations banning the local use of
chlorofluorocarbons and other ozone-depleting compounds.

35,000

$

35,000

30,000

30,000

CENTER EOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENT-Washington, DC
To strengthen the institutional capacities of developing-country,
45,262
non-governmental environmental organizations and other indigenous
groups.

45,262

CLIMATE INSTITUTE - Washington, DC
To educate the public and key decisionmakers about the challenges
posed by global climate change, thereby stimulating activities toward
developing effective responses.

35,000

35,000

ENERGY I'ROBE RESEARCH FOUNDATION -Toronto, Ontario
To increase Canadian efforts to improve the development policies and
practices of the multilateral development banks.

56,940

56,940

30,000

60,000

40,000

40,000

10,000

10,000

40,000

80,000

INSTITUTE FOR ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH - Takoma Park, Maryland
To provide partial support for research, analysis, and publications
20,000
focusing on changes needed to reduce the rates of global warming and
atmospheric ozone depletion.

20,000

ENVIRONMENTAL AND ENERGY STUDY INSTITUTE -Washington, DC
To continue partial support for the Environmental and Energy Study
$
30,000
Institute to translate scientific and policy information on atmospheric
and climate change into a format useful for Congressional staff and
members, and to assure that effective policy responses are developed.
ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND, INC. -New York, New York
To promote structural and policy reforms in multilateral development
banks and the International Monetary Fund so that they cease funding
ecologically destructive policies and projects and to help empower
Third World non-governmental organizations to monitor, influence and
change internationally financed development projects.
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY INSTITUTE -Washington, DC
To provide partial support for an International Citizen's Conference on
Japan and the Global Environment, to be held in Tokyo in conjunction
with a government-sponsored conference on global environmental
issues.
To attempt to change the policies and practices of the multilateral
development banks to encourage investment in projects that will reverse
tropical deforestation and arrest global warming.

40,000

40,000

INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR DEVELOPMENT POLICY - Washington, DC
To monitor multilateral development bank projects and to provide
information on these projects to non-U.S. environmental organizations
and to non-governmental organizations in developing countries.

40,000

40,000

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR ENERGY CONSERVATION, INC. -Washington, DC
To help expedite the implementation of energy efficiency in developing
56,250
countries.

75,000

131,250

INTERNEWS NETWORK -San Francisco, California
To provide support for the development of a satellite hookup
(Spacebridge) and program work for one of six live, multinational
telecasts planned on global climate change.

55,548

55,548
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$

40,000

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1998

Grantee/Program
NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY, INC. - New York, New York
To provide an educated and articulate grassroots movement working for
sustainable development policies, and to offer participants the
opportunity to play a major role in shaping U.S. foreign assistance
policy.

Grants

$

NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION -Washington, DC
To continue support to strengthen the effectiveness of Third World
conservation organizations in shaping multilateral development bank
policy.

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL, INC. -New York, New York
To prevent the financing of environmentally and socially unsound
40,000
projects in the energy sector of the multilateral development banks and
to substantially increase the proportion of development assistance
provided for conservation, end-use efficiency, and other alternative
investments in the energy sector.
NATURE CONSERVANCY -Arlington, Virginia
To protect biological resources in Latin America by assisting local
conservation groups in building self-sustaining financial capacity to
support conservation efforts within their own countries.

74,000

RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION -New York, New York
To increase efforts in developing countries to adopt energy-efficient
technologies that provide both economic and environmental benefits,
specifically, to increase private-sector participation in promoting and
implementing energy-efficiency projects in these countries.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN INSTITUTE - Snowmass, Colorado
To reduce global carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuel combustion
through encouraging energy efficiency investments.

50,000

SCIENTISTS' INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC INFORMATION. INC. - New York, New York
To support several developmental activities of the Scientists' Institute for
55,313
Public Information (STPI) in support of a new international program to
relate scientific experts and information to journalists and media
networks, with special attention to Third World information needs.
SIERRA CLUB FOUNDATION -San Francisco, California
To increase citizen involvement in the Sierra Club's multilateral
development bank Campaign.
WGBH EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION -Boston, Massachusetts
To provide partial support for production of a ten-part television series
on the human dimensions of international environmental issues,
ranging from population growth to soil erosion, from destruction of
forests to climate change.

WORLD RESOURCES INSTITUTE - Washington, DC
To strengthen policies within the United States and the international
community for addressing two important global issues: greenhouse
wanning and ozone depletion.

40,000

40,000

40,000

40,000

40,000

61,000

135,000

75,000

75,000

50,000

100,000

0,000

105,313

100,000

1041,000

50,000

63

615,563

75,000

iMiui

WORLD WILDLIFE FUND, INC. -Washington, DC
To support a program to distribute small seed grants to grassroots,
non-governmental conservation organizations (NGOs) in Latin America
and the Caribbean.
S

$

40,000

25.000

PROGRAM TOTAL: Global Sustainability

40,000

40,000

WOODS HOLE RESEARCH CENTER, INC. - Woods Hole, Massachusetts
To contribute to the research needed to understand the dimensions and
25,000
the consequences of the climatic changes due to the build-up of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere.

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1989

40,000

40,000

40,000

Payments

S

50,000

50,000

968,750

$ 1,424,313

$

160,000

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1988

Grantee/Program

Grants

ftvments

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1989

GREAT LAKES LAND AND WATER RESOURCES
AMERICAN FARMLAND TRUST-Washington, DC
To continue seed money for the establishment of a Midwestern/Great
Lakes Regional Office of the American Farmland Trust, serving
Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri and
Iowa.
ATLANTIC STATES LEGAL FOUNDATION, INC. -Syracuse, New York
To increase citizen involvement in the process of issuing National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits that limit
toxic discharges into Lake Ontario and the Niagara River.

S

$

45,000

24,000

$

16,328

45,000

40,328

CANADIAN INSTITUTE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND POLICY - Toronto, Ontario
To continue support for the development of model water quality
66,666
standards and toxic source reduction strategies for the Great Lakes.
CENTER FOR THE GREAT LAKES-Chicago, Illinois
To continue general support for the Center for the Great Lakes, which
helps develop effective programs for sound management and
conservation of the region's natural resources.
COAST ALLIANCE-Washington, DC
To build public support for action in restructuring federally subsidized
flood insurance programs, expanding the Coastal Barrier Resources to
unprotected Great Lakes areas, expanding the federal Coastal Zone
Management Program to nonparticipating Great Lakes states, and
creating a national program to address the effects of contaminated
sediments in the Great Lakes on human health and the environment.
CONSERVATION FOUNDATION, INC, - Washington, DC
To continue partial support for the preparation and publication of the
"State of the Environment of the Great Lakes," a joint United
States-Canadian effort thai focuses on the environmental conditions and
trends within the Great Lakes basin.
COUNCIL OF GREAT LAKES GOVERNORS - Chicago, Illinois
To continue partial support for the implementation of the Great Lakes
Protection Fund, endorsed by the Great Lakes Governors in February
1988,

11,600

35,000

46.600

25,178

25,162

50,340

37,000

75,000

GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY- Allendale, Michigan
To continue providing funds for a "hands-on" aquatic resources
education program at Grand Valley State University for K-12 students
and teachers, community sen-ice and environmental groups, and the
general public.
GREAT LAKES UNITED- Buffalo, New York
To strengthen State and local efforts to address water quality concerns
in the Great Lakes basin.
To support a regional retreat of Great Lakes environmental leaders, and
provide them with the opportunity to discuss long-range strategies to
deal with regional issues as well as planning and coordinating their
activities,
HOOSIER ENVIRONMENTAL COUNC1L - Indianapolis, Indiana
To continue support, on a challenge basis, to the Hoosier Environmental
Council (HEC), a statewide environmental organization in Indiana,

10,000

64

66,666

37.000

100,000

175,000

25,105

25,105

50,000

50,000

8,800

8,800

20,000

15,000

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GREAT LAKES RESEARCH - Ann Arbor, Michigan
To provide an opportunity for promising young U.S. and Canadian
46,500
70,000
scientists to develop and pursue traditional, as well as independent,
new approaches to understanding and solving Great Lakes toxic
pollution problems through both doctoral and masters degree-level
fellowships awarded annually.
KALAMAZOO NATURE CENTER, INC. -Kalamazoo, Michigan
To complete data analysis and publication of the Michigan Breeding
Bird Atlas — the first statewide survey of its kind conducted In the
state.

$

40,000

116,500

40,000

15,000

Unpaid
Grantee/Progra m

Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1988

LAKE MICHIGAN FEDERATION - Chicago, Illinois
To support six workshops and a follow-up summit meeting to provide
public involvement in the development of a Lakewide Management
Plan for Lake Michigan.

$

LAND STEWARDSHIP PROJECT - Marine on St. Croix, Minnesota
To conduct on-farm research relating to sustainable agriculture and to
produce and disseminate educational materials on the subject through
an educational/consulting service designed to help farmers become
better managers of sustainable agriculture operations.

Payments

40,816

25.000

$

S

25,000

30,000

50,000

NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO - Washington, DC
To encourage the production of news reports focusing on Great Lakes
environmental issues for public radio broadcast and for dissemination,
in cassette form, for educational uses.

20,000

40,000

60,000

NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION - Washington, DC
To develop a model fish consumption advisory for Lake Michigan that
reflects the cumulative risks nf consuming fish contaminated with
several toxic substances.

39,760

NON-PROFIT RESOURCE CENTER, INC. -Albany, New York
To enable leaders of state environmental advocacy organizations to
gather together for a second annual conference to share ideas on
specific environmental issues and skills needed to strengthen their
organizations.
NORTHEAST-MIDWEST INSTITUTE-Washington, DC
To allow the Northeast-Midwest Institute to sponsor periodic
round table discussions among Great Lakes environmental advocates
and to monitor legislative, budgetary, and regulatory measures that
affect the region.
To allow the Northeast-Midwest Institute to co-sponsot with other
Great Lakes groups, a Congressional/Parliamentary Dialogue focusing
on Great Lakes water quality problems and the changes needed in
Canadian and U.S. policies and programs to address those problems.

30,000

39,760

43,000

43,000

15,000

15,000

411,000

70,000

10,000

10,000

OHIO ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL - Columbus, Ohio
To provide $10,000 in general support and $10,000 in challenge hands to
strengthen the leadership and institutional framework of a statewide
environmental organization in Ohio.

10,000

POLLUTION PROBE FOUNDATION-Toronto, Ontario
To continue efforts to build a stronger Canadian Constituency for
protecting the water quality in the Great Lakes basin, with a particular
focus on Lake Ontario.

25,000

20,000

45,000

SIERRA CLUB FOUNDATION - San Francisco, California
To help build public awareness in the Great Lakes region about the
significance of toxic air pollutants in the Great Lakes.

23,000

35,000

58,000

65

40,816

40,000

35,000

NATURE CONSERVANCY OF CANADA - Toronto, Ontario
To help the Nature Conservancy of Canada to continue development of
a natural areas inventory program modeled after the U.S. Nature
Conservancy's successful Natural Heritage Program.

Dec. 31,1989

$

40,000

MICHIGAN AUDUBON SOCIETY - Lansing, Michigan
To provide a second year of seed funding to develop a
corporate/environmental council for the Great Lakes region that would
bring together potential adversaries from the environmental and
industrial sectors on a regular basis to attempt to resolve difficult
environmental problems.
MICHIGAN ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL-Lansing, Michigan
To continue support to strengthen the leadership and institutional
framework of the Michigan Environmental Council (MEC), an important
statewide environmental organization in Michigan, through $15,000 in
general support and $15,000 in challenge funds.

Grants

10,000

15,000

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1988

Grantee/Program

Grants

SOCIETE POUR VAINCRE LA POLLUTION -Montreal, Quebec
To ensure that the Quebec public is adequately informed of the nature
and extent of the toxic contamination in the St. Lawrence River.

30,000

TIP OF THE MITT WATERSHED COUNCIL - Conway, Michigan
To form a Great Lakes Wetlands Policy Consortium of approximately 20
members from environmental and policy groups in the Great Lakes
region.

62,431

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY-Kalamazoo, Michigan
To support the development of a computer-based groundwater data and
management system in Genesee County, Michigan, for use by both the
public and private sectors.

$

$

475,353

30,000

18,315

30,000

20,000

S

918,308

$ 1,206479

S

33,500

TOXIC SUBSTANCES
ALASKA CENTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT - Anchorage, Alaska
To provide technical and scientific assistance to Alaskan citizen groups
working to protect their communities from existing and potential
environmental health threats.
ALASKA HEALTH PROJECT-Anchorage, Alaska
To continue funding for a project designed to assist small businesses in
Alaska with the proper management and reduction of their hazardous
materials.

S

33,500

31,000

31,000

49,540

49,540

50,300

40,000

90,300

15,000

25,000

40,000

20,000

20,000

CITIZEN'S CLEARINGHOUSE FOR HAZARDOUS WASTES, INC- - Arlington, Virginia
To establish a mini-grant program to help local citizen groups in
75,000
carrying out training and education on toxic hazards and on better
management of toxic wastes,

75,000

CITIZENS FOR A BETTER ENVIRONMENT-Chicago, Illinois
To help reduce the use of toxic substances in manufacturing and
production processes through education, regulatory reform, and
cooperative programs with industry.

25,000

ALASKA NATIVE HEALTH BOARD-Anchorage, Alaska
To help addiess concerns about the effects of hazardous materials on
native lands in Alaska.
ALBANY STATE COLLEGE - Albany, Georgia
To continue helping Albany Slate College in providing technical
assistance to low-income and minority residents of the South that are
dealing with environmental health threats in their communities.
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE FOR RURAL STUDIES - Davis, California
To increase the capacity of an environmental organization to provide
site-specific legal and technical assistance to rural California
communities with toxic problems.
CENTRAL STATES EDUCATION CENTER-Champaign, Illinois
To increase the capacity of an Illinois-based environmental organization
to provide site-specific legal and scientific expertise to midwestem
communities facing toxic threats.

$

25,000

COALITION ON ENVIRONMENTAL AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH HAZARDS-San Francisco, CaUfornia
To continue general support for the 35-member Coalition on
12,500
12,500
Environmental and Occupational Health Hazards, also known as the
Toxics Coordinating Project.
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY— Fort CoUins, Coloradu
To continue funding for a new toxics community assistance program
adapted from the successful Vanderbilt University model for using a
university's scientific resources and student interns to help communities
and citizen groups at risk from toxic substances.

66

Unpaid
Dec, 31, 1989

62.431

18,315

WISCONSIN'S ENVIRONMENTAL DECADE INSTITUTE-Madison, Wisconsin
To strengthen the leadership and institutional framework of a statewide
environmental organization in Wisconsin.
PROGRAM TOTAL: Great Lakes Land and Water Resources

Payments

30rOOO

30,000

10,000
$

187,482

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1988

Grantee/Program

CONNECTICUT FUND FOR THE ENVIRONMENT, INC. - New Haven, Connecticut
To provide technical assistance to citizens of Connecticut as they work
$
26,600
$
to reduce threats from toxic substances.
COUNCIL ON HAZARDOUS MATERIALS - Cleveland, Ohio
To provide scientific and technical assistance to community groups to
ensure that citizen concerns are successfully represented when the
Federal Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act is
implemented in Ohio,

FOCUS PROJECT, INC. -Washington, DC
To continue supporting an effort to increase informed public
participation as provided by the Federal Emergency Planning and
Community Right-to-Know Act in addressing threats to communities
from toxic substances.
FOR A CLEANER ENVIRONMENT, INC. - Woburn, Massachusetts
To continue strengthening a community-based model demonstrating
how local citizens can have a major role in addressing the health risks
and related issues posed by toxic wastes,

56,250

INFORM, INC. - New York, New York
To continue support for a research and communications program to
increase public awareness and stimulate initiatives for encouraging the
reduction of toxic waste generation at source points.

$

20,000

$

131,250

25,000

25,000

15.000

15,000

30,000

20,000

40,000

60,000

15,000

15,000

30,000

10,000

10,000

17,500

17,500

50,000

75,000

IOWA CITIZENS FOR COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT - Des Moines, Iowa
To promote farming practices that require fewer pesticides and
commercial fertilizers and to assist farmers and local communities
facing pollution problems caused by agricultural chemicals.

40,000

40,000

MICHIGAN ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL - Lansing, Michigan
To produce an educational videotape of a conference that provides
state-of-the-art technical information on alternative waste-management
options for Michigan communities.

25,270

25,270
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25,000

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1989

66,600

75,000

GRASS ROOTS ENVIRONMENTAL ORGANIZATION, INC. - Bloomfield, New Jersey
To continue general support for an environ mental organization that
provides statewide technical assistance and related support in New
Jersey to about 125 local citizen groups dealing with toxic
contamination problems within their communities.
HARVARD UNIVERSITY —Cambridge, Massachusetts
To disseminate a videotape and study guide series, entitled
"Environmental Toxins and Community Response," which can be used
to educate and train citizens on toxic-related issues.

Payments

46,000

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH WATCH, INC. -Cleveland, Ohio
To provide scientific and technical assistance to community groups to
ensure that citizen concerns are successfully represented when the
Federal Emergency Planning and Community Righl-to-Know AcL is
implemented in Ohio.
ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH FOUNDATION-Princeton, New Jersey
To continue general support for the Environmental Research
Foundation, which specializes in information management services to
serve the needs of community and grassroots citizen organizations
addressing toxic substance concerns.

40,000

20,000

ECOLOGY CENTER OF ANN ARBOR - Ann Arbor, Michigan
To help the Ecology Center of Ann Arbor to act as a statewide resource
to citizens and grassroots community groups concerned about toxic
hazards.
ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND, INC. -New York, New York
To strengthen Environmental Defense Fund efforts to prevent chemical
damage to human health and the environment.

Granls

46,000

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1988

Grantee/Program
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY-East Lansing, Michigan
To continue support for the Community Assistance Program in
Environmental Toxicology (CAPET) at Michigan State University, which
coordinates the scientific and technical expertise at the university to
provide community-specific assistance to Michigan residents facing
threats from toxic substances.

45,000

NATIONAL CENTER FOR POLICY ALTERNATIVES - Washington, DC
To convene a conference of representatives from Moti-supported
projects that provide scientific and related assistance to corn muni ties at
risk from toxic hazards.
To strengthen state and local policies on toxics and related
environmental hazards.

Grants

$

47,066

Payments

$

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 19fl9

92,066

32,300

32,300

41.500

30,000

71,500

29,150

50,000

79,150

OCEANIC SOCIETY -Washington, DC
To continue providing technical and scientific assistance to
coastal-focused citizen groups working to protect the nation's ocean and
coastal ecology from toxic pollutants and other environmental threats.

RESEARCH FOUNDATION OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK-New York, New York
To continue helping residents of the New York City metropolitan area
20,000
protect themselves against environmental health hazards through
Hunter College's Community Environmental Health Resource Center.

20,000

SOUTHWEST RESEARCH AND INFORMATION CENTER-Albuquerque, New Mexico
30,000

30,000

45,000

45,000

20,000

40,000

23,980

23,980

50,000

50,000

45,000

80,250

38,743

38,743

20,000

20,000

$ 1,162,399

$ 1,560,449

To provide technical assistance, training, and information services for
citizens and communities faced with toxic contamination in Mew
Mexico and Arizona.

UNISON INSTITUTE-Washington, DC
To provide training and technical assistance in the use of computerized
environmental information to help communities identify and reduce
risks from toxic hazards.

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL-Chapel Hill, North Carolina
To increase the capacity of faculty members at (he University of North
Carolina to provide scientific and techncial assistance to citizen groups
and local governments facing a variety of toxic-related environmental
health problems.

20,000

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE-KNOXVILLE - Knoxville, Tennessee
To explore the potential for use of safe chemical substitutes as an
explicit new policy direction to eliminate toxic chemical contamination.
To provide partial support for a $1.3 million study intended to provide
information for improving the implementation of Superfund, [he
nation's hazardous waste clean-up program.

UNIVERSITY OP TEXAS MEDICAL BRANCH AT GALVESTON - Galveston, Texas
To continue to provide scientific information and related assistance to
community groups and dtizens at risk from toxic hazards.

35,250

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON - Seattle, Washington
To prepare and distribute a special report and several working papers
examining hazardous waste source reduction options for the northwest
region of the United States and to create a working network of citizen
and environmental organizations, corporations and government
agencies to promote new strategies to reduce the generation of
hazardous wastes in the region.

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY-Nashville, Tennessee
To continue funding for the Student Environmental Health Project,
which provides technical assistance to community and citizen groups
facing environmental-health problems, generally from toxic substances.
PROGRAM TOTAL: Toxic Substances

$

68

444,050

$

46,000

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1988

Grantee/Program

Grants

Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1989

SPECIAL INITIATIVES
ALASKA CONSERVATION FOUNDATION-Anchorage, Alaska
To support the efforts of the Alaska Conservation Foundation to
perform clean-up and wildlife rescue operations in response to the 11
million gallon oil spill caused by the Exxon Valdez.

$

35,000

5

35,000

AMERICAN COMMITTEE ON U&-SOVTET RELATIONS-Washington, DC
To strengthen Soviet environmental policy and to improve collaboration
between Soviet environmental officials and other international interests
on global environmental matters.

43,600

43,600

AMERICAN COUNCIL OF YOUNG POLITICAL LEADERS, INC. -Washington, DC
To provide support for a 15-day study tour in the United States on the
"Politics of the Environment" for a 16-member delegation of young
government officials from the Soviet Union.

35,000

35,000

AMERICAN RIVERS, INC. -Washington, DC
To support the development and distribution of a video on National
Wild and Scenic Rivers.

26,750

26,750

BERMUDA BIOLOGICAL STATION FOR RESEARCH, INC.-Ferry Reach, Bermuda
To establish the Edith Mott Davis Library Endowment Fund and the
$
50,000
Edith Mott Davis Scholarship Endowment Fund.

50,000

CENTER FOR COASTAL STUDIES - Provincetown, Massachusetts
To continue general support for the Center for Coastal Studies, a Cape
Cod-based nonprofit research, educational, and advisory institution
specializing in issues concerning the coastal environment.

10,000

10,000

CENTER FOR US-USSR INITIATIVES - San Francisco, California
To provide start-up funding for a new Center for US-USSR Initiatives
program to advance exchanges between American and Soviet
environmental leaders.

50,000

50,000

15,000

15,000

10,000

10,000

75,000

75,000

35,000

35,000

20,000

20,000

40,000

INSTITUTE FOR LOCAL SELF-RELIANCE, INC. - Washington, DC
To continue support for the Institute for Local Self-Reliance and its work
in the area of urban waste disposal.

50,000

50,000

100,000

MEADOWCREEK PROJECT, INC,-Fox, Arkansas
To help strengthen Meadowcreek's efforts to develop its own income
from farm, educational fees, and conference center income while
significantly expanding its programs and outreach.

25,000

50,000

75,000

CHINA FOOT BAY SOCIETY - Homer, Alaska
To provide general support for the China Foot Bay Society (recently
renamed the Center for Alaskan Coastal Studies), an educational and
scientific organization working to increase awareness, knowledge, and
understanding of Alaska's marine environment.
COUNCIL OF MICHIGAN FOUNDATIONS-Grand Haven, Michigan
To continue to provide technical assistance to 14 community
foundations in Michigan that are developing and implementing local
energy conservation programs for low-income populations.
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY INSTITUTE-Washington, DC
To continue support, on a one-to-one match basis, (or the general
purposes of the Environmental Policy Institute.

75,000

GLOBAL TOMORROW COALITION, INC. - Washington, DC
To support a two-year program promoting global sustainable
development centered around the Globescope Pacific Assembly, which
lakes place in fall, 1989 in Los Angeles.
GREEN LIBRARY-Berkeley, California
To contribute to public awareness and understanding of environmental
issues in countries facing ecological crisis, primarily by providing
environmental books and materials to their libraries or by helping them
in establishing such libraries.
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$

75,000

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1986

Gra ntee/Program
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY-East Lansing, Michigan
To endow a professorship in sustainable agriculture at Michigan State
University (MSU) and to endow four full-tuition fellowships for
doctoral students with a specific interest in sustainable agriculture.
NEW ALCHEMY INSTITUTE - East Falmouth, Massachusetts
To stimulate the growth of the New Alchemy Institute through a
challenge grant to be matched in new memberships and contributions
from private sources.

$ 2,000,000

$

RODALE INSTTTUTE —Emmaus, Pennsylvania
To continue support for an innovative research and demonstration
project in the Midwest, aimed at helping farmers make the transition
from heavy reliance on chemical inputs to more resource-efficient
farming systems that are more profitable and less damaging to the
environment.

25,000

25,000

WORLD DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTIONS, INC. -Boston, Massachusetts
To produce a five-part television series designed to stimulate public
thinking about the prospects for reducing world hunger on a
sustainable basis.
WORLD RESOURCES INSTTTUTE - Washington, DC
To help the World Resources Institute build the financial reserves it
needs to ensure that it remains a strong and effective institution for the
long term.
PROGRAM TOTAL: Special Initiatives
MISSION TOTAL: Environmenf

$

70

Grants

Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31. 1989

$ 2,000,000

25,000

100.000

125,000

100,000

100,000

1,000,000

300,000

$

700,000

775,000

270,000

$ 3,655,350

$ 3,150,350

$

$ 1,804,966

$ 6,704,807

5 7,341,291

$ 1,168,482

FLINT AREA
FLINT ARTS AND RECREATION
• Supporting efforts to broaden Flint community participation in the
arts, expanding the capacity of community arts institutions; and
• Promoting the productive use of leisure by individuals and their
families.
FLINT ECONOMIC REV1TALIZATION
• Developing and supporting initiatives to revitalize and diversify the
Flint-area economy in cooperation with the other public and private
agencies; and
• Assisting and stabilizing special capital projects to revitalize the
Flint downtown area.
FLINT EDUCATION
• Strengthening the capacity of Flint-area educational institutions and
programs to address the community's changing educational needs.
FLINT INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY BUILDING
• Building the capacity of the Flint community and its institutions to
respond to its economic and social needs.
FLINT SPECIAL INITIATIVES
• Supporting projects outside the other four program areas that may
meet pressing community needs or significantly improve the quality
of life for Flint-area residents.
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Unpaid
Dec. M, 1988

G rantee/Program

Grants

Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1989

FLINT AREA
FLINT ARTS AND RECREATION
CRIM ROAD RACE, INC. -Flint, Michigan
To continue support for the Crim Road Race, which is dedicated to
promoting a positive image of Hint and supporting the efforts of the
Michigan Special Olympics.

$

FLINT DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY - Flint, Michigan
To continue support tor the production and promotion of a year-round
$
schedule of high-quality entertainment at Riverbank Park.

130,000

16,600

134,600

40,000

56,600

175,863

175,863

17,500
215,000

20,000

20,000

MOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE - Hint, Michigan
To provide partial support for the establishment of the Labor Museum
and Learning Center of Michigan.
NATURE CONSERVANCY-Arlington, Virginia
To allow the Nature Conservancy to maintain and manage properties in
the Flint College and Cultural Center area in an effort to protect the
center from undesirable development and to allow for possible future
expansion.
STAR THEATRE OF FLINT, INC.-Flint, Michigan
To finance a study by Bryn Mawr Associates, Inc., a consulting
firm
specializing in the performing arts, on the internal needs of Star Theatre
and on the current and potential external support for summer/musical
theater in Flint.

$
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20,000

20,000

18,000

18,000

75,000

75,000

58,900

58,900

,000

9,000

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN - FLINT-Flint, Michigan
To enable the University of Michigan-Flint's Project tor Urban and
Regional Affairs (PURA) to adapt for, and apply to the Flint area, a
national survey, "Americans and the Arts," conducted last year by the
Louis Harris organization.
PROGRAM TOTAL; Flint Arts and Recreation

408,100

60,000

134,600

GENESEE COUNTY PARKS & RECREATION COMMISSION -Flint, Michigan
To provide partial support to Genesee County Parks and Recreation
17,500
Commission to hire a consulting firm to conduct a comprehensive
organizational and financial study of the Genesee County parks system.
To enable the Genesee County Parks and Recreation Commission to
215,000
construct a permanent enclosure to protect the Historical Crossroads
Village carousel.
GREATER FLINT ARTS COUNCIL - Flint, Michigan
To develop and coordinate services for local artists and arts
organizations and to expand community appreciation for the arts,
To develop and coordinate services for local artists and arts
organizations and to expand community appreciation for the arts.
To bring to Flint the Arts Strataplan Program, a project sponsored by
the Michigan Council for the Arts and the Michigan Association of
Community Arts Agencies to encourage long-range strategic planning
among small- and mid-sized arts organizations.

$

130,000

FLINT INSTITUTE OF ARTS-Flint, Michigan
To support the Flint Institute of Art's fund-raising efforts to refurbish
the galleries of the DeWaters Art Center and to make other physical
improvements in the building.
FLINT INSTITUTE OF MUSIC-Flint, Michigan
To provide quality educational and training experiences in music and
dance in a variety of class, ensemble, and performance formats.
To provide emergency funding to replace mildew-damaged stage sets
prior to the Christmas performances of the "Nutcracker" by Ballet
Michigan, the Flint Institute of Music touring troupe.

60,000

$

22,764

22,764

605,127

$ 1,013,227

$

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1988

Grantee/Program

Grants

Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1989

FUNT ECONOMIC REVITALIZATION
FLINT COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION - Flint, Michigan
To allow the Flint Community Development Corporation (FCDC) to
continue its program of small business development geared toward
minorities, women, and low-income, disadvantage^ people.
To help capitalize a $60,000 revolving loan fund to finance business
start-ups for welfare recipients.
FLINT DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY - Flint, Michigan
To guarantee taxable revenue bonds to complete the financing of Ihe
AutoWorld facility.
To provide assistance to the Flint Downtown Development Authority to
partially fund Ihe position of downtown manager, this program is
intended to encourage a comprehensive strategy to assist downtown
businesses by unifying their efforts to promote safety, common
advertising, cleanliness, and a positive image for the central business
district of Flint.
To provide funding for the special events and activities associated with
$
limited operations at AutoWorld.
To provide the Flint Downtown Development Authority with funds to
support the continued operation of the Water Street Pavilion, a festival
marketplace in downtown Flint.
To relieve the City of Flint of all future financial and administrative
concerns with regard to the defeased bond issue, the proceeds from
which were used to defray the cost of land acquisition, site clearance
and preparation, and tlie construction of public improvements for the
AutoWorld Project.

$

125,000

$

125,000

30,000

30,000

1,266,909

1,266,909

6,0(10

6,000

29b,000

50,000

50,000

280,451

922,631

1,203,082

9,300,000

9,300,000

$

FUNT/GENESEE COUNTY COMMUNITY COORDINATED CHILD CARE ASSOCIATION -Flint, Michigan
To conduct a feasibility study of the market for child care services in the
12,500
downtown Flint area.
GENESEE AREA FOCUS COUNCIL, INC. - Flint, Michigan
To continue providing general support for the Flint Area Focus Council,
Inc., established to improve economic-developmen! policy in Genesee
County so as to reduce unemployment and increase the economic base.

i

GENESEE AREA FOCUS FUND, INC.-Flint, Michigan
To provide support (or the Genesee Area Focus Fund, organized to
publicly support the Genesee Area Focus Council, Inc. in its efforts to
improve economic development policy in Genesee County,

'.

100,000

18,759

18,759

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN - FLINT-Flint, Michigan
To enable the University of Michigan-Flint's Project for Urban and
Regional Affairs (PURA) to work with NO Research to develop an
economic indicator data base.

25,000

25,000

$11,856,799

$12,114,750

$

S

S

666,451

FLINT EDUCATION
FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION-Flint, Michigan
To assess the current state of parental involvement within the Flint
Community Schools, identify the obstacles to such involvement from
within the system, and to develop a plan for parent empowerment and
advocacy.
To continue support for an instructional program tested at Pierson
Community School as a successful system of teaching basic skills to
urban elementary children.
To provide opportunities for Flint Community Schools' staff and other
community leaders to visit and observe exemplary educational
programs throughout the United States and Canada.
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100,000

50,000

NORTHWESTERN CUED INSTITUTE - Evanston, Illinois
To allow Ihe Northwestern CUED Institute to synthesize all of the Flint
studies that have been completed In order to produce a plan for future
programming for Flint's economic revitalization.

PROGRAM TOTAL: Flint Economic Revitalization

12,500

40,000

50.1X11)

296,000

25,000

25,000

8,800

8,800

40,000

40,000

$

408,500

Unpaid
Dec 31, 1988

Grantee/Program
FL.INT BOARD OF EDUCATION - Flint, Michigan
To fund a school negotiations process called Alternative Dispute
Resolution in which individuals and groups work together to find
mutual solutions to tabor/management problems.

Grants

$

35,000

GMI ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE - Flint, Michigan
To endow a permanent fund for the support of minority students as
S 2,000,000
part of GMl's Challenge Fund Campaign. Income from (he fund would
be used primarily for scholarships.
To continue partial support for a five-year program at GMI to boost
student recruitment and strengthen the roster of corporate sponsors.
To provide partial support for the pilot Satellite Science and
Mathematics Instruction program based at GMI Engineering and
Management Institute in Flint, Michigan.

360,000

MOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE - Flint, Michigan
To create and help establish a model alternative high school serving
at-risk students within Mott Community College.

109,300

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN - FLINT-Flint, Michigan
To provide up to S3 million in funding for the University of
Michigan-Flint's capital campaign for library construction, with $1
million to be granted on a dollar-fbr-dollar match basis.
PROGRAM TOTAL: Flint Education

Payments

$

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1989

35,000

2,000.000

360,000

80,000

$

109,300

2,400,000

$ 4,400,000

80,000

2,400,000

$

658,100

$

50,000

$ 2,578,100

$ 2,480,000

FLINT INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY BUILDING
COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF GREATER FLINT-Flint, Michigan
To continue partial program support for the Health Fund of the
Community Foundation of Greater Flint.
To continue providing partial administrative support for the Community
Foundation of Greater Flint.
To continue partial program support for the Community Foundation of
Greater Flint, expanding its total grantmaking resources.
To establish the C.S, Harding Mott Memorial Fund at the Community
Foundation of Greater Flint
To provide an endowment challenge grant, to be matched on a
one-to-one basis, to strengthen the Community Foundation of Greater
Flint.

$

30,000

100,000

250,000

250,000

500,000

250,000

INSIGHT, INC.-Flint, Michigan
To assist Insight, Inc., Flint's largest substance-abuse treatment
organization, in meeting a $1.5 million capital campaign goal.
MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES - Lansing, Michigan
To provide partial support for a second year of a pilot project in
400,000
Genesee County to improve access to health-care coverage for persons
who are uninsured and who do not otherwise qualify for publicly
supported health programs.
To support the evaluation of the Health Care Access Project (HCAP), a
$20 million, two-year pilot program to improve access to health care for
the uninsured in Genesee County, and its companion program in
Marquette County.
M1CHIGAN LEAGUE FOR HUMAN SERVICES - Lansing, Michigan
To continue staffing and support of the Health Care Access Project
One-Third Share Plan being piloted in Michigan's Genesee and
Marquette counties.
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50,000

50,000

FLINT EXECUTIVE SERVICE CORPS, INC. -Flint, Michigan
To continue general support for the Flint Executive Service Corps, Inc.,
an organization that uses the skills of local retired executives and
professionals to provide management consulting services to Flint-area
nonprofit organizations.

UNITED WAY OF GENESEE AND LAPEER COUNTIES-Flint, Michigan
To reduce racial, ethnic and religious prejudice in the Flint and Genesee
County area.

$

$

1,800,000

900,000

50,000

50,000

200,000

200,000

900,000

400.000

100,000

100,000

43,214

50,000

250,000

43.214

50,000

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1988

Grantee/Program
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN - FLINT-Flint, Michigan
To continue support for the Project for Urban and Regional Affairs
(PURA), which funnels university expertise to Flint business, nonprofit,
and governmental agencies.

$

50,000

Grants

$

URBAN COALITION OF GREATER FLINT - Flint, Michigan
To continue general support, on a two-for-one match basis, to the Urban
Coalition of Greater Flint
WHALEY MEMORIAL FOUNDATION - Flint, Michigan
To assist the Whaley Children's Center in meeting a capital campaign
goal of $1.9 million, to be used to renovate an existing building to
accommodate outreach programs and to construct a new residential
facility.

30,000

Payments

$

PROGRAM TOTAL: Flint Institutional Capacity Building

$

950,000

80,000

200,000

80,000

250,000

250,000

YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION OF FLINT-Flint, Michigan
To help the Y.W.C.A. of Flint raise $2,5 million during the next three
150,000
years for capital improvements, endowment, and expanded services to
the community.
$ 3,273,214

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1989

$

120,000

100,000

50,000

$ 2,860,000

$ 1,363,214

FLINT SPECIAL INITIATIVES
COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF GREATER FLINT-Flint, Michigan
To develop a community program for prevention of AIDS (Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome).

S

FLINT CITY HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION - Flint, Michigan
To train adults, school students and police officers as conflict mediators
for the resolution of neighborhood disputes and the reduction of
violence, and to offer conflict mediation as an alternative for certain
district court cases,

100,500

20,125

FLINT COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION - Flint, Michigan
To stimulate development of a youth constituency that is empowered to
design, implement and operate programs and activities that focus on
personal and community development.

148,000

FLINT CONVENTION AND VISITORS BUREAU EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION - Flint, Michigan
To provide partial support for an educational program for
12,000
approximately 500 Flint-area community leaders on how to attract state,
regional, or national conventions and meetings to Flint and Genesee
County,
UNITED WAY OF GENESEE AND LAPEER COUNTIES-Flint, Michigan
To provide partial support for the United Way's Displaced Workers
$
Emergency Needs Center to provide emergency food, shelter, utilities,
referral, and follow-up services for former General Motors employees
whose unemployment resulted from plant closings and indefinite
lay-offs.
PROGRAM TOTAL: Flint Special InitiativeB
MISSION TOTAL: Flint Area

25,000

S
25,000
$ 6,449,551
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$

$

100,500

20,125

74,000

74,000

12,000

25,000

$ 280.625
$16,673,665

$ 131,125
$18,697,202

$ 174,500
$ 4,426,214

NEIGHBORHOODS AND
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
• Promoting the role and effectiveness of community self-help groups
in revitalizing neighborhoods.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
• Improving economic opportunity for low-income individuals
through community-based economic development; and
• Strengthening the economic climate with emphasis on enhancing
Michigan's competitive position in the world economy.
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Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1988

Grantee/Progra ni

Grants

Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1989

NEIGHBORHOODS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
COMMUNITY

DEVELOPMENT

CENTER FOR COMMUNITY CHANGE-Washington, DC
Tb continue funding the Center for Community Change as one of six
intermediary support organizations providing help to emerging
community-based groups working for neighborhood improvement.
To continue suppurt for an analysis of the ability of Housing Trust
Funds to deliver low- and moderate-income housing.
To continue to provide general support for the Center for Community
Change (CCC). founded to help low-income people trying to improve
the quality of life in their communities.
To provide partial support for the staffing, training, and operating costs
associated with COMMUNITY LINK, a national computer network that
links grassroots groups, technical assistance providers, and other
organizations active in the field of community development.

$
$

30,000

30,000

52,800

50,000

50,000

10,000

10,000

71,400

124,200

85,000

85,000

35,000

72,500

10,000

10,000

25,000

25,000

York, New York

DUDLEY STREET NEIGHBORHOOD INITIATIVE - Roxbury, Massachusetts
To support the Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative's efforts to
25.000
coordinate and improve the community's human and social service
delivery systems.
EDMONTON, CITY OF, POLICE DEPARTMENT - Edmonton, Alberta
To document the first year of the foot patrol program in Edmonton as a
case study for use and distribution throughout Canada.

34,000

FUND FOR THE CENTER FOR COMMUNITY CHANCE - Washington, DC
To provide support for an endowment fund to maintain the annual
operating budget of the Center for Community Change.
HARVARD UNIVERSITY-Cambridge, Massachusetts
To continue to support executive sessions for top-level policymakers to
disseminate information about community policing and its application
to urban areas.
LOCAL INITIATIVES SUPPORT CORPORATION - New York, New York
To help the Local Initiatives Support Corporation in establishing a
statewide, multi-city program in Michigan.
To support the Local Initiatives Support Corporation's (LJ5C) National
PRI Pool, the proceeds of which will be used to make below-market
rate loans for low-income housing and commercial real estate
development projects sponsored by nonprofit community-based
development corporations in distressed communities.
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110,000
33,300

COMMUNITY TRAINING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER, INC. -Boston, Massachusetts
To continue funding the Community Training and Assistance Center as
one of six intermediary support organizations for emerging
community-based groups working to improve neighborhoods.
To help the Community Training and Assistance Center in maintaining
37,500
a regional assistance division, established in 1987 with the help of Mott
funds, and to build the organization's capacity as a technical assistance
provider.
COUNCIL EOR COMMUNITY-BASED DEVELOPMENT, INC. -New
To provide partial support for a documentary about the history,
accomplishments, and future potential of the community-based
development movement, entitled "From Chaos to Community."

$

33,300

CLEVELAND FOUNDATION - Cleveland, Ohio
To provide partial support for the Neighborhood Funders Group, an
affinity group of the Council on Foundations.
COMMUNITY INFORMATION EXCHANGE-Washington, DC
To support two forums for the discussion of community-based
development by community leaders, hinders, researchers, policymakers
and others.

110,000

$

25,000

34,000

200,000

75,000

200,000

75,000

300,000
350,000

300,000
350,000

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1988

Grantee/Program
MICHIGAN LEAGUE FOR HUMAN SERVICES - Lansing, Michigan
To join other organizations in maintaining an emergency cash-flow loan
fund on behalf of Michigan human service agencies, the sendees of
which are critical to the maintenance of employment, family life and
health needs of Michigan residents.

$

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY-East Lansing, Michigan
To continue support for the National Neighborhood Foot Patrol Center
in its activities !o improve public safety and reform policy operations
through such community-oriented practices as the neighborhood foot
patrol.
To plan and conduct a conference for 300 policymakers and practitioners
from the United States and other western industrialized democracies for
the purpose of tying drug enforcement with community policing.

73,848

Grants

$

NATIONAL CENTER FOR NEIGHBORHOOD ENTERPRISE-Washington, DC
To provide general support for a national research and demonstration
organization that seeks new strategies for helping the poor to achieve
self-sufficiency.
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF LA RAZA -Washington, DC
To continue funding the National Council of La Raza as one of six
intermediary support organizations providing assistance to emerging,
community-based groups working for neighborhood improvement.
NATIONAL NEIGHBORHOOD COALITION - Washington, DC
To continue general support for the National Neighborhood Coalition,
founded in 1979 to serve as a forum for action and sharing among
national and regional nonprofit organizations serving neighborhood
groups.

$

60,850

100,000

100,00(1

35,000

35,000

100,000

100,000

25,000

25,000

110,000

NEIGHBORHOOD RESOURCE CENTER-St. Paul, Minnesota
To allow the Neighborhood Resource Center expand its staff and
program capacities to provide training and technical support to
neighborhood-based organizations in the Minneapolis/St. Paul area.
To assist the Neighborhood Resource Center in providing training and
technical support services to neighborhood-based organizations in the
Minneapolia/St, Paul area.

110,000

$

12,000

13,000

YOUTH PROJECT -Washington, DC
To continue funding the Youth Project as one of six intermediary
support organizations providing assistance to emerging
community-based groups working for neighborhood improvement.
$

78

28,196

30,000

NORTHERN ROCKIES ACTION GROUP, INC. -Helena, Montana
To test the potential of low-income community leaders to assume staff
positions in community-based organizations.

PROGRAM TOTAL: Community Development

17,320

60,850

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF BLACK LAW ENFORCEMENT EXECUTIVES-Washington, DC
To enable two professiorval associations, the National Organization of
28,196
Black Law Enforcement Executives, which serves black police chiefs and
command staff, and the National Black Police Association (NBPA),
which serves black police officers and first line supervisors, to sponsor
a two-day joint conference on community policing for members.
NATIONAL TRAINING AND INFORMATION CENTER - Chicago, Illinois
To continue funding the National Training and Information Center as
one of six intermediary support organizations providing assistance to
emerging community-based groups working to improve neighborhoods.

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1989

(73,848)

17,320

MISSISSIPPI ACTION FOR COMMUNITY EDUCATION - Greenville, Mississippi
To continue funding Mississippi Action for Community Education
(MACE), one of six intermediary support organizations providing
assistance to emerging community-based groups working for
neighborhood improvement.

ftn/menis

419,964

30,000

12.000

13,000

125,000

125,000

$ 1,770,402

$ 1,773,366

$

417,000

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1988

Grantee/Program

Grants

Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1989

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
ARKANSAS ENTERPRISE GROUP-Arkadelphia, Arkansas
To continue the operation of the Good Faith Fund, a micro-enterprise
credit program geared toward self-employed low-income residents in an
eight-county area of southern, ruial Arkansas.

$

AUBURN UNIVERSITY-Auburn, Alabama
To determine the most successful marketing strategies for home-based
businesses.

34,500

COMMUNITY CAPITAL BANK - Brooklyn, New York
To purchase 1,000 shares of Community Capital Bank's common stock
through a program-related investment. The bank is patterned after
Shorebank of Chicago, and wili specialize in lending at market rates to
community development organizations, small business, and housing
owned and operated by low- and moderate-income persons.
COMMUNITY SERVICE SOCIETY OF NEW YORK - New York, New York
To enable the Cooperative Home Care Associates to increase to more
$
than 200 the number of employees presently on staff and thus increase
the earnings of the agency.

$

12,000

34,500

100,000

22,800

COOPERATIVE ASSISTANCE FUND - Washington, DC
To continue support for the Cooperative Assistance Fund, created to
support economic development initiatives that generate jobs and
housing through program-related investments, and improve the
delivery of services to low-income and minority communities.
CORPORATION FOR ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT-Washington, DC
To continue support for the monitoring and evaluation component of the
Mott Foundations seed capital initiative.
COUNCIL FOR COMMUNITY-BASED DEVELOPMENT, INC. - New York, New York
To provide general support for the Council for Community-Based
20,000
Development, which is a private-sector membership organization that
promotes increased private-sector support of community-based
development.
DEVELOPMENT TRAINING INSTITUTE, INC. -Baltimore, Maryland
To assist the Development Training Institute in exploring its
opportunities for program expansion.
To continue support for the Development Training Institute's
education/professional development program for the graduates of its
national internship program.
EASTSIDE COMMUNITY INVESTMENTS, INC. -Indianapolis, Indiana
To enable low-income women to become licensed day-care providers.

12,000

$

22,800

5,000

5,000

32,994

32,994

25,000

45,000

30,000

30,000

25,000

25,000

15.000

15,000

FIRST NATIONS FINANCIAL PROJECT -Falmouth, Virginia
To provide the capital and credit necessary for the economic
development of tribal communities.

100,000

FOCUS:HOPE - Detroit, Michigan
To assist Focus;HOr*E in rehabilitating a building in iis Industry Mall
for a new world-class educational institution, the Center for Advanced
Technologies (CAT).

500,000

100,000

500,000

FRIENDS OF CHILDREN OF MISSISSIPPI, INC. -Jackson, Mississippi
To assist at least 20 welfare recipients living in Madison County,
Mississippi, to achieve self-employment.

37,500

25,000

GERMAN MARSHALL FUND OF THE U.S. -Washington, DC
To produce a half-hour videotape and television documentary on the
international competitive networks of small European firms.

50,000

50,000

33,000

33,000

HEAD CORPORATION -Berea, Kentucky
To help the HEAD (Human/Economic Appalachian Development)
Corporation in leveraging financing for the loan fund and providing
technical assistance to their participants.
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100,000

12,500

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1988

Grantee/Program

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE - Washington, DC
To support the activities and annual meeting of the International
$
Development Conference, formed in 1952 to provide a forum fenindividuals and organizations interested in worldwide development.
This year's international conference is entitled "Building The Future As
It Ought To Be."

Grants

5,000

JOBS FOR YOUTH-BOSTON, INC. - Boston, Massachusetts
To increase the capacity of jobs for Youth-Boston to provide technical
assistance to the fledgling businesses created by young people who
received entrepreneurial training through the organization.

$

$

MERIDIAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION-Meridian, Mississippi
To support the continuing development of a revolving-loan fund as part
of a four-year, multi-state, national demonstration of the potential for
self-employment for welfare recipients.
MICHIGAN BIOTECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE-Lansing, Michigan
To continue providing general support for the Michigan Biotechnology
Institute, founded in 1981 to spur the state's economic development and
diversification.
MS. FOUNDATION FOR WOMEN -New York, New York
To help capitalize a fund of S3 million to support economic
development for low-income and minority women.

Paymt'nti-

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1989

5,000

50,000

MMHILI

37,500

25,000

100,000

100,000

50,000

50,000

&

12,500

NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR TEACHING ENTREPRENEURSHIP TO HANDICAPPED- New York, New York
To teach basic entrepreneurial and business skills to teenagers and
20,000
20,000
young adults in the impoverished South Bronx, at the Boys' and Girls'
dubs of Newark, and within the New York City public school system.
NATIONAL RURAL DEVELOPMENT AND FINANCE CORPORATION -Washington, DC
To leverage three to four new funds to the Rural \fenture Development
100,000
(100,000)
Fund, initiated in 1980 to strengthen the capacity of cooperative,
community-based organizations in disadvantaged rural communities to
finance sound, off-farm enterprises.
NCI RESEARCH -Evanstcm, Illinois
To provide general support for NCI Research, established in 1985 to
improve urban economic development practice through a program of
basic and applied research and dissemination.

35,000

NEIGHBORHOOD REL\ VESTMENT CORPORATION - Washington, DC
To increase entrepreneurial opportunities and generate income for
low-income women and minorities through the establishment of
Neighborhood Enterprise Centers in four disadvantaged communities.

35,000

NEW SCHOOL FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH - New York, New York
To provide partial support for evaluating the performance of the
community development corporation (CDC) movement that began in
this country 20 years ago.

75,000

35,000

35,000

75,000

NORTH CAROLINA RURAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CENTER, INC. - Raleigh, North Carolina
To establish a $1 million revolving-loan fund during the next two years
75,000
and to fund two models of revolving-loan funds that will assist
owner-operated, small rural businesses.

75,000

NORTHEAST ENTREPRENEUR FUND, INC, -DuJuth, Minnesota
To provide funding for technical assistance, business slart-ups and job
Creadon for the structurallv unemployed in the northeast region of
Minnesota.

75,000

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY -Evanston, Illinois
To develop a model for interpreting the impact of international trade on
the economy of American metropolitan areas through analysis of
trade-related shifts in cities' industrial structures during the 1977-86
period.
To finance a study to determine the impact that housing location has on
the economic opportunity of low-income individuals.
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75,000

50,000

50,000

50,00(1

50,000

Unpaid
Grantee/Program

Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1988

PORTABLE PRACTICAL EDUCATIONAL PREPARATION, INC. -Tucson, Arizona
To provide general support for Portable Practical Educational
Preparation, Inc. (PPEP), which provides mental health counseling, job
training, transportation, and other services for low-income individuals
in Arizona.
SELF-EMPLOYMENT FUND OF IOWA - Iowa City, Iowa
To create a $250,000 fund that will guarantee loans from traditional
financial institutions for AFDC (Aid to Families with Dependent
Children) recipients.

Grants

$

60,000

Payments

$

60,000

50,000

50,000

300,000

100,000

WARREN/CONNER DEVELOPMENT COALITION-Detroit, Michigan
To develop a strategy for the organization and reinvestment in the east
side of Detroit,

20,000

20,000

WOMEN'S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION-St. Paul, Minnesota
To help leverage a project loan fund for women on public assistance
involved in WEDCO's self-employment investment demonstration
project.

25,000

25,000

WOMEN'S INITIATIVE FOR SELF-EMPLOYMENT-San Francisco, California
To help establish a revolving-loan fund that will provide small loans to
low-income women for self-employment.

35,000

35,000

WOMEN'S SELF-EMPLOYMENT PROJECT-Chicago, Illinois
To assist the Women's Self-Employment Project in further developing a
low-cost effective credit delivery mechanism as well as establishing a
management information system to track client performance.

50,000

SHOREBANK ADVISORY SERVICES, INC. -Chicago, Illinois
To support a research project to improve relationships between
seed-capital funds and conventional financial institutions and thus to
enable the funds to gain acceptance by conventional credit providers.

PROGRAM TOTAL: Economic Development
MISSION TOTAL: Neighborhoods and Economic Development

$
$

81

362,800
782,764

S 1,677,494
$ 3,447,8%

Dec. 31, 1989

$

$ 1,330,294
$ 3,103,660

50,000

$ 710,000
$ 1,127,000

PHILANTHROPY AND VOLUNTEERISM
COMMUNITY FOUNDATIONS
• Promoting the growth and development of community foundations
through strengthening the skills of small community foundations in
asset development, management and grantmaking through technical
assistance and related direct grant support; and
• Encouraging creative grantmaking, service provision and leadership
by community foundations through joint programming initiatives.
PHILANTHROPIC MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS

• Protecting and strengthening the foundation field and providing
information to the public through membership in, and special project
support of, selected philanthropy-related organizations.
STRENGTHENING THE NONPROFIT SECTOR
• Promoting the health and vitality of the nonprofit sector through
programs that foster increased volunteering and charitable giving
and/or that creatively address major advocacy, research and public
policy issues.
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Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1988

Grantee/Program

Grants

Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1989

PHILANTHROPY AND VOLUNTEERISM
COMMUNITY FOUNDATIONS
ARIZONA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Phoenix, Arizona
To assist the Arizona Community Foundation in establishing a
neighborhood alliance in Phoenix that will provide technical assistance,
serve as a clearinghouse, promote communication among and between
neighborhoods, and facilitate dialogue between neighborhoods and
local private- and public-sector officials,
CENTRAL CAROLINA FOUNDATION, INC.-Columbia, South Carolina
To provide a two-for-one administrative endowment challenge to the
$
Central Carolina Foundation in conjunction with the community
foundation's tefforts to raise $2,26 million in permanent endowment.

$

20,000

CENTRAL MINNESOTA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION-St. Cloud, Minnesota
To provide a two-for-one administrative endowment challenge to the
20,000
Central Minnesota Community Foundation in conjunction with the
community foundation's efforts to raise $5.75 million in permanent
endowment.
CHARITIES AID FOUNDATION - Tonbridge, Kent, England
To provide partial support to the Charities Aid Foundation for a
technical assistance program for community foundations in the United
Kingdom.

100,000

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION FOR SOUTHEASTERN MICHIGAN1-Detroit, Michigan
To provide support to develop affiliation models between the
Community Foundation of Southeastern Michigan and several small
and emerging community foundations in the greater Detroit area.
To provide unrestricted endowment support for the Community
50,000
Foundation for Southeastern Michigan.

10,000

20,000

40,000

20,000

40,000

250,000

100,000

250,000

280,000

20,000

10,000

60,000

10,000

15,000

150,000

175,000

190,000

705,000

190,000

DAYTON FOUNDATION-Dayton, Ohio
To continue to provide technical assistance to neighborhood
organizations receiving funds through the Neighborhoods Small Grants
Program.

10,000

10,000

DELAWARE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Wilmington, Delaware
To provide a two-for-one administrative endowment challenge to the
Delaware Community Foundation in conjunction with the community
foundation's efforts to raise $4 million in permanent endowment.

60,000

83

40,000

280,000

25,000

COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS, INC. -Washington, DC
To provide partial support to the Council on Foundations, Inc. to
continue the Community Foundation Technical Assistance Program for
another three years.

$

50,000

COMMUNFTY FOUNDATION OF THE EASTERN SHORE, INC. -Salisbury, Maryland
To continue one-for-one administrative challenge funding to the
15,000
Community Foundation of the Eastern Shore.
COUNCIL OF MICHIGAN FOUNDATIONS-Grand Haven, Michigan
To continue support for a three-year technical assistance program for
community foundations in Michigan.

10,000

40,000

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION FOR THE FOX VALLEY REGION, INC. - Appleton, Wisconsin
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to the Community
20,000
60,000
Foundation for the Fox Valley Region, Inc. in conjunction with the
community foundations efforts to raise $10 million in permanent
endowment.
COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF NEW JERSF^ - Morristown, New Jersey
To support an anti-drug training program for several former
mini-grantees and members of their cities' law and drug enforcement
teams.

$

705,000

60,000

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1988

Gra ntee/Progra m
DELAWARE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION-Wilmington, Delaware
To provide a two-for-one challenge to the Delaware Community
Foundation, enabling the foundation to initiate a grant-making
program, and consequently raising the community foundation's
credibility and visibility in the state.
EAST TENNESSEE FOUNDATION- Knoxville, Tennessee
To provide a two-for-one administrative endowment challenge to the
East Tennessee Foundation in conjunction with the community
foundation's efforts lo raise $7.4 million in permanent endowment.

$

20,000

20,000

GREATER KANSAS CITY COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Kansas City, Missouri
To help the community foundation implement an organizing project to
heighten awareness of neighborhood-based approaches to substance
abuse and related problems.
GREATER NEW ORLEANS FOUNDATION - New Orleans, Louisiana
To provide administrative challenge funds to the Greater New Orleans
Regional Foundation.

$

MONTANA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION, INC.-Helena, Montana
To provide partial administrative support for the Montana Community
Foundation.

17,500

OMAHA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Omaha, Nebraska
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to the Omaha
Community Foundation in conjunction with the foundation's efforts to
raise $3 million over three years in permanent endowment.

20,000

OREGON COMMUNITY FOUNDATION-Portland, Oregon
To award mini-grants to coalitions of neighborhood groups as part of
the planning process for a new Oregon Community Foundation
initiative, the Neighborhood Partnership Fund.
PUERTO RICO COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Hato Rey, Puerto Rico
To provide endowment support for the Puerto Rico Community
Foundation.
RAINBOW RESEARCH, INC.-Minneapolis, Minnesota
To assess the ways in which the community foundations participating in
the Mott Foundation's Neighborhoods Small Grants Program are
working with low-income neighborhoods and to evaluate the impact of
the program on the community foundations and the funded
neighborhood groups.
To provide support for a supplemental workshop on neighborhood
development for participants in the Mott Foundation's Community
Foundations and Neighborhoods Small Grants Program.
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$

10,000

Ki >,.,

Ml , 1 , ! ! :

20,000

10,000

10,000

60,000

60,000

10,000

10,000

20,000

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1989

20,000

40,000

GREATER WORCESTER COMMUNITY FOUNDATION, INC.-Worcester, Massachusetts
li
To allow the community foundation to sponsor a five-day Leadership
Development Institute for community organizers of small
neighborhood groups, many of which have been supported through the
Neighborhoods Small Grants Program.
MADISON COMMUMTY FOUNDATION-Madison, Wisconsin
Tb provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to the Madison
Community Foundation in conjunction with the community
foundation's efforts to raise $4.1 million in permanent unrestricted
endowment.

Payments

20,000

FOUNDATION FOR THE CAROLINAS - Charlotte, North Carolina
To help the Foundation for the Carolines to continue to provide
technical assistance and leadership training for participants of their
Neighborhoods Small Grants Program.
GREATER HARR1SBURG FOUNDATION -Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to the Greater
Harrisburg Foundation in conjunction with the community foundation's
efforts to raise $3.6 million in unrestricted, permanent endowment.

Grants

'

10,000

40,000

20,000

40,000

17,500

40,000

20,000

10,000

10,000

50,000

25,000

54,000

54,000

16,104

16,104

40,000

.-..INIM

Unpaid
Dec, 31, 1988

Grantee/Program
RAINBOW RESEARCH, INC. -Minneapolis, Minnesota
To provide support for technical assistance, networking, and evaluation
activities for the interim period between round one and round two of
the Community Foundations and Neighborhoods Small Grants Program
that encourages community foundations to support low-income
neighborhood organizations through mini-grants and technical
assistance.
To provide support to Rainbow Research, Inc. to plan and coordinate
two regional orientation workshops for those community foundations
that are potential applicants for a second round of the Mori Foundation's
Neighborhood Small Grants Program.
ROCHESTER AREA FOUNDATION - Rochester, New York
To provide two-for-one administrative endowment challenge funds to
the Rochester Area Foundation in conjunction with the community
foundation's efforts to raise $2.9 million in unrestricted, permanent
endowment.

S

$

IVmcrnls

$

70,000

[H,illKI

50,000

50,000

20,000

40,000

20,000

40,000

in ; i i J i i

20,000

40,000

20,000

60,000

20,000

60,000

751,500

$ 2,156,104

$ 1,012,604

S 1,895,000

13,000

13,000

14,500

14,500

25,000

25,000

2,500

2,500

VENTURA COUNTY COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Camarillo, California
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to the Ventura
20,000
County Community Foundation in conjunction with its efforts to build
a permanent unrestricted endowment.
VERMONT COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Middlebury, Vermont
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to the Vermont
Community Foundation in conjunction with the community
foundation's efforts to raise $4 million in permanent endowment.
S

PHILANTHROPIC MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
COUNCIL OF MICHIGAN FOUNDATIONS - Grand Haven, Michigan
To provide ongoing support for the Council of Michigan Foundations, a
statewide membership organization offering a range of services and
programs to enhance philanthropy in Michigan.
To provide partial support to the Council of Michigan Foundations for
host committee activities associated with the council's annual
conference, held in Flint in November, 1989.
COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS, INC. -Washington, DC
To continue general support for the Council on Foundations, which
provides services to private, corporate and community foundations and
corporate giving programs, as well as providing information on
philanthropy to the government and the public.
To provide continuing support for the Precollegiate Education Program,
an affinity group of the Council on Foundations that serves as a
communications network for granrmakers interested in precollegiate
education.
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35,000

20,000

20,000

10,000

SONOMA COUNTY FOUNDATION -Santa Rosa, California
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to the Sonoma
County Foundation in conjunction with the community foundation's
efforts to raise S4.25 million in permanent endowment.

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1989

$

35,000

70,000

SAN DIEGO COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - San Diego, California
To continue to award mini-grants to neighborhood groups through its
Neighborhoods Small Grants Program during a period of transition
from the program to a Community Development Fund, which will then
provide financing for community-based development projects.
To provide support for two computer-related projects for community
foundations, the first dealing with the use of a newly-developed
management software package and the second with facilitating the
establishment of a national computer network for community
foundations.

PROGRAM TOTAL: Community Foundations

Grants

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1988

Grantee/Program

Grants

Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1989

FOUNDATION CENTER - New York, New York
To continue general purposes support to the Foundation Center, a
national organization founded and largely supported by foundations, to
provide a single comprehensive source of information on foundation
giving.
To provide partial support for a five-year, $7.2 million program to help
the Foundation Center meet the growing informational needs of private
philanthropy.

35,000

$

S

400,000

35,000

200,000

$

200,000

INDEPENDENT SECTOR-Washington, DC
To continue support for the general purposes of Independent Sector, a
national organization whose purpose is to encourage giving,
volunteering, and not-for-profit initiatives.
To provide support for Independent Sector's Tenth Anniversary
Membership Drive.

" •'»i

7,500

25,000

25,000

NATIONAL COMMITTEE EOR RESPONSIVE PHILANTHROPY - Washington, DC
To continue general support for an organization promoting the interests
of non-traditional groups within philanthropy and encouraging equity,
accessibility and public accountability among philanthropic institutions.
PROGRAM TOTAL: Philanthropic Membership Organizations

[S QQG

30,000

$

400,000

$

152,500

S

312,500

50,000

$

50.000

15,000

$

240,000

S

10,000

STRENGTHENING THE NONPROFIT SECTOR
INDEPENDENT SECTOR - Washington, DC
To continue partial support for Independent Sector's five-year national
campaign to double charitable giving and increase volunteering by 50
percent by 1991.

INTERNATIONAL STANDING CONFERENCE ON PHILANTHROPY - Yalding, Kent, England
To continue genera! support for the International Standing Conference
$
10,000
12,000
on Philanthropy, known as INTERPHIL, an organization dedicated to
the growth and development of philanthropy and the voluntary sector
worldwide.

12,000

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES-Baltimore, Maryland
To bring a small group of practitioners and scholars in the nonprofit
sector of other countries to the Johns Hopkins campus for intensive
exposure to the American Voluntary sector in conjunction with
advanced study, research, and training.
MICHIGAN LEAGUE FOR HUMAN SERVICES - Lansing, Michigan
To help capitalize a $400,000 Joan guarantee fund and institutionalize
the program within the Michigan League for Human Services.

25,000

25,000

100,000

100,000

VOLUNTEER: THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT-Arlington, Virginia
To provide partial support to Volunteer: The National Center for Citizen
200,000
Involvement for a five-year, $5 million program to strengthen and
increase the number of volunteer centers nationwide.
PROGRAM TOTAL: Strengthening The Nonprofit Sector

S

MISSION TOTAL: Philanthropy and \falunteerism

$ 1,161,500

86

10,000

S

387,000

$ 2,695,604

2UU.IKKI

S

187,000

S 1,512,104

S

210,000

S 2,345,000

SPECIAL AND EXPLORATORY PROJECTS
SOUTH AFRICA
• Strengthening nonwhite community-based organizations and
training nonwhite community leaders in the Republic of South
Africa.
PLTRSUTT OF PEACE
• Reducing international tensions and promoting peaceful relations
between nations, particularly through improved relations at the
grassroots neighborhood or individual level.
OTHER
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Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1988

Grants

Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1989

EXPLORATORY AND SPECIAL PROJECTS
SOUTH AFRICA
INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION -New York, New York
To provide second-year support to the Institute of International
$
Education ("or a community college component in its program to provide
short-term, mid-career training in the United States to South African
community leaders.

75,000

$

RURAL ADVICE CENTRE -Johannesburg, South Africa
To enable the Kural Advice Centre io add a financial advice department
to provide economic and accounting consulting services.

$

75,000

74,456

74,456

92,000

93,300

S

149,456

93,300

$

32d,l(W

$

149,456

$

135,000

$

135,000

PURSUIT OF PEACE
CENTER FOR US-USSR INITIATIVES -San Francisco, California
To provide general support for the Center for US-USSR Initiatives,
which is currently restructuring and expanding its citizen diplomacy
efforts between Americans and Soviets in order to encourage better
understanding and the maintenance of peace and security among the
two nations.
CONNECT/US-USSR -Minneapolis, Minnesota
To provide partial support for a scholars exchange program in the field
of family relations between American and Soviet specialists.
COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS, INC. - Washington, DC
To enable two community foundation representatives from the United
States and a Council on foundation's staff member to visit the Soviet
Union as part of a larger delegation of American foundation
representatives.
EDUCATORS FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY -Cambridge, Massachusetts
To help the Educators for Social Responsibility hold the Soviet Teacher
Leadership Institute, "Teaching for Democracy and Social
Responsibility," in Flint, Michigan, in the summer of 1990.
FOUNDATION FOR INTERNATIONAL SECURITY -Banbury, England
To provide general support to the Foundation for International Security,
an English organization that brings together international experts and
high-level decisionmakers to resolve security problems related to arts
control, environmental issues and human rights using a neutral,
informal, behind-the-scenes approach,
FOUNDATION FOR SOCIAL INNOVATIONS USA -San Francisco, California
To provide general support for the Foundation for Social
Innovations-USA as it undertakes a new planning phase for growth and
expansion of its activities. This foundation encourages the development
of an independent sector in the USSR primarily by assisting its partner
foundation in that country. Foundation for Social Innovations-USSR.

75,000

67,800

92,000

WILGESPRUIT FELLOWSHIP CENTRE - Roodepoort, South Africa
To help the Wilgespruit Fellowship Centre, a leading educational and
community action center outside Johannesburg, to create a Seminars,
Publications and Resource Development Unit.

INSTITUTE FOR SOVIET-AMERICAN RELATIONS - Washington, DC
To provide general support for the Institute for Soviet-American
Relations to help it continue fulfilling its mission to serve as a
clearinghouse for U.S./USSR exchanges, primarily through publication
of a journal and handbook.

$

67,800

UNIVERSITY OF THE WESTERN CAPE - Bellville, South Africa
To continue support for the development of a two-year certificate
program for community workers, known in South Africa as "adult
educators," serving community organizations in remote rural areas.

PROGRAM TOTAL: South Africa

75.000

10,000

10,000

12,000

12,000

70,000

70,OQG

30,000

30,000

35,000

35,000

10,000

10,000

$

328,100

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1988

Grantee/Program
INSTITUTE FOR SOVIET-AMERICAN RELATIONS-Washington, DC
To provide partial support for updating and publishing the "Handbook
of Organizations Involved in Soviet-American Relations," which is
produced by the Institute for Soviet-American Relations.

Grants

$

INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR ELECTORAL SYSTEMS-Washington, DC
To support the major portion of travel costs for 14 U.S. election
commissioners and staff to the Soviet Union to assist the Soviet Central
Electoral Commission in rewriting their election laws and restructuring
electoral processes and to support the travel costs of Soviet and
American election officials visiting and observing gubernatorial and
local elections in Virginia and New jersey for the same purposes.
PROGRAM TOTAL: Pursuit of Peace

$

10,000

Payments

$

68,500

S

380,500

. Unpaid
I}ec. 31, 1989

10,000

f>8,500

$

380,500

$

35,000

$

OTHER
AMERICAN NATIONAL RED CROSS-Washington, DC
To help defray the cost of purchasing supplies and transportation of
supplies to Soviet Armenia to meet the relief needs of earthquake
victims.

$

AMERICAN RED CROSS-St. Louis, Missouri
To provide support for the American Red Cross relief activities for the
victims of a major earthquake ooruring in the San Francisco Bay area
on October 17, 1989.
To support the Hurricane Hugo disaster relief efforts in the US. Virgin
Islands.

35,000

$

50,000

50,000

35,000

35,000

CHARLESTON COUNTY PARK AND RECREATION COMMISSION-Charleston, South Carolina
To locate alternative space to re-start community education programs in
35,000
Charleston, South Carolina, which was devastated by Hurricane Hugo
in September, 1989.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE PUBLISHING SOCIETY-Boston, Massachusetts
To provide partial support for production of a six-part video series on
global issues.
CITIZENS NETWORK FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS-Washington, DC
To continue general support for an organization established to educate
the American public regarding the importance of U.S. international
relationships and their direct impact on several key domestic sectors as
agriculture, manufacturing, trade, and finance.
HARVARD UNIVERSITY-Cambridge, Massachusetts
To survey 2,000 children nationwide, grades 4-12, to measure their
attitudes, values, and ethical beliefs regarding honesty, sexuality and
intimacy, money, war, peace, family, and tolerance,

35,000

150,000

150,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

JOSEPH AND EDNA JOSEPHSON INSTITUTE FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF ETHICS-Marina del Rey, California
To promote leadership based on sound ethics through the Josephson
25,000
25,000
Institute's training programs, workshops, and publications.
OEF INTERNATIONAL- Washington, DC
To provide general support for OEF International, founded in 1947 as
the Carrie Chapman Catt Memorial Fund of the League of Women
Voters, which has a 40-year history in helping women help themselves.
PUERTO RICO COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Hato Rey, Puerto Rico
To provide support for the Hurricane Hugo disaster relief efforts.
SAN FRANCISCO FOUNDATION - San Francisco, California
To help provide support to nonprofit agencies in California's Bay area
that are assisting the victims of the Northern California earthquake.
TRIDENT COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Charleston, South Carolina
To provide support for the Hurricane Hugo disaster relief efforts.
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50,000

50,000

35,000

35,000

100,000

100,000

35,000

35,000

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1988

Grantee/Program

UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA AT BIRMINGHAM- Birmingham, Alabama
To provide a gift in memory of Susan Mott Webb to the capital
campaign fund for facilities construction at the Comprehensive Cancer
Center of Alabama at the University of Alabama at Birmingham.
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN - Ann Arbor, Michigan
For renovation and expansion of the C.S. Mott Children's Hospital as
part of the university's Replacement Hospital Project.

Grants

$

25,000

Payments

$

$ 1,200,000

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1989

25,000

800,000

$

400,000

PROGRAM TOTAL: Other

$ 1,235,000

$

590,000

$ 1,425,000

$

400,000

MISSION TOTAL: Exploratory and Special Projects

$ 1,384,456

S 1,298,600

$ 1,954,956

$

728,100

$

441,274

$

441,274

$

441,274

$

441,274

$

-

EMPLOYEE/TRUSTEE MATCHING/INITIATED GRANTS
The Mott Foundation matches its trustees' and employees' contributions
to charity on a two-i'or-one basis. Figure includes Trustee-Initiated
Grants.
TOTAL: Employee/Trustee Matching/Initiated Grants

$

TOTAL: All Grants

$19,777,169

90

-

$38,579,933

$43,795,989

$14,561,113

FINANCE
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Profile of the
Mott Foundation's
Grantmaking
Activities

Environment
6.704

Emp/Irustee
0.441

Grant Dollars
by Mission
(m Httlllcaisi)

Education
7.317

Philanthropy
2.695

Flint Area
16.673

Neighborhoods
3.447
Exploratory
1.298

Number of Gmtits
b\/ Mi$$km

Environment
99

Education
104

Neighborhoods
49
Exploratory
27
Flint Area
48

".'

Philanthropy
42
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Report of
Independent
Accountants

To the Board of Trustees of
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation:

We have audited the accompanying balance sheets of Charles Stewart Mott
Foundation as of December 31, 1989 and 1988, and the related statements of
income, expenditures and changes in Foundation fund, and cash flows for the
years then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of the
Foundation's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
financial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our
opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of Charles Stewart Mott Foundation at
December 31, 1989 and 1988, and its income, expenditures and changes in
Foundation fund and its cash flows for the years then ended in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles.
Coopers & lybrand
Certified Public Accountants

Detroit, Michigan
February 28, 1990
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Balance
Sheets
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
for tlic years ended
December 33, 1989 and 1988

1989

1988

$ 697,504,794

$ 591,828,346

131,107,594

106,008,631

56,759,743
53,688,193
6,350,394

80,026,441
35,810,391
6,000.000

945,410,718

819,673,809

486,050

4,803,251

122,852

122,852

1,056,606

1,067,712

14,729,478
$961,805,704

13,148,136
$ 838,815,760

Accounts payable and other liabilities
Excise tax
Grants payable

$

$

FOUNDATION FUND

939,544,841
$961,805,704

ASSETS
Marketable securities, at market value:
Common and preferred stocks
U.S. Government obligations
Short-term corporate notes
Other bonds, not convertible
Certificates of deposit
Cash
Investment in real estate:
Land
Buildings, improvements and equipment,
net of accumulated depreciation of
$3,245,211 in 1989 and $3,056,978
in 1988
Other assets

LIABILITIES AND FOUNDATION FUND
754,750
6,945,000
14,561,113
22,260,H63

Tlie accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.
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615,928
4,864,000
19,777,169
25,257,097

813,558,663
$ 838,815,760

Statements
of Income,
Expenditures and
Changes in
Foundation Fund
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation

1989
Income:
Dividends
Interest
Other loss, net

$ 24,086.542
21.014,124
(217.397)
44,883.319

Less:
Investment expenses
Provision for excise tax

Administration expenses
Direct charitable expenses

977,071
715,346
1,692,417
39,856,343

38,579,932

33,787,928

442.362
38,137,570

3,433,310
30,354,618

3,591,480
113.389
41,842,439

3,565,656
374,256
34,294,530

1,485,296

5,561,813

Excess of income over grants
and expenses
Contributions received
Realized gain on sale of assets, net of
excise tax of $192,915 in 1989 and
$723,301 in 1988

22,020,686
19,719,861
(191,787)
41,548,760

1,109,919
445,665
1,555.584

Net investment income
Grants and expenses:
Grants
Less:
Refunds on unexpended grants

1988

3,922,403

20,099,848

35,441,746

Change in market value of securities, net
of change in deferred excise tax of
$2,137,000 in 1989 and $661,000 in 1988

JU4.4l.il,034

33,746,156

Foundation Fund:
Beginning of year

813.558.663

734,886,545

S 939,544.841

813,558,663

End of year

The accompanying notes are nn integral part of tfie financial statements.
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for tlit' year* ended
December 31,1989 and 1988

Statements of
Cash Flows
Charles Stewart Moti Foundation
for tlje years ended
December 31, 1989 and 1988

1989

1988

Cash flows from operating activities:
Excess of income over grants and expenses

$

Adjustments to reconcile excess of income
over grants and expenses to net cash
(used) provided by operating activities:
Depreciation expense
(Increase) decrease in other assets
(Decrease) increase in grants payable
(Decrease) increase in excise tax,
currently payable
Increase in accounts payable and other
liabilities
Contributions received
Total adjustments
Net cash (used) provided by
operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities:
Proceeds from sales or redemptions
of investments:
Common and preferred stocks
U.S. Government obligations
Short-term corporate notes
Other bonds, not convertible
Certificates of deposit
Purchases of investments:
Common and preferred stock
U.S. Government obligations
Short-term corporate notes
Other bonds, not convertible
Certificates of deposit
Real estate
Excise tax on realized gain on
sale of assets

5,561,813

206,570
1,429,901
9,964,470

1,500

(56,000)
138,822

4,609

(6,525,945)

912,769
12,519,819

(5,040,649)

18,081,632

62,180,217
5,000,000
157,787,815
1,475,614
1,000,000

65,085,682
39,485,798
186,405,844
6,087,814

(47,657,760)

(25,385,655)
(134,521,117)
(17,434,832)
(1,350,394)
(177,525)

(42,531,615)
(27,838,730)
(222,278,268)
(12,143,608)
(6,000,000)
(51,865)

(192.915)

(723,301)

723,448

Net (decrease) increase in cash
Cash, beginning of year
?
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$

188,631
(1,581,342)
(5,216,056)

Net cash provided (used) by
investing activities

Cash, end of vear

1,485,296

(14,502,249)

(4,317,201)

3,579,383

4,803,251

1,223,868

486,050

$

4,803,251

Statements of
Cash Flows,
continued
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
(or tlie i/ears ended
'December 37, 1989 and 1988

1989
Supplemental schedule of
investing activities:
Realized gain on sale of assets
Common and preferred stock
US. Government obligations
Other bonds, not convertible

Supplemental schedule of noncash
investing activities:
Increase (decrease) in market value
of securities
Common and preferred stock
U.S. Government obligations
Other bonds, not convertible

1988

20,032,765
64,520
195,478

34,535,918
1,165,598
463,531

$ 20,292,763

$ 36,165,047

$100,166,140
4,648,788
1,723,106
$ 106,538,034

$ 39,337,247
(3,901,529)
(1,028,561)
$_ 34,407,157

The Foundation received stock
contributions of $3,009,634 during 1988.
Tfie accompanying notes arc an integral part of t!i£ financial statements.
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Notes to
Financial

Statements
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation

A. Accounting Policies:
The following is a summary of significant accounting policies followed in the
preparation of these financial statements.
Method of Accounting
The financial statements have been prepared on the accrual basis of
accounting which includes recognition of dividends, interest,
investment real estate income, and expenses as earned or incurred.
Trustee and Executive Committee grant actions are recognized on the
date of the action. Grants by the President or Executive Committee by
specific authority conferred by the Trustees, are recognized on the date
the authority is exercised.
Marketable Securities
Marketable securities are recorded on the trade date and are stated at
market value based on December 31 published quotations. Gains and
losses from sales of securities are determined on an average cost basis.
Investment Real Estate
Investment real estate and additions thereto are stated at cost or
market value at date of receipt. Depreciation of these properties is
determined on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful lives of the
assets. Furniture and fixture costs are expensed as incurred.
Other Assets
Other assets are stated at cost or market value at date of receipt.
Investments in partnerships are recorded at cost, adjusted for the
Foundation's proportionate share of undistributed earnings or losses.
Pension Costs
The Foundation maintains a defined benefit pension plan covering
substantially all of its employees. Pension expense includes amortization
of prior service costs over a period of 40 years. The Foundation's policy
is to fund pension costs accrued.
B. Marketable Securities:

Marketable securities held at December 31, 1989 and 1988, were as follows:
1989
1988
Market
Cost
Market
Cost
Value
Basis
Value
Basis
(in thousands)
Common and preferred stocks
$ 697,505 $342,519 $591,828 $ 337,008
U. S. Government obligations
131,108 123,327
106,009
102,877
Short-term corporate notes
56,760
56,760
80,026
80,026
Other bonds, not convertible
53,688
48,454
32,299
35,810
Certificates of deposit
6,350
6,350
6,000
6,000
$ 577,410
$ 558,210
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C. Pension Plan:
The company has a defined benefit pension plan covering substantially all of
its employees. The benefits are based on years of service and the employee's
compensation during the last five years of employment.
At December 31,1989, pension plan assets of $2.7 million exceeded vested
plan benefits of $1.4 million. The assumed rate of return was 8 percent in 1989
and 1988.
Pension expense was $80,000 and $100,000 in 1989 and 1988, respectively.
D. Excise Tax:
The Foundation is exempt from federal income taxes under section 501(c){3)
of the Internal Revenue Code. In accordance with the provisions of the Tax
Reform Act of 1969, the Foundation is subject to an excise tax on net
investment income, including realized gains as defined in the Act. For the year
ended December 31, 1989, the Foundation qualified under section 4940(e) of
the Internal Revenue Code for the 1 percent reduction in the excise tax on
investment income, which reduced the current provision by approximately
$640,000. The liability for excise tax is composed of the following:
Currently (refundable) payable
Deferred

($

1989
570,000)
6,945,000

$ 6,375,000

1988
56,000
4,808,000
$ 4,864,000

$

The deferred excise tax represents the tax on unrealized marketable security
gains. Tax payments of $1,270,000 in 1989 and $1,467,147 in 1988 were made.
E. Grants:
Pursuant to distribution regulations of the Internal Revenue Code for private
foundations, the Foundation will be required to make qualifying distributions
of approximately $16,200,000 during 1990.
F. Commitments:
At December 31, 1989, the Foundation was guarantor of $10,050,000 of City
of Flint Downtown Development Authority limited revenue bonds. Marketable
securities with market values aggregating approximately $12,100,000 have been
pledged as collateral in connection with this commitment.
Adminislralion
7U.il
Salaries
Other personnel
costs

Operations
Professional fees
Travel and
business expense
Annual report and
other publishing
expenses

Investment

Office

$1,728,875

$ 744,879

456,651
512,646
376,650

83,96.3
107,668
153,375

305,829

18,034

Dirt'i-t
Charitable

$

89,298
24,091

210,829

83,591,480

$1,109,919

£ 113,389
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Administration,
Investment
and
Direct Charitable
Expenses
Charfes Stewart Mott Foundation
for UK year ended
December 31, 1989

Marketable
Securities
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
December 31,1989

Common and
Preferred Stocks:

Shares

Advanta Corporation
Air Products & Chemical, Inc.
Albertson's, Inc.
Aluminum Company of America
American Greetings Corporation-Class A
American Information Technologies, Inc.
American International Group, Inc.
American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
Amoco Corporation
AMP, Inc.
AMR Corporation
Anthem Electronics, Inc.
Apple Computer, Inc.
Archer-Daniels-Midland Company
Armstrong World Industries, Inc.
Atlantic Richfield Company
Automatic Data Processing, Inc.
Baker Hughes, Inc.
BankAmerica Corporation
Bankers Trust of New York Corporation
Bell Atlantic Corporation
BellSouth Corporation
Betz Laboratories, Inc.
Boeing Company
Bowne & Company, Inc.
Brush Wellman, Inc.
Burlington Northern, Inc.
Burlington Resources, Inc.
Capital Cities/ABC, Inc.
Caterpillar; Inc.
Centel Corporation
Central Fidelity Banks, Inc.
Charming Shoppes, Inc.
Chartwell RE Corporation
Cirrus Logic, Inc.
Citicorp
Coca Cola Company
Comerica, Inc.
Consolidated Natural Gas Company
Cooper Industries, Inc.
CPI Corporation
Cracker Barrel-Old Country Stores, Inc.
Crystal Brands, Inc.
Cyprus Minerals, Inc.
Deere & Company
Delta Air Lines, Inc.
Digital Equipment Corporation
Dillard Department Stores - Class A
R. R. Donnelley & Sons, Inc.
Dover Corporation
Dow Chemical Company
Dresser Industries, Inc.
E. I. DuPont de Nemours, Inc.
Eastman Kodak Company
Edison Brothers Stores, Inc.
Emerson Electric Company
Energen Corporation
Exxon Corporation
Federal Express Corporation
Federal National Mortgage Association
First of America Bank Corporation
First Bank System, Inc.
First Chicago Corporation
First Security Corporation
First Union Corporation

70,000
15,000
60,000
30,000
75,000
140,000
10,000
400,000
300,000
125,000
15,000
53,333
25,000
78,750
30,000
10,000
55,000
60,000
10,000
20,000
90,000
190,000
5,000
105,000
20,000
10,000
55,000
95,870
2,000
125,000
45,000
70,000
25,000
222,223
86,492
30,000
50,000
30,000
25,000
140,000
30,000
25,000
40,000
24,750
110,000
15,000
130,000
90,000
20,000
130,000
127,500
30,000
70,000
112,500
35,000
260,000
150,000
350,000
30,000
52,500
50,000
60,000
20,000
40,000
55,000

No. of
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Cost
Basis
$

Market
Value

706,250 $
691,250
644,175
720,000
757,587
3,330,000
871,332
2,250,000
2,431,851
2,643,750
2,981,968
9,520,000
647,250
1,035,000
6,955,928
18,200,000
2,428,649
16,387,500
3,106,822
5,562,500
1,182,450
870,000
559,850
933,327
1,070,000
881,250
1,035,500
1,821,094
1,209,225
1,117,500
816,000
1,113,750
1,109,125
2,695,000
1,467,034
1,530,000
315,600
267,500
612,850
827,500
10,012,500
3,735,913
3,574,870
10,996,250
241,250
297,500
4,084,125
6,234,375
239,663
225,000
267,475
208,750
582,780
1,732,500
1,451,009
4,649,695
715,100
1,128,250
6,709,105
7,234,375
1,250,125
2,902,500
2,186,875
2,152,500
412,500
265,625
4,925,017
6,016,683
991,362
908,166
978,850
866,250
2,071,362
3,862,500
1,163,750
1,447,500
1,016,625
1,259,375
2,686,360
5,600,000
595,312
1,008,750
643,750
712,500
789,538
1,140,000
52,697
655,875
3,262,531
6,765,000
1,205,762
1,023,750
7,541,355
10,660,000
3,471,097
6,390,000
1,025,000
772,200
2,221,526
4,680,000
2,818,416
9,100,312
1,047,875
1,346,250
3,635,693
8,610,000
3,316,760
4,626,562
958,048
2,222,500
4,741,570
10,140,000
435,680
3,018,750
3,296,539
17,500,000
1,700,825
1,372,500
1,832,675
1,778,438
504,169
2,350,000
972,440
1,005,000
911,587
742,500
1,093,750
1,290,000
1,237,700
1,134,375

No. of

Cost
Basis

Shares
First Wachovia Corporation
Flowers Industries, Inc.
Gainer Corporation (2)
Gannett Company, Inc.
General Electric Company
General Mills Company
General Motors Corporation
General Motors Corporation - Class E
General Motors Corporation - Class H
General Re Corporation
Georgia Pacific Corporation
Gillette Company
Gottschalk's, Inc.
W. W. Grainger Company
Great Lakes Chemical Corporation
Halliburton Company
Hartmarx Corporation
Hechinger Company - Class A
H. J. Heinz Company
Hershey Foods Corporation
Hewlett-Packard Company
Hubbell, Inc. - Class B
Ingersoll-Rand Company
Intel Corporation
Internationa] Business Machines Corp.
International Paper Company
Interpublic Group of Companies, Inc.
Jacobson's Stores, Inc.
Johnson Controls, Inc.
Kansas Power & Light Company
Kellogg Company
K-Mart Corporation
KnowledgeWare, Inc.
Kroger Company
Lawson Products, Inc.
La-Z Boy Chair Company
LEGENT Corporation
The Limited, Inc.
Marsh & McLennan Companies
Masco Corporation
Masco Industries, Inc.
May Department Stores Company
The Maytag Company
McDonald's Corporation
McGraw Hill, Inc.
MCI Communications
Mead Corporation
Melville Corporation
Meredith Corporation
Microcom, Inc.
Microsoft Corporation
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co.
Mobil Corporation
Monsanto Company
J. P. Morgan & Company, Inc.
National City Corporation
NBD Bancorp, Inc.
NCR Corporation
Norfolk Southern Corporation
Nucor Corporation
NYNEX Corporation
Octel Communications Corporation
Office Club, Inc.
Pacific Telesis Group
PacifiCorp
Parker-Hannifin Corporation
PepsiCo, Inc.
Pioneer Hi-Bred International

30,000
10,000
28,000
20,000
480,000
50,000
1,730,000
63,570
65,000
15,000
150,000
40,000
20,000
80,000
10,000
80,000
115,000
50,000
40,000
50,000
190,000
10,000
10,000
75,000
220,000
10,000
30,000
20,000
50,000
50,000
20,000
181,600
60,000
50,000
75,000
30,000
35,000
50,000
5,000
165,000
162,000
80,000
50,000
25,000
20,000
10,000
10,000
166,100
40,000
52,500
10,000
180,000
120,000
80,000
75,000
30,000
317,500
10,000
180,000
60,000
100,000
40,000
9,730
173,854
30,000
25,000
80,000
85,000

$

302

Ma rket
Value

915,125 $ 1,226,250
191,875
190,000
245,000
4,060,000
688,700
870,000
6,105,253
30,960,000
616,954
3,618,750
45,124,417
73,092,500
1,187,359
3,472,511
1,198,260
1,657,500
990,875
1,306,875
4,016,948
7,275,000
1,780,413
1,965,000
226,100
175,000
1,968,603
5,160,000
274,250
472,500
2,632,916
3,420,000
2,021,451
2,271,250
987,917
631,250
1,241,200
1,4110,000
1,432,563
1,793,750
6,058,400
8,977,500
385,600
457,500
355,700
502,500
2,158,755
2,587,500
13,904,181
20,707,500
567,050
565,000
697,563
978,750
407,250
540,000
652,262
1,612,500
1,297,425
1,237,500
1,462,275
1,352,500
4,439,818
6,356,000
874,375
952,500
557,875
737,500
750,000
1,687,500
594,750
532,500
902,500
918,750
1,120,325
1,743,750
379,975
390,000
2,203,265
4,021,875
1,297,250
1,235,250
2,940,388
3,830,000
1,316,125
975,000
729,875
862,500
1,166,294
1,135,000
440,000
440,000
447,050
367,500
2,399,404
7,412,213
1,355,988
1,395,000
840,000
847,813
493,512
870,000
5,204,867
14,332,500
5,307,825
7,515,000
2,606,906
9,230,000
1,418,550
3,300,000
871,875
1,173,750
1,734,801
10,160,000
639,550
588,750
3,751,413
7,290,000
1,665,873
3,615,000
3,931,150
9,137,500
793,125
880,000
132,571
5,375
2,293,912
8,757,895
1,092,663
1,372,500
864,187
631,250
1,058,543
5,120,000
1,890,127
3,803,750

Marketable
Securities
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
December 31, 1989

No. of
Shares

PNC Financial Corporation
Premier Industrial Corporation
Proctor & Gamble Company
Raytheon Company
Roadway Services, Inc.
Rohm & Haas Company
Royal Dutch Petroleum Company
Sara Lee Corporation
Schlumberger, Ltd.
Security Pacific Corporation
Shoney's, Inc.
Sigma-Aldrich Company
Southern Indiana Gas & Electric Co.
Southwest Airlines Company
Southwestern Bell Corporation
Sundstrand Corporation
Super Valu Stores
Symantec Corporation
System Software Associates, Inc.
Tandy Corporation
TCBY Enterprises, Inc.
Toys R Us
TR^NOVA Corporation
Union Pacific Corporation
U. S. Bancorp
U. S. Sugar Corporation (2)
U. S. West, Inc.
United Stationers, Inc.
The Valspar Corporation
VMX, Inc.
Waxman Industries, Inc.
Weyerhaeuser Company
Whirlpool Corporation
Worthington Industries, Inc.
Total Common and Preferred Stocks

10,000
100,000
160,000
100,000
75,000
40,000
270,000
70,000
113,484
25,000
50,000
5,000
84,000
125,000
130,000
15,000
100,000
35,000
35,000
85,000
25,000
67,500
10,000
60,000
84,150
453,642
100,000
75,000
10,000
3,824
35,000
173,000
90,000
67,500

U. S. Government
Obligations:

Principal
Amount

United States Treasury Notes:
7.875%, due 08/15/90
9.875%, due 08/15/90
8.125%, due 05/15/91
13.75%, due 07/15/91
12.25%, due 10/15/91
14.25%, due 11/15/91
9.125%, due 02/15/92
11.75%, due 04/15/92
13.75%, due 05/15/92
10.875%, due 02/15/93
7.375%, due 04/15/93
10.125%, due 05/15/93
7.25%, due 07/15/93
11.75%, due 11/15/93
7.00%, due 04/15/94 (3)
8.375%, due 04/15/95
11.25%, due 05/15/95
9.50%, due 11/15/95
9.375%, due 04/15/96
7.25%, due 11/15/96
8.625%, due 08/15/97
8.125%, due 02/15/98
9.25%, due 08/15/98 (3)
8.875%, due 02/15/99

3,000,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
2,000,000
4,000,000
1,000,000
3,000,000
2,940,000
10,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
4,000,000
4,000,000
1,000,000
7,000,000
2,000,000
4,000,000
3,000,000
4,000,000
3,000,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
7,000,000
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Market
Value

Cost
Basis
$

146,375
1,672,806
4,127,245
5,106,762
2,355,000
1,386,625
8,792,010
1,646,063
4,889,885
955,375
492,500
222,500
902,561
2,726,070
2,337,369
688,800
1,457,244
563,750
886,250
3,109,454
604,750
717,217
270,700
2,958,125
819,231
1,541,077
2,678,436
1,414,688
269,113
2,294
307,700
1,806,285
2,528,149
703.125
$342,518,555

$

416,250
3,775,000
11,240,000
6,950,000
3,168,750
1,390,000
20,925,000
2,345,000
5,574,902
1,015,625
593,750
288,750
2,656,500
3,000,000
8,303,750
973,125
2,900,000
542,500
1,041,250
3,325,625
481,250
2,421,563
245,000
4,597,500
2,629,688
38,559,570
8,012,500
1,200,000
357,500
8,604
288,750
4,779,125
2,970,000
1,552,500
$697,504,794
Market
Value

Cost
Basis
$ 2,994,510
5,435,938
4,989,032
2,121,875
4,135,558
1,184,375
2,995,770
2,925,535
10,264,270
1,913,750
1,910,625
4,186,250
3,892,500
1,024,687
6,525,625
1,915,313
3,987,610
3,039,375
3,997,980
2,663,437
4,975,200
4,712,500
5,054,687
6,986,280

$

2,996,250
5,051,563
5,007,813
2,162,500
4,276,250
1,119,063
3,065,625
3,165,094
11,225,000
2,157,500
1,965,000
4,248,750
3,911,250
1,121,563
6,768,125
2,036,250
4,558,750
3,200,625
4,257,500
2,878,125
5,164,063
5,023,437
5,364,063
7,367,500

United State Treasury Bonds:
6.75%, due 02/15/93
7.875%, due 02/15/93
11.75%, due 02/15/01
11.625%, due 11/15/02
10.75%, due 02/15/03
11.125%, due 08/15/03
11.625%, due 11/15/04
10.750%, due 08/15/05
8.75%, due 11/15/08
Total LI. S. Government Obligations

$ 2,000,000
1,000,000
3,000,000
4,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
6,000,000

$

5121,940,000

$123,327,173

$131,107,594

$ 56,759,743

$ 56,759,743

1,683,750
675,000
2,981,250
4,167,460
2,724,375
3,757,500
3,928,125
3,720,000
5,857,031

$

1,930,625
998,437
3,784,687
5,095,000
3,619,687
3,723,750
3,885,937
3,679,687
6,298,125

Short-Term
Corporate Notes:
Short-Term Investment Fund

Other Bonds Not Convertible:
American Telephone &
Telegraph Company,
4.375%, due 10/01/1996
American Telephone & Telegraph
Company Credit Corporation,
8.57%, due 09/20/1994
BellSouth Capital Funding,
9.25%, due 01/15/1998
Eastman Kodak Company,
8.75%, due 11/01/1991
First of America Bank Corporation,
9.50%, due 07/01/1995
First of America Bank Corporation,
10.625%, due 01/30/1998
Ford Motor Credit Corporation,
8.00%, due 08/15/1993
Ford Motor Credit Corporation,
8.35%, due 02/01/1991
General Electric Credit
Corporation, 6.75%,
due 11/01/2011
General Motors Acceptance
Corporation, 8.375%,
due 05/01/1997
Hershey Foods Corporation,
9.50%, due 10/28/1992
IBM Credit Corporation,
9.80%, due 03/06/1990
Mobil Oil of Canada, Ltd.,
8.375%, due 02/15/1993
NBD Bancorp
10.00%, due 09/14/1990
Norfolk & Western Railway
Company - Equipment Trust,
10.25%, due 09/01/1998
Northern States Power
Company of Minnesota
First Mortgage, 4.375%,
due 06/01/1992
Northwestern Bell Telephone
Company Debentures,
4.875%, due 06/01/1998
Sears Credit Account Trust,
9.00%, due 09/15/1993
Total Other Bonds Not Convertible

Certificates of Deposit

Principal
Amount

$ 3,000,000

Cost
Basis

$

Market
Value

1,836,480

$ 2,375,400

4,000,000

3,994,560

4,010,000

1,500,000

1,495,380

1,566,450

3,000,000

3,055,260

3,007,800

1,802,092

1,366,509

1,790,739

14,000,000

10,632,278

14,409,111

900,000

843,354

880,740

3,000,000

3,019,350

3,003,000

2,250;000

2,100,263

2,185,875

2,000,000

1,959,060

1,991,000

2,000,000

2,096,160

2,045,400

4,000,000

3,978,840

4,007,600

2,000,000

2,013,780

1,993,600

3,000,000

2,995,740

3,033,600

1,275,000

1,334,097

1,311,338

1,000,000

634,760

916,000

200,000

128,000

154,040

5,000,000

4,970,312

5,006,500

$ 53,927,092

$ 48,454,183

$ 53,688,193

$ 6,350,394

$ 6,350,394
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Notes:
(1) The large blocks of certain
stocks owned, if offered for
sale, would probably depress
the quoted market amounts.
(2) The indicated stocks represent
an investment of 2 percent or
more of the outstanding
common shares of the corporation: Gainer Corporation 4.74 percent and U. S. Sugar
Corporation -19.38 percent.
(3) Principal amount is pledged as
collateral at December 31,
1989. See Note F to the
financial statements.

OTHER
INFORMATION
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How To
Apply For
A Grant

Grantmaking Criteria
In general, the Mott Foundation implements its programs through grants in
support of demonstration, action-oriented projects and other activities that are
likely to contribute significantly to the achievement of program objectives.
The Foundation is particularly interested in fresh or innovative approaches to
solving community problems, approaches that, if proven successful, can
generate long-term support from other sources and that can be disseminated
to, and applied in, other communities.
The Foundation may also consider activities of a non-grant nature that can
help to achieve program objectives such as program-related investments, direct
technical or fundraising assistance, or sponsor research and the dissemination
of findings.
While the Foundation endeavors to maintain a high degree of flexibility in its
programming, as a matter of policy it observed the following limitations in its
grantmaking:
• The Foundation does not make grants or loans to individuals.
• Outside the Flint area, the Foundation makes grants for capital
development and endowment only when such support is considered
necessary to carry out or advance other Foundation objectives.
• The Foundation supports research only when it is instrumental for
planning, implementing or evaluating grantmaking activities in a particular
program area or for strengthening relevant public policy.
• The Foundation does not provide ongoing support for projects that
taxpayers or commercial interests normally support or should be expected
to support.
• The Foundation does not support religious activities or programs that
serve, or appear to serve, specific religious groups or denominations.
However, if a proposal submitted by a church-based or similar
organization falls clearly within program guidelines and is intended to
serve as broad a segment of the population as the program of a comparable
non-religious organization, the Foundation will consider the proposal on
the same basis as proposals from other agencies.

Information We Need
The Foundation does not have formal grant application forms. Grant
proposals, however brief, should include:
• A description of the project and what will be accomplished.
• An explanation of why the project is needed.
• A description of the population to be served.
• A documented line-item budget for the proposed grant period.
• An institutional budget based on the applicant's fiscal year, if the applicant
is not a major educational institution or unit of government.
• Information about the organization seeking funds, including its tax-exempt
status and classification and its accomplishments to date.
• Starting and ending dates for the project and plans for post-grant funding.
• Plans for project evaluation and dissemination.
Because Trustees meet quarterly, proposals may be submitted at any time. To
prevent conflict-of-interest problems and undue burdens on Trustees, grant
applicants should not route proposals through Trustees or solicit their
assistance.
Because of the large number of requests we receive, visits, unless by
invitation, are discouraged. Requests tor meetings with Foundation Trustees
and staff will be initiated by the Foundation.
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Mott Foundation
The Charles Stewart Mott Foundation 1989 Annual Report.
Facts on Grants 1989. A companion piece to the Annual Report containing
summaries of each of the 369 grants made in that year.
In Memoriam. A booklet about the life of Charles Stewart Mott.
Mott Exchange. A quarterly newsletter of the Mott Foundation focusing on
specific program areas as well as general interest items.

Publications
and
Materials
Available

Programs, Policies & Procedures. A guide to Mott Foundation philosophy
and grantmaking.

Other Materials
Small Steps Toward Big Dreams. A 1990 special report about the Mott
Foundation's enterprise-development programs for the disadvantaged, a seedcapital approach, including the personal stories of four entrepreneurs.
1990 Guide to Community Education Processes. A directory of centers for
community education development and other community education
resources. The centers assist in starting or improving community education
programs. Many publications and other resources are available from the
organizations listed.
Teenage Pregnancy: An Update and Guide to Mott Foundation Resources
1986. A review of Foundation activities in the area of too-early childbearing,
including statistics on teenage pregnancy and associated programs, examples
of effective intervention strategies, and a listing of resources in the field.
Coordinating Older Worker Programs: An Update and Guide to Mott
Foundation Resources 1988. A review of Foundation activities in the field of
older workers, including a listing of a national network of Regional
Coordinating Councils.
Community Policing: Making the Case for Citizen Involvement. A 1987
special report that shares the experiences and lessons learned by the Mott
Foundation during its 10-year work in the field of personal safety.
The Fraying Fabric: A Portrait of America's Poverty, A reprint of the special
section of the 1989 Annual Report, profiling the depth and breadth of poverty
in America and how three community-based organizations are tackling
poverty holistically.
The Great Lakes: A Stewardship Left Untended. A reprint of the 24-page
special section of the 1988 Annual Report, taking an in-depth look at the
degradation of the Great Lakes.
Our Good Earth: Are We Living On Borrowed Time? A reprint of the 47page special section of the 1987 Annual Report, scrutinizing the nation's
hazardous waste problem and the Foundation's grantmaking role to date.
Youth in Crisis: Living On the Jagged Edge. A reprint of the 40-page special
section of the 1986 Annual Report, probing the complex issues facing the
nation's at-risk youth and the Foundation's initiatives in public policy
development and demonstration projects.
Community Foundations: A Growing Force in Philanthropy. A reprint of the
41-page special section of the 1985 Annual Report, examining the important
role community foundations play nationally and locally as a catalyst for
community improvement.
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Officers
and
Staff

Programs
Willard J Hertz

Board of Trustees
William S. White

Vice President
Program Planning iiini Dissemination

Chairman, President ami
Chief Executive Officer

William H. Piper

Jeanette Mansour

Director of Planning
Jon Blyth

Vice Chairman

Marjorie Powell Allen
Alonzo A. Crim
Charles B. Cumings
Rushworth M. Kidder
C.S. Harding Mott, II
Maryanne Mott
Willa B. Player
John W. Porter
Harold E Rodes
George L. Whyel
Ruth R. Mott

Program Officer

Pat Edwards
Program Officer

Suzanne L. Feurt
Program

Officer

Jack A. Litzenberg
Program Officer

G. Bridget Ryan
Program Officer

Maureen H. Smyth
Program Officer

Marilyn H. Steele

Trustee Emeritus

Program Officer

Ruth L. Coins
Program Associate

Audit Committee

Christa Kuljian

John W. Porter

Program Associate

Chairman

Gertrude Cross
Consultant

Charles B. Cumings
C.S. Harding Mott, II

Executive Committee
William S. White
Chairman
C.S. Harding Mott, U
William H. Piper
Harold P Rodes
George L. Whyel
Investment Committee
William S. White

Administration
Richard K. Rappleye
Vice President, Secretary/Treasurer

S. Jean Simi
.Assistant Secretary

Jack C. Becker
Assistant to the Caiitn>!!er

Jim L. Krause
Director of Grants AthniniBtration

Kathy J^ Becker
Assistant Grants Administrator

Investments
Robert E. Swaney, Jr.

Chairman

Henry Holt, Jr.
Maryanne Mott
William H. Piper
George L. Whyel

Vice President and Chief Investment

Officer

Michael J. Smith
Investment Manager, Special Projects

Paul H. McVey

Long-Range Program
Planning Committee

hii't.'sttnt'iit Manager

Daniel T. Goodnow
Senior Security

Aniilifft

Stephen W. Vessells

Maryanne Mott
Chairman
Marjorie Powell Allen
AJonzo A. Crim
Rushworth M. Kidder
Willa B. Player
Harold P. Rodes
William S. White

hivestinenl Atlministrator

Communications
Judy Y. Samelson
Director of Ctmttnunications

Carol D. Rugg
Principal Staff

Writer

Ann Richards
Assistant Staff

Executive Office
William S. White

Writer

Staff list through Mai/ 30. 1990

Chairman, President ami
Chief Executive Officer

Michael Radock
Advisor to the President

W8

Early Childhood and Parenting Education
East Bay Conservation Corps
East Harlem Block Nursery, Inc
East Tennessee Foundation
Eastside Community Investments, Inc
Ecology Center of Ann Arbor
Economic Development
Edmonton Police Department
Education Commission of the States
Education: Developing Human Potential
Education: Special Initiatives
Educational Broadcasting Corporation
Educators for Social Responsibility
Employee and Trustee Matching Grants
Employment Training and Counseling
Energy Probe Research Foundation
Environment
Environment: Special Initiatives
Environmental and Energy Study Institute
Environmental Defense Fund, Inc
Environmental Health Watch, Inc
Environmental Policy Institute
Environmental Research Foundation
Executive Service Corps of Chicago
Exploratory and Special Projects

59
52
52
84
79
67
79
77
52
50
60
52
88
90
59
62
61
69
62
62, 67
67
62, 69
67
57
87

Family Resource Coalition
59
Finance
91
First Nations Financial Project
79
Flint Area
71
Flint Area: Special Initiatives
75
Flint Arts and Recreation
72
Flint Board of Education
73, 74
Flint City Human Relations Commission
75
Flint Community Development Corporation .. .73, 75
Flint Convention and Visitors Bureau
Educational Foundation
75
Flint Downtown Development Authority
72, 73
Flint Economic Revitalization
73
Flint Education
73
Hint Executive Service Corps, Inc
74
Flint Genesee County Community Coordinated
Child Care Association
73
Flint Institute of Arts
72
Flint Institute of Music
72
Flint Institutional Capacity Building
74
Focus: HOPE
,
79
Focus Project, Inc
67
For a Cleaner Environment, Inc
67
Formative Evaluation Research Associates
52
Foundation Center
86
Foundation for International Security
88
Foundation for Social Innovations USA
88
Foundation for the Carolinas
84
Friends of Children of Mississippi, Inc
79
Fullemploy Group Ltd
59
Fund for the Center for Community Change
77
•
Genesee Area Focus Council, Inc

73
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Genesee Area Focus Fund, Inc
73
Genesee County Parks & Recreation Commission 72
German Marshall Fund of the US
79
Global Sustainability
62
Global Tomorrow Coalition, Inc
69
GMT Engineering and Management Institute
74
Grand Valley State University
64
Grant Guidelines
108
Grant Listing
49
Grass Roots Environmental Organization, Inc
67
Great Lakes Land and Water Resources
64
Great Lakes United
64
Greater Flint Arts Council
72
Greater Harrisburg Foundation
84
Greater Hartford Chamber of" Commerce
Foundation
57
Greater Kansas City Community Foundation
84
Greater New Orleans Foundation
84
Greater Worcester Community Foundation, Inc. . . .84
Green Library
69

H.
Harvard University
HEAD Corporation
Hispanic Policy Development Project
Hoosier Environmental Council
Hudson Institute

59, 67, 77, 89
79
52
64
60

Independent Sector
86
Indian Society for Community Education
55
Inform, Inc
67
Insight, Inc
74
Institute for Energy and Environmental Research . .62
Institute for Local Self-Reliance, Inc
69
Institute for Soviet-American Relations
88, 89
Institute of International Education
88
Intergenerational Programs
56
International Association tor
Great Lakes Research
64
International Center for Development Policy
62
International Center for Integrative Studies
52
International Council for Adult Education
60
International Development Conference
80
International Foundation for Education
and Self-Help
58
International Foundation for Electoral Systems ... .89
International Institute for Energy
Conservation, Inc
62
International Standing Conference on
Philanthropy
86
Internews Network
62
Iowa Citizens for Community Improvement
67
Jobs for Youth-Boston, Inc
Jobs For Youth-Chicago, Inc
Johns Hopkins University Institute for
Policy Studies
"
Johnson C. Smith University
Joseph and Edna Josephson Institute for the
Advancement of Ethics .

80
52
86
58
. .89

Program and Grantee Index
A.
African Association for Literacy and Adult
Education
54
Alaska Center for the Environment
66
Alaska Conservation Foundation
69
Alaska Health Project
66
Alaska Native Health Board
66
Albany State College
66
American Association for International Aging
56
American Association for Marriage and Family
Therapy Research and Education Foundation ... .51
American Association of School Administrators .. .51
American Committee on US.-Soviet Relations . . . .69
American Council of Young
Political Leaders, Inc
69
American Council on Education
60
American Enterprise Institute for
Public Policy Research
60
American Farmland Trust
64
American Institute for Learning
51
American National Red Cross
89
American Public Welfare Association
51
American Red Cross
89
American Rivers, Inc
69
Americans for Generational Equity
60
Annual Message
6
Arizona Community Foundation
83
Arkansas Enterprise Group
79
Aspen Institute for Humanistic Studies
62
Association of Junior Leagues, Inc
51
At-Risk Youth
51
Atlantic States Legal Foundation, Inc
64
Auburn University
79
B.
Benedict College
Bennett College
Bermuda Biological Station for Research, Inc
Bermuda Ministry of Community Affairs
Big Brothers/Big Sisters of America
Bowie State College
Brandeis University

58
58
69
55
57
58
51

C.
California Institute for Rural Studies
66
California Research Center
57
Canadian Association for Community Education . .55
Canadian Institute for Environmental
Law and Policy
64
Center for Coastal Studies
69
Center for Community Change
77
Center for Innovative Diplomacy
62
Center for International Development
and Environment
62
Center for Population Options
51
Center for the Great Lakes
64
Center for US-USSR Initiatives
69, 88
Central Carolina Foundation, Inc
83
Central Minnesota Community Foundation
83
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Central States Education Center
66
Charities Aid Foundation
83
Charleston County Park and
Recreation Commission
89
Child Trends, Inc
51
Children's Defense Fund
51
Children's Express Foundation, Inc
60
China Foot Bay Society
69
Chisholm Institute of Technology
55
Christian Science Publishing Society
89
Citizen's Clearinghouse for
Hazardous Wastes, Inc
66
Citizens for a Better Environment
66
Citizens Network for Foreign Affairs
89
Clark College
58
Cleveland Foundation
77
Climate Institute
62
Close Up Foundation
57
Coalition on Environmental and
Occupational Health Hazards
66
Coast Alliance
64
Colorado State University
66
COMED
55
Committee for Economic Development
51
Community Capital Bank
79
Community Development
77
Community Education
54
Community Education Development Centre
55
Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan
83
Community Foundation for the
Fox Valley Region, Inc
83
Community Foundation of Greater Flint
74, 75
Community Foundation of New Jersey
83
Community Foundation of the Eastern Shore, Inc. 83
Community Foundations
83
Community Information Exchange
77
Community Service Society of New York
79
Community Training and Assistance
Center, Inc
59, 77
Connect/US-USSR
88
Connecticut Fund for the Environment, Inc
67
Conservation Foundation, Inc
64
Cooperative Assistance Fund
79
Corporation for Enterprise Development
79
Council for Community-Based
Development, Inc
77, 79
Council of Chief State School Officers
51, 55
Council of Great Lakes Governors
64
Council of Michigan Foundations
69, 83, 85
Council on Foundations, Inc
51, 83, 85, 88
Council on Hazardous Materials
67
Crim Road Race, Inc
72

D
Dayton Foundation
Delaware Community Foundation
Detroit Public Schools
Development Training Institute, Inc
Dillard University
Dole Foundation
Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative

83
83
60
79
58
59
77

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County

57

Kalamazoo Nature Center, Inc
Keys to Careers
Klein Walker Associates, Inc

64
52
52

Lake Michigan Federation
Land Stewardship Project
Lincoln Area Agency on Aging
Literacy Volunteers of America, Inc
Local Initiatives Support Corporation

65
65
57
55
77

Madison Community Foundation
84
Manpower Demonstration Research
Corporation
52, 59
MDC, Inc
52
Meadowcreek Project, Inc
69
Memphis Partners, Inc
53
Mercy College
59
Meridian Community College Foundation
80
Metro-Dade Department of Youth and
Family Development
57
Metropolitan Detroit Youth Foundation, Inc
53
Michigan Audubon Society
65
Michigan Biotechnology Institute
80
Michigan Department of Social Services
74
Michigan Environmental Council
65, 67
Michigan League for Human Services
74, 78, 86
Michigan Office of Services to the Aging
57
Michigan State University
68, 70, 78
Minority Education
58
Mississippi Action for Community Education
78
Montana Community Foundation, Inc
84
Morehouse College
58
Mott Community College
55, 72, 74
Ms. Foundation for Women
80
National Association of Service and
Conservation Corps
53
National Association of the Partners
of the Americas, Inc
55
National Audubon Society, Inc
63
National Center for Community Education
55,59
National Center for Neighborhood Enterprise
78
National Center for Policy Alternatives
68
National Center on Institutions and Alternatives , .57
National Child Labor Committee
53
National Committee for Citizens in Education
56
National Committee for Responsive Philanthropy 86
National Community Education Association
56
National Council of La Raza
78
National Forum for Black Public Administrators .. .53
National Foundation for Teaching
Entrepreneurship to Handicapped
80
National Governors' Association Center For
Policy Research
59
National Neighborhood Coalition
78
National Organization of Black Law
Enforcement Executives .
. .78

113

National Organization on Adolescent
Pregnancy and Parenting, Inc
National Public Radio
National Retiree Volunteer Center
National Rural Development and
Finance Corporation
National Training and Information Center
National Urban League, Inc
National Wildlife Federation
National Youth Employment Coalition, Inc
National Youth Leadership Council
Natural Resources Defense Council, hie
Nature Conservancy
Nature Conservancy of Canada
NCI Research
Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation
Neighborhood Resource Center
Neighborhood Youth Association, Inc
Neighborhoods and Economic Development
New Alchemy Institute
New Hampshire Vocational-Technical
College at Berlin
New School for Social Research
Non-Profit Resource Center, Inc
North Carolina Rural Economic
Development Center, Inc
Northeast Entrepreneur Fund, Inc
Northeast-Midwest Institute
Northern Ireland Community
Education Association
Northern Rockies Action Group, Inc
Northwest Service Coordination for the
Health Impaired Elderly of CCI
Northwestern CUED Institute
Northwestern University
Oceanic Society
OEF International
Ohio Environmental Council
Omaha Community Foundation
Oregon Community Foundation

53
65
57
80
78
53
63, 65
53
56
63
63, 72
65
80
80
78
57
76
70
53
80
65
80
80
65
56
78
57
73
80
68
89
65
84
84

Philanthropic Membership Organizations
85
Philanthropy and Volunteerism
82
Pollution Probe Foundation
65
Portable Practical Educational Preparation, Inc
81
Porter-Leath Children's Center
57
Publications
109
Public/Private Ventures
53
Puerto Rico Community Foundation
84, 89
Pursuit of Peace
88
R.

Rainbow Research, Inc
84, 85
Recruiting New Teachers, Inc
60
Redesigning Education
59
Remediation and Training Institute
53
Research Foundation of the City University of
New York
68
Resource Center for the Elderly
57

Resources Development Foundation
Rochester Area Foundation
Rocky Mountain Institute

63
85
63

Rodale Institute

70

Rural Advice Centre

88

San Diego Community Foundation

63, 65

Social Research Applications
Socie'te pour Vaincre la Pollution

53
66

Sonoma County Foundation
South Africa
Southport Institute for Policy Analysis
Southwest District Health Department

85
87
59
54

Southwest Regional Laboratory
Southwest Research and Information Center
Special Section
Spelman College
St. John's College
St. Patrick's College
Staff and Trustees

54
68
13
58
54
56
110

Stanford University
Star Theatre of Flint, Inc
Strengthening The Nonprofit Sector

68

Ventura County Community Foundation
Vermont Community Foundation
Volunteer: The National Center for Citizen
Involvement

85
85

54
72
86

Warren/Conner Development Coalition
Washington State University
Wayne State University
Western Carolina University
Western Michigan University
WGBH Educational Foundation
Whaley Memorial Foundation
Wilgespruit Fellowship Centre
Wisconsin's Environmental Decade Institute
Women And Foundations/Corporate
Philanthropy, Inc
Women's Economic Development Corporation
Women's Initiative for Self-Employment

Women's Self-Employment Project
Woods Hole Research Center, Inc
World Development Productions, Inc
World Resources Institute
World Wildlife Fund, Inc

66

54
89

Trustee-Initiated Grants
Tuskegee University

91
59

Unison Institute
United Community Services of Metropolitan
P
Detroit
i
United Wav of Genesee and Lapeer Counties . .74,
University of Alabama at Birmingham
._£ , ,„.
. _,.
University of Illinois at Chicago

58
75
90
5fi

University of Michigan

90

University
University
University
University
University

75
58
68
54
68

of Michigan - Flint
72, 73, 74,
of Michigan - Institute of Gerontology
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
of Pennsylvania.,of Tennessee - Knoxville

68

University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston . .68

63

54
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54

Tri-City SER, Inc
Trident Community Foundation

54
81
81

Youth Policy Institute

54, 58
66

Toxic Substances

75
88
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V

Youth Service America .

Temple University
Tip of the Mitt Watershed Council

81
56
56
58
56, 66
63

Young Women's Christian Association of Flint
Youth Project

Talladega College

86

u.

85

San Francisco Foundation
89
Scientists' Institute for Public Information, Inc. .. .63
Self-Employment Fund of Iowa
81
70001 Ltd/
51
Shorebank Advisory Services, Inc
81
Sierra Club Foundation
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Vanderbilt University
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Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
1200 Mott Foundation Building
Flint, Michigan 48502-1851
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